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agrees that the copyright for original works not appearing elsewhere is held by the International Planetarium
Society. Once a submission has appeared in Planetarian
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In Front of the Console
Sharon Shanks
Ward Beecher Planetarium
Youngstown State University
Youngstown, OH 44555 USA
sharon.shanks@gmail.com
I had always used Facebook just as a way of
keeping up with my kids, both of whom live
away from home. My son, who was married
to a lovely girl in June, just relocated with his
new wife to Amarillo, Texas, to teach at West
Texas A&M University.
My daughter works strange hours and I
miss her, too, even though she’s still in the
area. She keeps me up to date with the cute
animal photos. Baby platypus, check. Baby
hedgehogs, check.
In other words, I saw Facebook as a great
way to waste time and overlooked its value as
a means of staying in touch with not just my
family, but also my friends—most of whom
are in the planetarium field.
And then came this issue of Planetarian. I
had tons of IPS 2014 photos and wanted to use
pictures of as many different people as I could.
The trouble was I had no identifications for
most of them.
I posted the photos on Facebook with a cry
of “help,” and I got it.
Starting with a name or two, I was able
to track down all but one of the identities
through email and Facebook.
Many thanks to Alexander Adli from Megastar/Ohira Tech in Japan, Ian McLennan, Oded
Kindermann from Argentina, and the IPS officers for letting me know who was who.
And apologies to the gentleman in shades
and blue shirt on page 16. If you happen to
read this, please let me know your name and
I’ll make amends in the December issue.

More pictures, and I gave up
Most of the images in the first half of this issue are from Frank Michael Arndt, the conference photographer.
As it happened, I also had Dale Smith’s photos, and decided to use his in the second half
(page 66).
If you don’t know Dale, a former IPS president and chair of the Publications Committee, you will be able to recognize him by
the camera that’s surgically implanted in his
chest. He takes a lot of pictures.
For these, I decided to forego captions and
just provide you with glimpses of Beijing and
the conference. (And, to tell the truth, I ran
out of time. Detective work takes too long
when you’re on deadline.)
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cently. I knew all three, and the loss of John
Schroer and Bill Luzader are particularly difficult.
It will be hard to go to the next GLPA meeting in October and not see John’s always-smiling face.
I did not attend as many MAPS meetings as I
would have liked, but I always looked forward
to Bill’s quick wit and even quicker laugh. He
was such the character.

What’s in a name?

Home planetariums
I hope you enjoy as much as I did reading
Ron Walker’s story about his home planetarium.
All of us actually receiving paychecks for
working in the dome know how hard it is to
make ends meet. If we need upgraded equipment, we have to search out the philanthropically-minded people in our communities
with our hands out and say please.
The home planetarians, however, do it all
on their own, with used equipment, salvaged
parts, and lots of ingenuity.
I guess we could compare them to amateur
astronomers, who purchase their telescopes
out of their pockets and observe through the
night simply for the love of the stars.
Amateur planetarians? That sounds right,
and not only do they open their domes to the
public, but also their homes, their garages, and
their back yards.
Just like amateur astronomers make valuable contributions to the field, the dedicated
amateur planetarians are out there teaching,
enthralling children, and sharing the love of
the stars.

It’s Jack Dunn’s issue
Sometimes I notice that the same person
appears several times in a single issue, and this
time it is Jack Dunn.
He starts out in the Great Plains Planetarium Association (in International News), saying good-bye to the Mueller Planetarium in
Lincoln, Nebraska, and by the time we turn
to the Southeastern Planetarium Association
news, there he is again. He moved over the
space of several pages to Columbia, South Carolina, where his wife, Liz, is the new director
of the new 55-ft planetarium at the South Carolina State Museum.
He also appears on page 77 in his official retirement story.
Another face that appears several times is
that of Oded Kindermann. Oded operates a
mobile planetarium and also attended IPS
2014, so look for him in Susan Button’s Mobile
News and in conference photographs.

Saying good-bye
I had the hardest time typing in the names
of the three planetarians who passed away re-

In the March issue I lamented the loss of the
tweets about planetariums compiled by Mario DiMaggio because they were interesting to
read and they filled holes.
Thomas Wm. Hamilton has come to the
rescue. He has put together a lengthy list of
asteroids that bear the names of planetarians
and those associated with the field.
I cannot run the entire list at once, so I plan
to use them to fill the odd hole (like on page
70) and provide something interesting to read
at the same time.

It’s your society: take charge
Finally, it’s time to pull out the mom again.
When I have a particularly difficult group in
my planetarium, I sometimes have to use my
“mom voice” to get their attention. That my
serious-I’m-not-kidding voice that still sends
quivers of fear through my kids.
I’m not saying that IPS members are similar to difficult children, but it’s now time to
tell everyone, in my sternest possible voice, to
take an active role in the future of IPS.
It’s your society, not solely Thomas
Kraupe’s society, and definitely not all mine
or any of the officers’. (Hmm. The Shanks International Planetarium Society. It has a certain ring to it.)
If you want to see changes in the way
things are done, then find out about the Vision 2020 initiative (page 14) and let us know.
Fill out the SWOT survey on page 15 and mail
it back to Jon Elvert.
Even easier, complete the online survey
at the IPS website (www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=vision2020).
Jon’s email is jelvert@lasm.org. Write to
him to express concerns or make observations
about IPS. Responses will be kept confidential
unless you say otherwise.
IPS is looking for input from everyone related to the planetarium field, whether or not
you are an IPS member. Vendors’ views also
are welcome.
Right now the same small number of “doers” among us is holding the IPS together. Isn’t
it time that you stopped simply standing and
began actively walking and running toward
the future of our society?
And, of course, a lot more doers are always welcome.
I
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President’s Message
Thomas W. Kraupe
Planetarium Hamburg
Otto-Wels-Str.1
D-22303 Hamburg, Deutschland
+49 0 (40) 428 86 52 50
+49 0 (40) 427 92 48 50 fax
+49 0 (172) 408 61 33 iPhone
thomas.kraupe@planetarium-hamburg.de, www.planetarium-hamburg.de

On the next page is the list of the awardwinning productions. A wonderful brochure
with information about the festival and all
productions has been made available by Macao Science Center, and we are working on
making a version available for all interested
IPS members via download. Please check the
IPS website for more information.
Indeed I am very happy and proud about
this achievement and want to thank our hosts
and the teams of Macao Science Center (with
President Peter Lam and Dr. Yip Chee Kuen
in particular) and Beijing Planetarium (Dr. Jin
Zhu) for their vision and dedication—and all
sponsors and partners for making this festival
become reality.
Special thanks also to Eugenides Foundation (Athens) for providing the prize money
of US$2,000 for IPS to award the Best Educational Production.

world from new perspectives:
For the first time, a planetarium fulldome
One Picture Is Worth A Thousand Words
festival
happened as an integral part of an IPS
We all know this adage… and while I was
conference: the IPS-Macao International Fulltravelling back from IPS 2014 in China and
thereafter, when I put this message in writing, dome Festival at the magnificent Macao Science Center Planetarium. With the world´s
this adage made me think of Neil Armstong
first 8K-3D system, Macao Planetarium was inand Buzz Aldrin—and, of course, the “lonedeed the perfect place to showcase, in all of its
some astronaut,” Mike Collins.
It was just 45 years ago when Neil and Buzz gory, the full variety of content produced by The start of a new tradition
I am sure that this fulldome festival is the
became the first humans to set foot on the creative minds from around our planet.
One planetarium show is worth
beginning of a new tradition for IPS because
moon, and they were the first to look back at
a thousand pictures
we have to continue to value and embrace exour world from the surface of another world.
More than 60 productions were submitcellence in production and planetarium conThe pictures they took of that one look back
tent and combine our conferences with showat us changed our world and influenced us ted to the Macao festival. Of those, more than
cases and festivals for planetarium shows at
more than most people think: these small 30 were selected by the jury for screening.
Thanks to a unique arrangement between Mafuture conferences.
steps on the moon, in “magnificent desolacao Science Center, the Beijing Planetarium
Manos Kitsanos , our new chair of the IPS
tion” with a blue planet shining in the pitch
and IPS, the festival adjudication process was Awards Committee, will work with the IPS
black sky above, became, in essence, the force
officers and Council to analyze
that made a lot of us become
this festival and find areas where
what we are now: planetarians.
we can improve and establish liTraveling to another world or
aisons of new and existing festijust traveling to foreign counvals at upcoming IPS conferenctries, visiting planetariums and
es and in off-conference years.
attending conferences; words are
sometimes not worthy. It was a
Building on experience
tough job for me to write with
The great example on how to
just words bout my extraordiorganize an IPS conference set by
nary trip to Shanghai, Macao,
IPS 2012 in Baton Rouge, LouisiBeijing, Nagoya, and Yokohama/
ana, by Jon Elvert and his team
Tokyo, a tour built around our
was followed by a conference
22nd International Planetarium
which successfully incorporated
Society Conference (June 23-27)
that experience and combined it
in China.
with marvelous Chinese hospiIn case you didn´t attend this
tality and culture.
landmark conference in Beijing,
Asia, with China, Japan, and
talk to those of your colleagues
also South Korea, is such a fasciwho did! I am sure they will join
nating region and so important
me by saluting our host Dr. Jin
for the future of our world. IPS
Zhu and his team for a truly fanMe, with Xiao Lin, assistant to Jin Zhu on the right. Xiao and Jin put on a truly
and all of you need to go there
fantastic conference. Photo by Frank Michael Arndt
tastic and unforgettable event!
more often. I promise you I will
Only once before, 18 years ago,
work with our Asian colleagues
IPS convened in Asia: IPS1996 in
Osaka, Japan. This conference made its mark
a pre-conference event of IPS 2014 and part of to improve the exchange of ideas and work
on future IPS related events in that region!
as the birthplace of the fulldome medium by
our mission to enable sharing of ideas, insights
IPS2014 in Beijing focused on “Educating
unveiling the power of GOTO Virtuarium at and creative work in planetariums around the
for the Future” and on the significant role of
the Osaka Science Center Planetarium.
globe.
planetariums in future astronomy education.
Now the second IPS conference in Asia and
Half of the awards were handed out in Mathe first-ever in China managed to move this cao and the other half in Beijing, and par- It showcased the latest advancements in astronomy and planetarium theater manageyoung medium forward with entirely new
ticipants of IPS 2014 were able to see all the
ment and technology, while providing an
creative angles and magnificent artistic exaward-winning productions during the conideal forum for the exchange of ideas on aspressions, empowering us to experience our
ference.

Dear Fellow Planetarians,
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The IPS leadership, from left: Dale Smith, John Hare, Jon Elvert, Shawn
Laatsch, Dave Weinrich, Jaap Vreeling, Ian McLennan, Rachel Thompson,
Celso Cunha, Michele Wistisen, Jeanne Bishop, Patty Toth Seaton, Kaoru
Kumera, Thomas Kraupe, Maria Helena Stefanni, Christian Thies, Monica Ma-

tronomy education and visitor experience.
The most important words: face-to-face
Pictures, videos, shows, and words. It does
not matter how we count or assign value to
them, because the most important part of
communication is live and in person. So, even
though the quote is sometimes “1001 words is
worth more than a picture,” I argue that any
words, face-to-face, are worth more.
We have to discuss and argue about concepts and perspectives. We all value direct
communication and debates on those challenges face to face. That is why an IPS conference is such a valuable event and is time well
spent.

Committee chairs: valued
experience in guiding our field
At IPS 2014 we tried, for the first time, to put
almost all our committee chairs in the role of
presenting and guiding workshops for best
practice in our field.
In particular, I would like to mention the
highly-attended session on Planetarium Design and Operations by Ian McLennan and
his panel of architects, who are gathering input for the new web-based edition of “So You
Want To Build a Planetarium” and sparking
debates about the strategy for keeping our
planetarium theaters attractive in the future.
Watch for the first draft of this living document on the webpage of Ian´s Planetarium Design and Operations Committee.
Beijing Planetarium, with its enormously
rich variety of domes and venues, even made
possible an improved conference setting, allowing for a large variety of topics and sessions to be presented in big and well-equipped
domes.
Stunning examples in science visualization
gathered by our Data to Dome Committee
were presented in the session chaired by Mark

linowska, Mark SubbaRao,, Marc Moutin, Fernando Jáuregui, Lee Ann Hennig,
Aase Roland Jacobsen, Maciej Ligowski, Nieves Gordon, Manos Kitsonas, Eduardo Hernández, Ricardo Rodriguez, Jenny Shipway, Warik Lawrance, Martin
George, and Oded Kindermann. Photo by Frank Michael Arndt.

SubbaRao, using the brand-new 8K system in
Beijing Planetarium´s 23-m dome.
Our dear friend Sho Itoh blew us away with
amazing supercomputing visualizations from
the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, showing us, among others, the evolution
of galaxies and the extragalactic web over billions of years.
And Lars Lindberg Christensen, European
Southern Observatory`s head of public relations and outreach, announced and presented
free fulldome media (images and short videos)
produced in ultra high definition especially
for our worldwide planetarium community.
You cam already find the link for downloading these beautiful media on the IPS Website.
Mark Webb, chair of the new Presenting

Live Under the Dome Committee, conducted
not just one, but three sessions on practical use
of our dome for education.
I am very grateful to these wonderful and
dedicated people we have in IPS, who help us
to develop our profession further into the future, and I would like to thank all the chairs
who worked so diligently and passionately
for us in the past.

Education Committee changes
In particular I like to thank Jack Northrop
for serving as chair of the Education Committee in recent years. Jeanne Bishop will now follow in his footsteps as new chair of the committee. I am sure that Jack will continue to
support this mission with his experience.

Winners of the first
IPS-Macao International Fulldome Festival
Best Story

Flight of the Butterflies

Best Visuals
Best Audience Choice

Dream To Fly

Best Soundtrack

Bella Gaia-Beautiful Earth

Best Educational Production

We Are Aliens! 3D

Best Planetarian Choice

Back to The Moon For Good

Best Fulldome Technology Advancement

Sky-Skan, Inc. for its 8k 3D Projection
System

Best 3D

To Space & Back

Best 8k
Best Children Production

Cocomong: A Space Adventure

Best Producer Choice

Dark Universe
Musica: Why is the Universe Beautiful?

The awards for the categories in red were awarded in Macao. The remaining categories
were awarded in Beijing.
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SWOT: We are doing the analysis with all people involved with
planetariums. Be heard: take part in this open process!

Towards Vision 2020
The overall evolution and revolution
underway in our field of planetarium has
our attention in IPS, and with our strategic
planning initiative Vision 2020 introduced
this year, we will take great care to listen
and involve all members of the planetarium community for the future of our society and profession.
A few weeks before the Beijing conference and while preparing the next steps of
Vision 2020 (which included setting up the
planning team and an advisory committee),
we faced a major setback.
In May, President-Elect Dr. Paul Knappenberger submitted his resignation from
office. This was an event unparalleled in
IPS history. Council accepted the resignation, and so we had a vacancy in the position of president-elect which lasted several
months.
By the time you read this, results of the
special election called by our IPS Election
Committee, chaired by Martin George, will
be known.
Many thanks to Martin and my fellow
officers Lee Ann Henning, Shawn Laatsch,
and Dave Weinrich for being such a great
team and working extra hard in these tough
times! It was not easy and there were times
when I felt quite unhappy myself about the
lack of progress, but patience and persistence was once more needed.
First of all, however, I want to salute and
thank Paul for more than one year of great
joint teamwork. I was so happy to have
such a great person teaming up with me
for Vision 2020, giving me the assurance of
continuation beyond my term of office and
having such great expertise in change management from his years as executive at the
Adler Planetarium in Chicago.
After the resignation of Paul as IPS president-elect, we had to look for a candidate to
fill the vacancy, especially for a candidate
able to jump right in as the next president
of IPS for 2015-2016. Nominations closed
on July 8 and we had only two candidates
standing for the position: Steve Savage and
Joanne Young.
I salute both candidates for offering their
great expertise and passion for IPS.
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Please remember also to visit the IPS website regularly for information on the normal 2014 elections, which is underway. It
was a particularly difficult election cycle,
despite the efforts of the Election Committee directed multiple times to the membership and to Council urging participation
and consideration of service to IPS in running for office.
Big thanks to Martin George and his
committee; they had a hell of a job preparing two election campaigns in such a short
time.

Vision 202 moves forward
We could not wait until we are back at
the full quintet of IPS officers to move forward on Vision 2020 and we were lucky
that former IPS President Jon Elvert, who
we had already selected as member of the
Vision 2020 planning team, agreed to take
over the task of preparing the Vision 2020
session at the Beijing Conference.
This launched the process of gathering
input from membership about their needs
and suggestions on how IPS should evolve.
Questions like “Why does our membership
remain relatively constant?” “Why don’t
we grow?” “What do we miss in terms of attractivity?” are important to answer.
An analysis is underway asking you to
list Strength, Weakness, Opportunities and
Threats for IPS as you see them. You will
find the SWOT survey on the IPS website,
and I urge you to take time to complete it.
We are doing the analysis with all people
involved with planetariums: affiliates, vendors, members, and nonmembers, and will
hold workshops and surveys at the regional
planetarium conferences until late this year
for gathering input from you. Take part in
that open process!
Please visit the Vision 2020 page at www.
ips-planetarium.org/?page=vision2020 to
find out more, and also see page 14 in this issue of Planetarian.
We have already put together both the
Vision 2020 Planning Team and the Advisory Committee, and I am so happy that
we have some great people on board for
that mission. 			
I

Indeed, the theme of IPS2014 gave us
the prefect platform for recalibrating the
committee´s mission. I was thrilled to see the
enthusiasm of Dr. Jeanne Bishop when she accepted this new challenge and we started to
discuss the next steps.
Her committee intends to connect with
planetarium educators in different countries
around our tiny world and at different types
of planetarium facilities, gather information
about programs offered, arrange sessions at
conferences, discuss and ignite research and
evaluation on the impact of immersive education and present best practices from around
the world.
Please check the Education Committee
page on our website for further information
and how you can contribute to this important mission.
It was especially useful that Tokyo-based
Sze-leung Cheung, the International Outreach Coordinator and Head of the Office for
Astronomy Outreach of the International Astronomical Union, actively participated in
the Beijing sessions on education. It gave us a
chance to continue the discussion about the
upcoming International Year of Light 2015
(IYL2015), which not only will deal with light
in astronomy and space-related aspects, but
which also will offer opportunities to build
upon and continue the experiences and successes achieved by planetarians around the
world during the International Year of Astronomy (IYA2009).
It is rewarding to check out the website at
www.light2015.org. The IAU is one of the supporting organizations for IYL2015 and actively is organizing projects for the year, such as
one called Cosmic Light. More information
will be soon available on www.light2015.org/
Home/CosmicLight.html and the IAU website as well.

Many thanks to Lars Broman
A word on Professor Lars Broman, who just
retired as chair of the IPS Awards Committee.
Lars has been a rock for our organization, as in
rock solid in reviewing potential awards candidates and igniting debates for many, many
years. He always provided IPS with unique
and passionate impulses towards a future, taking care also of the human side of education
and planetariums around the globe.
I hope he will continue to raise his voice for
the benefit of our beloved planetariums.
We will miss Lars as chair of the Awards
Committee, but we are fortunate that Manos Kitsanos, the new director of the Eugenides Planetarium in Athens, Greece, accepted
the call to step into this role for the upcoming years.
His style and experience will be great assets
for assessing and expanding the mission of the
committee in the years to come.
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The IPS awards
It is important for us to value members who
have made outstanding contributions to our
field, be it in the field of service or content,
ideas or technology. At IPS 2014 the IPS Fellows and Technology and Innovation Award
honorees were presented to the membership
at the IPS Banquet, a spectacular event staged
at the Temple of the Earth that featured a
grand dinner show with marvelous examples
of Chinese history of theater.
Philip Sadler and Ludwig Meier, two masterminds from the field of science education
and technology, respectively, received our
IPS Technology and Innovation Awards. Unfortunately, neither of them could attend the
conference, so our American affiliates will
hand the award to Dr. Sadler.
On August 4, it was a special privilege for
me to personally hand over the IPS Technology and Innovation Award to Dr. Ludwig Meier in a special tribute for him at Zeiss Jena.
We salute them for the passion and dedication both show to the worldwide planetarium
community.
Indeed, passion and dedication are fitting
words also for Dave Weinrich, and he showed
that in his emotional speech when accepting
the Past President Award for his six years of
service as officer of IPS. Dave, we will miss you
in our team of officers—but we are happy that
you now will have more time to help us move
forward with IPS in Africa.
Thanks to the work of our hosts in Beijing
and our fine IPS Publications Committee, you
all can look forward to receive, as part of your
IPS membership, the proceedings of our Beijing IPS conference in the near future.

Making the directory accessible
Dr. Dale Smith and the Publications Committee he is chairing will now also work toward making the IPS Directory of the World´s
Planetariums more accessible to the membership as a searchable online-database with multiple search fields. Plans will also proceed on a
special publication that will just include the
subset of Digital/Fulldome Planetariums.
Dale´s team includes Planetarian Editor Sharon Shanks, who also assists as editor and cocontent manager of the web site, and Alan
Gould, our skilled IPS webmaster.
All IPS Committee members, Council and
officers of IPS deserve my thanks for all the
support in these areas. Certainly we all wish
that new ideas and projects would move forward more rapidly, but we are aware that
sometimes we need to be a little patient and
also be aware that the work is done entirely
by volunteers. We need even more volunteers
who actively participate!
We have a lot of tools already online
and discussion and participation is possible
around the world. This needs to be encour-

Handing the IPS Technology and Innovation Award to the mastermind Dr. Ludwig Meier,
with Wilfried Lang (left) at Carl Zeiss Jena. Photo by Jürgen Scheere, Carl Zeiss

aged and moved forward—not top down, but
in a bottom up fashion, because it must relate
to and be relevant for you, the IPS member.
So, I once more would like to encourage
you, along with all our regional IPS representatives (our affiliates in Council), to engage in
participation along with IPS members in the
respective region.
One such project we can only realize with
the respective affiliates is making available
online (and maybe even in our magazine) the
abstracts in English language of interesting papers presented in other languages at regional
conferences.
Thanks to a great conversation I had in Nagoya with Hiromichi Gan, president of the
Japanese Planetarium Association (JPA), we
will now explore such a possible link or exchange with JPA. You would hence gain regular access to a region beyond what our column International News already provides
and we would have yet another benefit of IPS
membership.
See? There is a lot we will have to nurture
and harvest in IPS, and IPS committees chairs
are here to lead the way.
In addition, we should never forget that all
the vendors are a vital part of our IPS family
and conferences. The exhibition floor both
at the Macao event and in Beijing had several small domes presenting truly smart solutions, many of them never seen before. They
revealed that sometimes “smaller is better”
and they made us aware that there is a revolution going on the field of portable domes and
projection quality, even in the smallest planetarium theater.

IPS 2016 Conference and beyond:
small steps and giant leaps
At the IPS 2014 banquet and closing cere-
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mony, Jin Zhu passed on the burden and challenge of organizing an IPS conference to our
next hosts at the Kopernikus Science Center
and Heaven of Copernicus Planetarium in
Warsaw, Poland.
IPS 2016 is scheduled for June 19-25. The
young and enthusiastic conference team,
which includes Maciej Ligowski, Weronika
Malinowska, and CEO Robert Firmhofer, is indeed keen on reinventing the way we do conferences and following through with what
we aim for in our Vision 2020, so prepare for
“Rock and Roll,” or, in their words: Revolve!
Keep your eye on the conference website at
www.ips2016.org for more details as we move
closer toward the date.

The 2018 conference
After we witnessed the intense competitions for hosting IPS in 2014 and 2016, it came
as a surprise that we received only one bid for
hosting IPS in 2018 as we reached the deadline
for submissions, despite the efforts made from
all sides, including IPS officers and affiliates.
We are fortunate, however, because this
one bid came from Salt Lake City, Utah, United States, a city that has quite a tradition in
field of planetariums and in IPS. It hosted a
successful IPS in 1992 at the old Hansen Planetarium. In 2018, the new Clark Planetarium,
which opened in 2003 with its Hansen Dome
Theatre, an IMAX theater and exhibits, is offering to host us.
Under the theme Open Spaces, Open Minds,
Planetarium Director Seth Jarvis and Planetarium Manager Mike Murray promise us new
opportunities, horizons, and technologies.
IPS 2018 is scheduled for June 25-29. If you
are anxious to check out the site, then go to
www.clarkplanetarium.org, and watch for
(Continues on page 11)
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Treasurer, Secretary, President-elect

Candidates
for IPS offices
Ann Bragg

Lee Ann Hennig

Shawn Laatsch

There are three candidates, one each, for the positions of treasurer, secretary,
and president-elect for the 2-year terms of officers for the International Planetarium Society. Each term begins on January 1, 2015.
Treasurer/Membership Chairman
Candidate Statement: Ann Bragg
I am honored to be nominated for the office of IPS treasurer and membership chair. Although I am a member of many professional
societies, including the American Astronomical Society, the American Association of Physics Teachers, the Great Lakes Planetarium Association, and IPS, I have found GLPA and IPS
to be the most helpful to me, not just in terms
of operating my planetarium, but also in shaping my view of education and informing my
teaching.
I welcome the opportunity to contribute to
the planetarium community by performing
the duties of treasurer and membership chair.
In an increasingly connected global society,
IPS has an important role in fostering communication and collaboration between planetarians worldwide. Maintaining and increasing
membership levels within the society is essential to fulfilling this role. Furthermore, a sound
financial base is crucial to the health of the society and its continued ability to bring planetarians together.
As is the case for many of you, my path into
the planetarium field was somewhat circuitous. I began my post-secondary education
intending to become an astronomy researcher, earning a bachelor of arts in physics from
Rice University and a Ph.D. in astronomy
from Harvard University.
Towards the end of my Ph.D. program, I
concluded that I was primarily interested in
education, which eventually lead to my current position as both the planetarium director
and an associate professor of physics at Marietta College in Marietta, Ohio, United States.
As is fairly common at small and mid-sized
planetariums, I am a “director” with a staff of
one (myself) plus a small number of volunteers and students to assist when possible.
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After more than five years of giving outreach shows to all ages, I am a firm believer in
live planetarium presentations tailored to the
audience as well as in live question-and-answer periods at the end of each program.
Most of our programs also include a pre-recorded fulldome show; the accuracy of the
content and the quality of scripts are the
major drivers of which shows we select. As a
member of IPS Council, I would represent the
viewpoint of those who share these priorities,
as well as those who operate their facilities
with limited staffing.
In my role as an associate professor, I have
taught physics and astronomy courses at
all levels, interacting with both general education students and physics majors. I believe that my experience in the dome has improved the quality of my teaching.
Perhaps, as a result, I recently received Marietta College’s Outstanding Faculty Award,
which is given by the Student Senate to one
faculty member each year at graduation. I
have also been active with service to the college; I am currently in the middle of a twoyear term on our Faculty Council and I am
chairing a committee involved in our upcoming institutional accreditation.
Should I be elected IPS treasurer and membership chair, my experience in these collegelevel leadership roles will inform my performance of the responsibilities of the office.

Secretary Candidate Statement:
Lee Ann Hennig
I have been a member of IPS since 1972, and
a planetarian and astronomy teacher since
graduating from college. I teach astronomy
and operate the planetarium at Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology
in Fairfax County, Virginia, United States
I have a bachelor of science degree in as-

tronomy/mathematics and a master’s degree in secondary science education/astronomy from the University of Maryland. I have
served on many committees, held offices, and
participated in conferences associated with
IPS, the Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society,
and other organizations.
These are exciting times in the planetarium profession and it has been my pleasure to
serve as IPS secretary for several years. As an officer, I fully support the promise of IPS Vision
2020 to set us on a path to address the changes
in our profession, to support and protect our
legacy facilities, and to improve the way we
do business as an organization.
I feel that the secretary’s position continues
to demonstrate how we pay attention to detail, keep accurate records, and foster organization and communication skills. I am committed to broadening these skills throughout
our committee and council work in order to
help the organization be more responsive to
the membership.
I value my experience and relationships
with my MAPS affiliate. This has deepened
my commitment to service in the planetarium profession and enabled me to develop
skills that have been invaluable across all platforms of my work. I encourage each of you to
look at your own personal and professional responsibilities and consider an opportunity to
give back to the field in terms of committee
work or officer candidacy.
Working with the IPS Council and the IPS
membership has been a rewarding and challenging experience. It has been an honor serving as secretary and I hope to continue to carry out the goals and philosophy of IPS and
will do my best to make it a stronger and more
effective organization for the membership.
Thank you for the opportunity.

President-Elect Candidate
Statement: Shawn Laatsch
It is an honor to have been nominated for
president elect of the International Planetarium Society. The Society has had a major im-
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pact on my life as a planetarian and I believe
that working together we can go so much further than we can working individually.
As we go into the future, we must stay true
to our roots in astronomy, but we must also
expand our horizons in other areas of content
in science, arts, and culture. Just as Galileo discovered a whole new universe by pointing a
new instrument (the telescope) skyward, we
too should follow in his footsteps and be emboldened to take our audiences farther too.
The technologies in our domes (both traditional and new ones) make it possible to travel across the universe, and I hope that we, as
the ambassadors of science, will use our technologies, whatever we have, to share science
with our audiences and inspire them to explore their place in the cosmos.
For the past 18 years I’ve had the privilege
of serving as the treasurer and membership
chair for IPS. I’ve seen us expand internationally from being about 2/3 US-based and 1/3 International to being roughly 50/50 in terms of
the makeup.
IPS is an inclusive group open to people

from all sizes and types of planetariums, yet
we are not reaching all planetariums or planetarians. There are roughly 4000 domes on
planet Earth, yet our membership has stayed
constant around 650 to 700 per year. How do
we reach the other domes and the planetarians that currently are not a part of our group?
This is something we need to figure out for IPS
to remain relevant as an organization. How do
we engage our membership more deeply and
attract new members?
My hope is that Vision 2020 will provide
us with a roadmap to guide us forward on
this path. Feedback started at the conference
in Beijing this summer and workshops will be
held at regional meetings and surveys will be
conducted online. Please take time to participate and send in your feedback! I’m eager to
carry this initiative forward and push hard for
the changes the membership feels we need.
Another passion I have is for live presentations in the dome environment. I truly believe that whether you are working in a large
dome or a portable, live presentation is the
heart of what we do as planetarians, and it is

what inspires the people who visit us.
We cannot compete with Hollywood movies, but we can provide visitors something the
movies cannot: live presenters sharing their
passion. This, by itself or combined with a
prepared show, is a spectacular experience no
movie theater or online game can provide.
But we are losing this live personal touch.
The tradition of live presentations should
be encouraged and embraced by our field.
And we must all expand our knowledge
base and learn how to talk about more topics in both astronomy and other areas. So
the key here is professional development,
and I hope to spearhead projects in that area.
During my time on Council as treasurer
I’ve had the chance to learn and work with
some of the most dedicated people in our
field. My goal is to take what I’ve learned
and put it to the best use for our Society and
for you its members. I would enjoy sharing
my experiences and enthusiasm to continue this most important work for the society.
I humbly ask you for your support as
I
IPS president elect. 		

rector of Donetsk Planetarium, cam from the
ward zone of Donetsk in Eastern Ukraine.
My hope is that Vision 2020 will indeed reshape IPS as a good worldwide “ecosystem” allowing free innovation exchange. This will
make us grow and collaborate for a better future for planetariums and planetarians, with
more creative solutions than any single planetarium could ever hope to offer.
I thank you for the opportunity to serve
IPS and contribute to this endeavor. We will
need your expertise, help, and support to navigate our organization into the future. And
I am sure that these challenges will make us
stronger! Along with my fellow officers, council and committees I will not hesitate and will
continue this endeavor.

bring us all together, to share and develop our
vision and to teach our ability to imagine the
future of all of us on blue planet Earth.
I
As always, onwards and upwards.

(President, continued from page 9)
more details about the bid in future issues of
this journal.
Stay in touch with your representative on
IPS Council, who, along with the officers, will
work with our potential host, going over all
the necessary details in order to formally approve the conference proposal at next year’s
council meeting.
This next IPS Council meeting will happen in summer 2015 at Montreal Planetarium.
Many thanks to Pierre Lacombe for offering
to host council at his amazing new facility!
We certainly urge you to start thinking
now about IPS conference sites in 2020 and beyond. We always love to see competition and
we would like to see old and new sites from
around the world taking part in the bidding.
Consider the tremendous impact and energy
which will be unleashed when you host an
IPS conference for such a unique worldwide
group of creative enthusiasts.
Our IPS website provides you with all the
necessary information on the bidding process,
but feel free to contact me and my fellow officers if you have any questions about that.
IPS 2014 in Beijing has shown once more
that the “I” in IPS is a big asset for us and
we need to build more on this. We all were
amazed by the richness of planetarium activities all over China, Japan, Korea, and Asia as a
whole, and we were deeply moved to see what
colleagues were willing to go through in order
to come to Beijing.
In particular, I was deeply moved to see
what colleagues were willing to go through
in order to come to Beijing. Iryna Filipova, di-

Coming up: a trip to South America
In November of this year, on the occasion
of the 45th anniversary of the Bogota Planetarium in Colombia, I will visit South America and am sure I will have a chance to also visit Argentina and hopefully Brazil, plus even
Mexico in early December.
I look forward to exploring new ideas and
learning new perspectives and to team up
with you and partners like IAU for enhancing
our strategies to spread the knowledge about
the night sky and all that connects us with
the universe, because it connects us with each
others!
Some 45 years after Neil made one small
step, we still have to do many small steps. But
we also can look forward to what our bigger
steps and leaps forward might be. IPS is here to
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A last look at Macao: this trees seems to be
saying “from Macoa, with love.” It was a perfect day. Photo by author.
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Jurgen Hellwig

Manos Kitsonas

Steffan Klashed

Paul Krupinski

Sharron Leverment

Ian McLennan

Alexander Serber

Awards at Beijing 2014
Two Technology and Innovation Awards, 7 new Fellows
By Manos Kitsonas
Awards Committee Chair
The IPS 2014 Awards recipients were proposed by the Awards Committee (Composed
of Lars Broman, chair, and members Jeanne
Bishop and Susan Reynolds Button) and approved by the IPS Council at the 2013 Council
meeting in Bolzano, Italy. All the awards were
presented at the 22nd IPS Conference in Beijing, China.

IPS President Award
The IPS President Award was given to Past
President Dave Weinrich by President Thomas Kraupe during the Conference Awards Luncheon at the Hotel Nikko New Century. Dave
Weinrich served in IPS’s highest office from
2011 to 2012 and, for a long time, has worked
to raise the international profile of the Society, especially in the Africa region.

Technology and Innovation Awards
This year, two Technology and Innovation Awards were presented during the Conference Banquet. The two recipients were Dr.
Ludwig Meier and Dr. Philip Sadler. Unfortunately neither was able to attend the Conference, but their achievements were presented
by IPS President Thomas Kraupe and Awards
Committee member Jeanne Bishop respectively.
Dr. Ludwig Meier is rightly considered to
be the “father” of the modern Zeiss planetarium projection technique, which was groundbreaking for the entire planetarium community.
From 1958 until his retirement in 1998, Dr.
Meier worked in the development department of Carl Zeiss Jena in Germany. He performed basic research and development in
the area of planetarium technique. He pio-
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neered new technical solutions, such as efficient algorithms for the production and adjustment of the drives of planet projectors,
fixed star fields for the constellations, and didactical projectors.
He contributed substantially to the development of an automated control system
starting from a fully mechanical system, first
through innovative solutions with a ticker
tape and finally ending in a fully-digital control system.

In the mid-80’s, aiming to increase the
brightness of the projectors without increasing lamp power consumption, he began using fiber optics for the planetarium star ball
system. His system, reaching a 100 percent efficiency gain, was first demonstrated in the
110-meter dome of the Stockholm Globe Arena in 1990.
In 1992 he published the book Der Himmel
auf Erden (Heavens on Earth), discussing the
history of planetariums.
Dr. Philip Sadler, currently F.W.
Wright Senior Lecturer in Astronomy at Harvard University and director of the Science Education Department at Harvard Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge, Massachusetts, is a pioneer of
the portable planetarium.
His innovative concept of a portable planetarium, used for cross curriculum studies, became a reality
with the STARLAB cylinder system.
STARLAB analog and digital planetariums continue to be the inspiration for innovative portable planetarium projects and dome designs
today. He has consistently championed STARLAB users’ development
of interactive teaching techniques
for the portable planetarium. His invention of STARLAB and support
for his creative customers has made
the portable planetarium a respected and valued part of the planetarium community and the backbone
of live interactive teaching in planetariums of all sizes.
Top: Dr. Ludwig Meier (left) with the former director
Dr. Sadler has conducted extenof the Stuttgart Carl-Zeiss-Planetarium, Dr. Hans-Ulrich
sive research to determine effecKeller, in 1999. (photo courtesy Zeiss) Below: Dr. Philip
Sadler (photo by Kris Snibbe/Harvard Staff Photographer)
tive ways to present astronomy and
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All conference photos by Frank Michael Arndt

space science to the students and the wider public. His company has provided financial support for creative individuals to present
workshops at regional, national, and international meetings.

IPS Fellows
The following seven deserving IPS members were named IPS Fellows in Beijing:
•• Jurgen Hellwig, Jena, Germany
•• He is one of the organizers (as festival director) of the famous Jena FullDome Festival in
Jena, which is scheduled for its ninth annual festival in May 2015. He regular participates in IPS conferences and at local and national levels.
•• Manos Kitsonas, Athens, Greece
•• President of the European/Mediterranean
Planetarium Association, he has been an
active member of the IPS Council for over
five years. He reaches out for planetarium
collaboration to important regions around
the Mediterranean and the Middle East and
North African countries.
•• Steffan Klashed, Stockholm, Sweden
•• He is the CEO of SCISS Uniview, headquarterd in Stockholm. His work has revolutionized planetariums worldwide. He has
participated actively at IPS conferences.
•• Paul Krupinski, Buffalo, New York,
United States
•• In addition to writing book reviews for
Planetarian, Krupinski is active in the IPS
Portable Planetarium Committee. He has
served as president of the Middle Atlantic
Planetarium Society and is active at MAPs
conferences.
•• Shaaron Leverment, Bristol, United
Kingdom
Thomas Kraupe awarding the IPS-Macao
•• She has been British Association of PlaneFulldome Award for best Educational Protaria president and affiliate representative
duction to Aaron Bradbury and the team
to IPS Council. She contributes to Planetarof NSC Creative (Leicester, United Kingian’s International News.
dom), with Ruth Coalson, Rebecca Simp•• Ian McLennan, Vancouver, British Coson and Ian Smith.
lumbia, Canada
•• He is very active at IPS conferences
and has been important in the development of the Canadian Association of Science Centres, for which
is the IPS Council representative.
He contributes to Planetarian’s International News.
•• Alexander
Serber,
Nizhny
Novgorod, Russia
•• Serber hosted the IPS Council in
Nizhny Novgorod in 2011. He is
active in the Russian Planetariums
Dave Weinrich
Association and has contributed to
Planetarian’s International News.
All new IPS Fellows received a Fellowship Certificate presented by Awards ComFrom the American Museum of Natural History/Hayden Planetarium in New
mittee member Jeanne Bishop during the conYork: Will Lach and Alex Navissi.
ference banquet.			
I
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Taking IPS to 2020 and beyond

Strategic planning process

Jon W. Elvert
Chair, Vision 2020

Pennington Planetarium/LASM
100 River Road S
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802 USA
Every healthy organization plans for its
evolution in order to meet changing needs
and challenges. To accomplish this goal,
the International Planetarium Society has
launched an initiative that will help guide IPS
in the decade ahead.
That initiative is called Vision 2020, a bold,
far-reaching initiative designed to foster interdisciplinary connections with science, astronomy and art, become inclusive for all
planetarium styles of education and delivery
systems, promote professional development
and collaborations with the professional scientific community, as well as provide leadership in transitioning to next generation of
planetariums.
The Vision 2020 process needs to listen to
fresh ideas and encourage serious discussion
about how we might reshape IPS for continued growth. The following report is an overview of this process, its goals and objectives,
and how you can get involved. The IPS is your
society and we all should have input on how

• To better serve and support IPS membership over the next ten years
• To provide IPS opportunity to grow and
better support its membership throughout
the world

we want this organization to become in the
future.
To be effective, the planning process must
be inclusive, providing opportunities for input and feedback for all IPS members, including individuals and institutions.
The perspectives of all types of planetariums (stand-alones, portables, and those in museums, science centers, schools, and universities), as well as vendors and external partners,
must be considered.
Vision 2020 must anticipate what will be
different over the next ten years and answer
the question: How can IPS better serve and
support its members as they work to accomplish their missions?

Brief summary of V2020
Purpose
• Strategic document to guide IPS forward
to meet changing needs and challenges
• To include feedback and perspective from
all members and related vendors/partners

• Engage all people worldwide who are interested in planetariums
• Develop strategies and mandates to accomplish goals (begin formulating vision,
mission, value statements)
• Methods for developing strategies to
achieve goals: Objectives – Action Plans – Milestones
* Begin implementing a SWOT analysis
V2020 will be achieved by accomplishing
how best to:
• Improve & increase professional development efforts
• Strengthen ties with professional astronomy & space scientific community
• Expand international collaborations
• Gain greater recognition for IPS members
• Enhance financial support
• Provide leadership in transitioning to
next-generation planetariums
Timeline for accomplishment: 3-5 years
(V2020 doc.)

Objectives
Action to be taken to complete the goal
• To be measured quantitatively
• Accomplished within specified timeline
• Planning Team accountability
Conduct SWOT survey and complete analysis for presentation to Council.
I

Alexander Adli from Megastar/Ohira
Tech, Japan, and Hassan Youssef from
the Academy of Science & Maritime
Transport in Alexandria.
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We need your input
In order to begin to achieve the goals of Vision 2020, we are asking you to participate in
a brief exercise that currently reflects the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
(SWOT) of IPS. Under each SWOT category below, list as many answers as you wish.
Example:
S (Strengths) = worldwide organization
W (Weaknesses) = membership remains flat or in decline
0 (Opportunities) = what do members want from IPS?
T (Threats) = growing number of other dome-related organizations
The collection and results of your feedback will help re-design our vision, mission, and value statements.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Please use additional paper if this does not provide enough space for your answers.
In order to keep the Vision 2020 initiative on track, we ask that you complete the survey by November 2, 2014, either by filling in this
page and mailing it to me at the address on the facing page, or by completing the form online at the IPS website at www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=vision2020

Tatsuki Arai from Katsushika Science Center, Tokyo; Sebastien
Gauthier from Montreal; and Hallah and Muna Anbar from the Kuwait Science Club.
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Jin Zhu passing the burden to Monika Malinowska and Maciej Liogowski for
hosting the 2016 conference in Warsaw

Keith Davis, Ursula
Schwarzer , Alex
Navissi, gentleman in shades and
blue shirt, Masaru
Hirohashi, and (in
front) Magrus Aru.

Oded Kindermann, who attended from Argentina, at the table with Martin George
Well met at dinner: Around table, from lower left: Phil Groce, Keith Johnson, Cordell and Michelle
Wistisen, Dave Eicher, April Whitt, Francine Jackson, and Manos Kitsanos
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Jon Elvert and Scott Higgins

Entry to the 4D Theater

Carter Emmart and friend

Ceiling of the Beijing Planetarium entryway

Maciej Liogowski, Kaoru Kumura, Ian McLennan

Opening ceremony
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Sharing the wonder of stars on shoestrings and wax
Ron Walker
The Star Barn
Cave Creek, Arizona 85331 USA
thestarbarn@deadcactusfilms.com
What could possess a rational person to tion on how that fantastic projector worked.
Archaeology in the garage
build a home planetarium? That is a question I tried everything and most tries didn’t work. I
As I want back further and further in time
I kept asking myself over the last six years as I played with the idea through high school and it seemed like an archeological dig unearthit faded with college.
followed my dream to build my own personing memory after memory until I came upon
Soon after, I moved out west and immersed an unopened box that had made the trip with
al dome.
I guess this started back a long time ago myself in my chosen profession. The years
me from Chicago nearly 40 years before. Inwhen my age was measured in single digits passed like a soft summer breeze filled with
side I found the remnants of my last attempt
the laughter of children and a fulfilling life.
and my first-ever visit to the Adler Planetariat building a planetarium: planet projectors
um in Chicago. Now, Chicago is not exactly All too soon I was facing retirement and a gamade of surplus lenses held together with toirage full of collected artifacts that needed re- let paper tubes. A young boy growing up in
a star friendly town. Even our sun stays hidviewing and placing in save and junk piles.
den behind heavy thick clouds for much of
the 50’s had little money to spare and had to
the year.
make do.
I did not go to the Adler because of
Opening this dusty Pandora’s box
a love of astronomy, rather, I was takchanged my life by rekindling that deepen as one of our family’s Sunday outseated need to build my own planetariings to the various museums the city
um. With age comes wisdom and the
had to offer.
knowledge that trying to build a projecAt first I was not at all impressed.
tor from scratch was just asking for trouThe dim displays of ancient artifacts
ble. Buying a used one would be the tickbehind glass cabinets was no fun at
et, as anything new was out of my pocket
all to a youngster who loved pushing
book range.
buttons and turning cranks that made
I needed to find “as-is” equipment and
other museums come to life. No, this
just take the time and tender loving care
place was down right boring and I exto get it back operating again. The first
pected nothing more when ushered
experiment was a small Viewlex Apollo
into the star chamber.
E-5 projector. (Those who are interested
The first look at that most amazing
in this rebuilding odyssey, plus the othZeiss II projector changed me forever.
er construction efforts, please see the refI was hooked, I wanted—no, needed—
erences.)
one of my own.
I actually used my last control box
This was long before the internet
built in Chicago to power this projector.
Ray Worthy (left) and author Ron Walker turning first dirt for
and it was difficult finding informathe planetarium dome. Photo by Katie Walker
Once complete, I immediately wanted
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more stars. This star ball just wasn’t enough. I
planned to find a Spitz A3P star ball and add
it to the E-5. As luck would have it, I was able
to get the various mechanical parts of a complete A3P and quickly went to work rebuilding it.
The most unique part of my rebuild was
to replace the myriad of motors in the planet
cage with a single simple DC motor driving a
number of timing belts that drive the various
projectors. Since the relationship between the
sun and Earth needs to be maintained within
all of the projectors and since a DC motor allowed for a march larger variation in annular
speed, it seemed a simple decision for me.
So now I was happy. I had a portable E-5
projector that I could take out with a portable inflatable dome, as well as an A3P which
would eventually reside in a 20-ft dome yet to
be built.

It wasn’t a Zeiss, but close enough
Then it happened. It is said that when one
stops looking for something, that something
will appear, and it did. No, not a Zeiss II, for
which I’ve always has a secret desire, but a projector that I actually had a chance of getting
operational once again.
(The biggest problem with a big Zeiss is the
requirement for a big dome. Whatever I could
come up with required something I could
build myself. I had no budget for a contractor and the myriad of laborers that direction
would unleash. And where could I build such
a building? Certainly not in my back yard,
which was the only place I had.)
So I bid on a Viewlex/Minolta IIB projector from Scobee Planetarium at San Antonio
College, Texas, never expecting to win. I did…
and found I had two weeks to travel the thousand miles from home, remove the machine,
and get it safely back. Since then the projector
has risen, Phoenix like, from the ashes of technological progress
Here was the answer to a dream. And to top
it all off, this planetarium looked identical to
the Zeiss but was basically a half-scale model.
Wow, what more could I ask for!

the Viewlex/Minolta that I have and informed me as to when the bidding process was to begin. Without him, none of
my efforts would exist.
He has been instrumental in saving
from the junk pile many of the older
style projectors. I know he has given at
least two to Owen’s Phairis’ Planetarium
Projector and Science Museum and has a
house full of various specimens.
Brent not only found this magnificent
machine, but was instrumental in helping to remove it and get it back home
for me. He is one of the unsung heroes
who continuously tries to save these
great projectors and it always saddens me
when he reports that the “powers that
be” would rather scrap a machine than
let him come in and remove it.
I researched and found a dome kit originally designed to be a 9.1-m (30-ft) garage
and for the next two years fought to get
the project through the local planning
and zoning board. Finally an approval and the dome of compromise was ready for construction.
(Continues on page 20)

Top: Rebuilt E-5 with Ron’s original control panel. Right: Spitz A3P
with timing built drive. Below: the
finished dome. Below bottom: Interior of finished planetarium from
the control console. All photos by
author.

A star ball in the living room
The deed was done and accomplished. I had
the north star ball in the center of my living
room and watched the projected stars stand
still and distorted on the walls. I could pet the
star ball and call it “my precious.”
Then reality set in. Yes, I had a half-scale
model of the Zeiss, but if I wanted it really
working again I needed a half-scale dome to
house it in. That was the point, wasn’t it, to
get it working and educating again. I officially entered “dome purgatory,” as members of
the Home Planetarium Association like to say.
At this point I need to mention Brent Sullivan. It was Brent who doggedly followed
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(Under the Dome, continued from page 19)

You need one at your house
Gary Likert
1203 Highway 25
Gallatin, Tennessee 37066 USA
mrgare5050@gmail.com
What does a flashlight bulb and two D batteries under a pin-pricked cake box have
to due with a Zeiss Skymaster? Worlds apart technology-wise, they both create something—something wonderful!
Oddly, both these “technologies” are now becoming equally obsolete, but not everywhere. At the Home Planetarium Association they proudly live on, side by side!
Members of the HPA just like stars, and we like looking up in nature’s sky. But we
can also create our own stars. And we do. We say, yes, you need one at your house.
Begun in the early 90’s, HPA is an extremely loose
confederation of old schoolers. We never left Chicago’s Adler Planetarium in 1965 to put it in a nutshell
—or any of the old star palaces, with their hushed
back-lit galaxies and their charming horizon silhouettes. We still read Startlight Nights by Leslie Peltier1,
and if Orion was projected on our chest during some
otherwise forgotten planetarium show of our youth,
it was part of the fun.
But it’s a loose group, because everyone brings
their own passions to the table, and they vary widely.
Some build bigger cake boxes using pinhole projection, some restore old Minoltas and can tell you the
differences between the Spitz A1 and the A2. Some collect the fantastical space toys of
long ago.
We’ve noticed everyone has their own ratio of interest, a sort of combined Educator/Showman/Builder/Dreamer index. For example, I’m about 20 percent educator, 20
percent showman, 20 percent builder, and 40 percent dreamer. I chase those passions,
memories, and in my recreated sky I relive everything I ever loved about the sky and
write about it. What’s your HPA ratio?

The pioneers: Steve Smith and Richard Emmons
The pioneers who got me started were Steve Smith of Arizona and Richard Emmons
of Ohio, who both were building planetariums and showing stars in the 1940’s and
(Continues on page 22)
1 Leslie Copus Peltier (January 2, 1900–May 10, 1980) was an American amateur astronomer. Asteroid 3850 Peltier is named in his honor, as is the Leslie C. Peltier Award of the Astronomical League.
Starlight Nights is his autobiography.

I knew things would go well as I had a surprise visit from Ray Worthy1 from England
and he honored me with turning the first
spade of dirt.
The kit was a geodesic structure because I
needed something that I could build myself;
no budget existed for hired help. I figured I
could handle one 1.22-m (4-ft) or less 2-by-4
myself and so, with my family and a friend or
two, the next two and a half years were spent
building the dome of compromise.
I say compromise because I knew compromise was coming. With a building height
limit of 6 meters (20 feet), I thought a spring
line at 1.42 meters (4 feet 8 inches) would be
too low, especially since the entrance doors
would extend into the projection area itself.
Actually, I found that I prefer the low spring
line and you can’t see the doors in the dark.
Since I had no budget for an interior dome,
an inner surface of dry wall suffices for a
screen. To keep the projection surface close to
round as possible, five coats of drywall mud
were applied to the geodesic angles to “even”
them out. The triangles are hard to see, even
in the light, and pose no problem with projected motion. All and all, my worries were for
naught.
Once the dome was complete, another two
months were spent rebuilding, aligning, and
rewiring the projector.

A phoenix rises
The last show that this projector gave in
Texas was on Friday June 13, 2008, so it was
fitting that the first show given in its new location was on Friday June 13, 2014. This was a
private show for those involved with the project.
For the neighborhood folks who drove
by and stopped to ask what I was building, I
gave a show on the following day. That single show expanded into five, as the interest
was extraordinary. Interest continues to grow
and the plan is now to give four shows on one
weekend each month with other shows as requested.
Most shows so far contain 15 to 20 folks
of all ages, bringing my first month’s total to
over 100 viewers. Two more shows were given this month and, so far, I have three requests
for next month. I never expected this much
interest in this simple project.
I paraphrased a car commercial of a few
years back and tell my audiences that “this
is your father’s/grandfather’s planetarium,”
not the new “zoom off to Pluto in a few seconds,” but a simple look at the true beauty of
the night sky.
1 Ray Worthy is well-known to Planetarian readers as
the undefagable mobile planetarium champion. He is
a Fellow of IPS and received a lifetime achievement
award from the British Association of Planetaria.
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I’m not stopping here. I plan a video feed
from a small observatory I’m building, as
well as a half-dome mirror projection system
to show some “all sky” time lapse cloud videos which I hope to take during this summer’s
storms. I am also working on rebuilding a simple laser projector too complete the 70’s experience.
The best thing, though, was when a man
came up after a show and said his daughter
wanted to hug me (who can say no to a little
girl’s hug?) and when she did, she said “Thank
you for such a fun show.” That was worth
all the work, time, and money the project required.
This project will never end (until the end
of me, I guess) as I keep finding things to add
to the experience. I just rebuilt a Conic Orrery
and now I start my shows with the Earth as
the center of the universe as was believed just
500 years ago before moving on to the proper sun-centered solar system. This little side

show gives the audience enough time to really dark adapt, so when it’s time for the night
sky it can be seen in its full glory.
My little private planetarium is definitely a
hit. The interest is amazing and expanding literally day by day. I’ve had people call asking if
I would give a show to their out-of-town visitors. I provided an email sign up sheet for information on upcoming shows after each presentation and was surprised at an 80% sign up
rate.
I wasn’t at all sure how the resurrection of
this old technology would go over with others, but go over it has. I am especially surprised
by how well it was received by the younger
folk. I would have thought that in this day
and age of computers, the web, and fast cut
movies that my simple slow-paced presentations would be a dud. On the contrary, the
younger set appear to enjoy the slow pacing
more. Perhaps this is because they have never been exposed to it and it is totally new to

them. Who knows? All I know is that as long
as others want to come, I will present shows.
So I am now out of “dome purgatory” and
have completed a life-long dream. I am satisfied. But my simple dream has touched and
will continue to touch the life of others. The
show will go on. Speaking of shows, I must
start developing my next one.
Boy, this is fun!

References
Rebuilding the Viewlex Apollo E-5 projector: www.observatorycentral.com/index.
php?showtopic=167&st=0
Rebuilding
the
Spitz
A3P
projector:
www.observatorycentral.com/index.
php?showtopic=2263&st=0
Building the dome: www.observatorycentral.
com/index.php?showtopic=14291
Rebuilding
the
Viewlex/Minolta
IIB:
www.observatorycentral.com/index.
php?showtopic=3403		
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The Holy Grail for the planetarium collector
A truly amazing home planetarium toy was introduced in 1963 by the Renwal Model Company of Miniola, New York. Renwal was well known for realistic and
scientifically accurate model kits and the Cosmorama
was no exemption.
By using the control panel the user can dial in the current date and time of day and see the appropriate stars
projected into the unit’s half dome, which measures
about two feet in diameter. Stars are projected down to a
Magnitude of 3.5 via a small 3-inch star ball.
Two rotating star charts (one for the Northern Hemisphere and another for the Southern Hemisphere) are
synchronized to the star ball’s movements. When the
unit’s hand crank is turned, the stars rotate in the half
A completed Renwal Cosmorama
dome, mimicking the real motion of the night’s sky.
There is another hand crank to provide latitude adjustment, which is also accompanied by a latitude readout display.
Other features include an indicator for local time and a adjustable sunrise/sunset control. There is even a dial
control that calculates the equation of time; it gives a readout of day and night and their changes from season
to season.
The Cosmorama can also make very realistic cloud effects that work in both the day and night modes. One of
the most convincing effects is of a partly cloudy evening, where the stars seem to poke in and out of the clouds.
The Cosmorama could produce many of the effects that a real planetarium could, and it sold for only $19.95.
The toys’ only short coming was that you had to have a mechanical engineer to put it together. With its many
gears and subassemblies, it was very difficult to assemble. This was definitely a kit for the advanced model maker!
Cosmorama also came with a 20-page illustrated book about astronomy, making it a true learning experience.
This planetarium toy is a real collector’s item. The sheer complexity of the planetarium and the fact that it
was completely made from plastic didn’t give it a long life expectancy. Because of this there are very few surviving units.
Photo and text courtesy of Steve Pielock of Steve Pielock Planetarium Repair (www.pielock.com)
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(Home Planetarium, continued from page 20)
50’s. Enthralled with their exploits, I went on
to drill several star globes and cylinders used
in my shows at Sumner Skies Planetarium, under a homebuilt 15-ft dome out back.
My primary projector is Steve Smith’s2
amazing 20-inch copper cylinder, which is
not only an incredible projector, it’s a piece of
folk art.
I was privileged to obtain one of Mr. Emmon’s last hand-drilled metal globes, and have
since donated it to the Planetarium Projector
and Astronomy Museum in Big Bear Lake, California. (Oh yes, there is a planetarium museum, an incredible collection I was thrilled to
contribute to, where you can find a homebuilt “cakebox” sitting next to legendary
commercial monsters.)
How many home planetarians are there?
Just a handful of home-built planetariums in
operation today are known to HPA, all using
old-school projection. Pinhole projection is
easy ; tiny bright light sources can be found at
your local dollar store.
Domes are hard, and we call the period of
struggle to build one “dome purgatory” only
half in jest. They can be built out of anything:
umbrellas, parachutes, thin paneling, sheets,
or, as in my case, waterproof insulation panels (waterproof because my dome leaks, which
fits in nicely when discussing the rainy season).
But HPA has a saying “For what is a dome,
really, but an impossibly graceful construct of
curved nothingness. It must be strong enough
to hold up the bowl of night, yet it supports
only the unfathomably tiny pressure of the
myriad star points.” A dome’s job is to disappear anyway! Nice work if you can get it.
HPA tries to do a little of all this and more;
the subjects are endless. Music. Shows. Special

effects. We call anything that can be used in
our skies the “good junk.”
HPA has an occasional newsletter that is
in its 22nd issue, yet thinks nothing of taking a year or two off to pursue that Renwals
Cosmorama (see page 21) I last saw at EJ Korvettes3 in the early 1960s. HPA’ers understand.
The stars are patient and so are we. Recreating infinity takes as long as it takes. In sum-

2 Steve Smith of Arizona, a pioneer in hand-built
planetariums.

3 An American chain of discount department stores,
founded in 1948 in New York City.

Top, left: the time I met Richard Emmons at the
Great Lakes Planetarium Association in Cleveland in the late 90s; the Smith cylinder, and
two views of my first homebuilt projector
(now in the museum). All photos by the author.

mary, the Home Planetarium Association welcomes any aspect of old school planetariums,
whether you build them, collect them, or just
fondly remember them. Its organic and really rests on just one central tenet - yes, you
need one at your house! 		
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Help celebrate space internationally October 4-10
Haritina Mogosanu, World Space Week
hmogosanu@worldspaceweek.org

World Space Week (www.worldspaceweek.org) is an
international celebration of science and technology, and
their contribution to the betterment of the human condition.
The United Nations General Assembly declared in 1999
that World Space Week will be held each year from October 4 to 10.
The dates commemorate the launch of the first human-made Earth satellite, Sputnik 1, thus opening the way
for space exploration on October 4, 1957, and the signing of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies
on October 10, 1967.
The week consists of space education and outreach
events held by space agencies, aerospace companies,
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schools, planetariums, museums, and astronomy clubs
around the world in a common timeframe.
Anyone can register an event and post it on the WSWA
site. This is yet another avenue to advertise planetariums
around the world and to a possibly newer audience.
Each year has a theme, and for 2014 it is “Space: Guiding
Our Way.” The week will be all about satellite navigation.
In this decade we see the number of satellite navigation
systems grow from one (GPS) to many (Galileo, Glonass,
Beidou). At the same time, we see the number of applications for humanity rapidly increase as well. The relevance
of positioning, navigation and timing from space is much
larger than many think.
We aim to inspire as many event organizers as last year
with this new theme. We are working with our partners in
the space and space applications industry to help us collect
education and other material for events. Please keep an
eye on the WSW website for more news.		
I
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Regional Science Centre & Planetarium, Calicut

Calicut
Planetarium:
A story of
triumph
over trials
Abstract
With a modest beginning on January 30, 1997 Calicut Planetarium
has crossed a long way with a track record of about 500,000 in
attendance and 1,200 shows presented annually. In this paper we
discuss the rough road which this prestigious institution had to
traverse to achieve its present glorious status.
V. S Ramachandran
Jayant Gangopadhyay
Regional Science Centre & Planetarium
Calicut, India
Introduction
Renowned astronomer Professor Savante
Elis Strömgren1 wrote soon after the installation of the Zeiss Mark-I, the world’s first
modern planetarium projector, at Munich in
1923: “Never before was an instrument created which is so instructive as this; never before
one so bewitching; and never before did an
instrument speak so directly to the beholder.
The machine itself is precious and aristocratic… the planetarium is school, theater, and cinema in one classroom under the eternal dome
of the sky.”
Cutting across the matrix of geography,
the world thereafter witnessed an enthusiastic race to win space to house this enigmatic
instrument. Over the years it revolutionized
the very concept of celestial simulation with
advanced versions. And it took almost three
quarters of a century for the distribution trajectory of this coveted device to be drawn
over Calicut, a small city of distinct heritage
in Kerala, the god’s own country.
1 Savante Elis Strömgren (1870-1947) became Professor of astronomy and director of the Copenhagen Observatory of the University of Copenhagen in
1907.
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the Malabar Coast. Kozhikode was the capital
of Malabar during the time of the Zamorins,
who ruled the region before the British took
over.
The city’s first recorded contact with Europe was when Vasco da Gama landed at Kappad (18 km north) in May 1498, as the leaders
of a trade mission from Portugal.

Historical background

On 30 January 1997, the Regional Science
Centre and Planetarium in Calicut, India,
the first planetarium in the Malabar region
(northern half of Kerala), opened its doors to
the public, introducing its 250-seat planetarium with RFP DP2 space flight projector from
Carl Zeiss.
Today, attracting over 500,000 visitors a
year, Calicut has won a formidable place in
the map of planetariums in the Indian subcontinent. With state-of-the-art facilities, it
has emerged as the preferred destination of
science aficionados. We will discuss the rough
road which this prestigious institution had to
traverse in achieving its present status.

About the location
Calicut, the capital of Malabar right from
the time of the Zamorin’s dynasty, is a fascinating place with incomparable attractions,
including historic monuments, works of art,
and cultural contributions. The city captivates and accommodates visitors by the outstretched red carpet of its enticing natural
beauty.
Calicut, also known as Kozhikode, is a city
in the state of Kerala in southern India on

The story of Calicut planetarium is a story of triumph of will over circumstances. The
roads of its past was of struggles and hurdles.
This, too, is the story of its planetarium.
Although the planetarium was inaugurated in 1997, its history begins almost a decade
and a half before, in 1984. Mr. K.C. Shankaranarayanan was the chairman of the Calicut Development Authority (CDA), the visionary
behind the formation of Calicut planetarium.
As a man of towering knowledge and inspiration, his intervention began the idea of a society for planetarium.
Shankaranarayanan really felt the need
for a planetarium in the Malabar region after
touring Germany. He strongly advocated for
a dome at Calicut and believed that it could
trigger sparks of enquiry about the vastness of
our cosmos in young minds.
The Calicut Planetarium Society was thus
formed and registered under the Society Act
on the first day of August 1984 and Mr. Sankaranarayanan was one among the members.
On 20th May 1985, the former Kerala Governor P. Ramachandran laid the foundation for
the Calicut planetarium on 5.6 acres of land
donated by Calicut Development Authority
at Jafferkhan Colony.
The Kerala government had directed all the
district collectors from Kasargod to Trichur
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(the northern half of Kerala) to help
the Society in raising fund for the
dream project. About Rs.12 lakh2
was collected by the society and by
availing a loan of Rs.85 lakh from
State Bank of India, the planetarium projector and the accessories
were imported from Zeiss in January 1987.
But the Society could not leave
the reality of financial constrains
unrecognized. It was during a search
for funds to get the dream project completed that the Society approached the government for assistance by way of a grant. It was
directed at that point to handover
the project to the Calicut Development Authority. Thus the project
was handed over to the CDA in 1987.

of the central projector burned with
high sparks, crippling the horizontal
motion of the machine. Subsequently, the same occurred for the precession slip-rings too.
It gradually arrived at the situation where all the motions (the diurnal, polar and annular motions)
ceased to function. Replacing these
burnt slip-rings was an uphill task
involving complete dismantling of
the projector.

The second repair mission
The repair of the machine was
now inevitable. During June 1999,
the RSC technical team pledged to
undertake the challenging task of
dismantling the system and carrying out the repair mission.
In Calicut, it rains for about three months
during monsoon season, from June to August.
As a result, visitor attendance during these
wet seasons is very low, so the repair mission
was undertaken without much interruption.
Success was met at every stage. This was one
of the most joyous moments in the history of
this planetarium. Though the functions were
retrieved, the absence of automation still remained a handicap. However, the time was
ripe for getting the equipment automated.

Chief Minister of Kerala E K Nayanar inaugurating the RSC & Planetarium, Calicut. All photos and other visual material owned by Regional Science Centre & Planetarium, Calicut, and used with permission

NCSM’s Regional Science Centre &
Planetarium at Calicut
The main building of the planetarium was
constructed according to the design of architect N. M. Saleem. After procuring the equipment, the CDA also could not take the project to implementation for manifold reasons.
Meanwhile, the National Council of Science
Museums (NCSM) was invited by the government of Kerala to take up the project, as it had
already expressed its wish to begin a science
centre in Kerala. It was proposed to take it up
as part of the new science centre in the same
compound, as it would posit greater appeal.
As the installation was originally scheduled to take place in 1987, NCSM had to convene a range of discussions with Carl Zeiss as
well as the Calicut Development Authority to
bring matters up to date. The issue of installation was resolved in a meeting held at Mumbai. NCSM, on its part, then completed the
construction of the science centre and the remaining works of the planetarium.
Zeiss installed the inner dome of the planetarium, when it was ascertained that due to
poor storage of the projecting instruments
and accessories, the electronic circuits were
partially damaged and the computers were
fully non-functional.
Regardless, the planetarium equipment was
erected in April-May 1994. During installation
Zeiss engineers observed that the master computer had become dormant, so they installed
the equipment in manual mode through the
slave computer. The equipment operated on a
trial run for about a month.
The cloud of uncertainty was still around,
however, and then the slave computer, too,
started malfunctioning. An SOS was sent to
Zeiss. The problem was attended and corrected by their Indian agent in Mumbai, but that
2 Lakh: An Indian unit of number standing for
100,000; R is the abbreviation for rupee.

was only a temporary exoneration. The problem was with resetting the slave computer,
without which even manual mode operation
was impossible.
Opening the planetarium to the public at
this stage was rather impractical. Talks were
again held with Zeiss for any possible breakthrough, but it was not possible to arrive at a
compatible rate for the recovery tasks. Making the projection system fully functional requireda total refurbishing of the equipment
,involving exponentially high cost compared
to the budget estimate.
With the failed master and slave computers, the automatic functioning of the projector was quite a remote chance. But, at the same
time, the clamour of voices raised in advocacy
by the public, academia, and other stakeholders to make the planetarium operational was
fast reaching a crescendo.
At this juncture, NCSM was forced to take
up the work domestically. By the last quarter
of 1996 NCSM constituted a technical team,
which lead the task to success. The team thoroughly studied the electronics system of the
equipment and made the projection system
fully functional in manual mode using relay
based switching, thereby avoiding the microcontroller circuits and original power supplies.
On January 30 1997 Kerala Chief Minister
Mr. E K. Nayanar dedicated RSC &Planetarium
to the people of Kerala, marking the golden jubilee of the International Council Of Museums (ICOM). The planetarium has since then
become the major crowd puller of this centre.

Approaches towards automation
The personal computer market was showing a rapid change with the microprocessor
development obeying Moore’s law of computer expansion. The computers were smart,

Slip-ring burning cripples three
major motions
Though there were some teething problems, the planetarium gradually picked up
steadfast growth. But a new problem erupted
out of the blue. Due to unknown reasons, one
afternoon the following September, some insulation layers from the horizontal slip-ring
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Rocket launching camp (left), and visitors waiting for the solar eclipse on Calicut Beach.

but the equipment within the planetarium at
Calicut was still running manually.
First, a few energetic young engineers from
the Calicut Regional Engineering College offered to undertake the automation work.
They developed the prototype circuits, but
they were not found to meet industry standards.
During 2007, the Centre of Design & Technology (CEDTI) offered to undertake the work
in a phased manner. In the first phase they
proposed to automate the motion control,
and subsequently, in phase II during 2009,
they proposed to automate the dimmer circuits for lamp control using Graphical User
Interface (GUI) and microcontroller technologies.
The job was assigned to them. The team
from CEDTI did a good job and the system
could be automated at last. It must be admitted that although the GUI was not as powerful
as in a modern planetarium, still it served a superior output compared to a manual control.

Auxiliary Projection Technologies
The original Zeiss instrument was had two
35mm slide projectors to project additional visuals. During 1997, additional slide projectors
were purchased to develop various effects,
like wide angle projection and image rotating drums. Strobe effects were incorporated
and many other special effect projectors were
brought to create new visual gimmicks. The
planetarium authorities also procured LCD
projectors to show astronomical video clips
180º apart.

Planetarium Shows
The first three shows in the Calicut dome
were procured from B M Birla Planetarium,
Hyderabad. Then we started developing inhouse planetarium shows. This involved development of script, visuals, music, recording and synchronizing. In a span of 17 years of
its history, the planetarium has conceptual-
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ized and developed as many as 16 main shows
with Dona and the Universe being its debut
attempt.
It further ventured into developing eight
shows for primary school groups, two community-based shows on Ramadan and Onam
and one special show on Indian Astronomy. The maximum number of
shows presented in a day is recorded to be 19.

tions, seminars, workshops, visit to observatories, short- and long-term astronomy courses,
astrophotography, “astrodrama,” outdoor experiments, workshops on telescope making,
roadside astronomy, citizen science astronomy, Messier marathons, eclipse and occultation watches, meteor shower astronomy, and

Kid’s Shows
We observed that after the
winter vacation the centre is invariably flooded with students
from lower and upper primary
sections. They were too young
to follow the astronomical topics that we discuss during the
normal public shows, which is
generally kept at the standards
of high school students.
As a rectification measure,
we formulated a new method of
Astronomy projects by students
making shows for the kids using
cartoon slides. The scripts were
prepared at the most basic level, answering
more.
to questions like “where do the sun go after
The planetarium also conducts exhibitions
setting” and “why don’t people fall from the
in schools and engineering institutions with
other side of the Earth.” The slides were most- many astronomy exhibits and desktop modly drawn in-house by artists and subsequentels, charts, slide shows, etc.
ly photographed. This weaved success in makIn addition, college and university students
ing our young visitors to have a meaning in pursue astronomy projects at various levels in
visiting planetarium.
the planetarium.
Students come and spend here about two
Astronomy outreach activities
months, reading and discussing astronomy.
The centre has a very strong amateur asAlso they get proficiency in telescope hantronomy club. The membership is open to
dling and observations. Planetarium also orgaall astronomy enthusiasts. We have members nizes summer and winter Astro camps.
ranging from high school students to senior
citizens nearing 80 years of age. They include
Conclusion
professors, scientists, teachers, engineers, medToday Calicut planetarium is on the vanical practitioners, businessmen and farmers.
guard of trends and technology. The Zeiss
Various astronomical activities are arpowerdome II digital system it houses now
ranged periodically, including sky observa(Continues on page 38)
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Data to Dome
The Science & Data Visualization Task Force

How to acquire and visualize an
extragalactic dataset
Mark SubbaRao
Adler Planetarium
1300 South Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60091 USA
msubbarao@adlerplanetarium.org
There were some great discussions regarding science and data visualization at the Beijing
conference. Energized by that, I’m going to try something a bit different and have this column take the form of a tutorial.
The tutorial was inspired by Tanya Hill’s excellent talk at the conference. In it she presented a number of surveys (including the Galaxy and
Mass Assembly Survey, GAMA) and described the process of importing
them into SkySkan’s Digital Sky software. The wealth and variety of
available data was both impressive and eye-opening to a planetarium
community that largely limits itself to showing three galaxy catalogs
(the so-called “Tully” catalog, along with the 2dF and SDSS).
At the close of the question period Thomas Kraupe declared that he
would like to see these datasets made available in all planetarium systems.
That call to action is what Data to Dome is all about—how do we enable the community to become content creators?

The process of using data
In this tutorial we’ll step through the entire process: pulling the data
from the survey database, performing astrophysical calculations and
outputting the data in the formats necessary to visualize it in four different planetarium software packages.
I encourage everyone to at read through the entire tutorial, even the
parts that apply to software different than what is running at your institution, because doing so will give you a more complete picture of
where the community is and help motivate the final section where we
make recommendations on how the process can be made improved.
The tutorial will use the Python programming languages. Please read
through it even if you aren’t a programmer or if you are unfamiliar
with Python because one of the main points of the tutorial is to show
how little code is needed. All of the code, as well as the results, can be
downloaded from links at the Science and Data Visualization Task
Force page on the IPS website.

Using Python
Python—a programming language “that lets you work quickly and
integrate systems more effectively”1—is rapidly becoming the de facto
astronomical programming language, supported by an active community of tool builders. Python’s capabilities are extended through packages, and there are a number of good ones for dealing with astronomical data.
This tutorial uses astropy, which contains all of the core astronomical functionality, and astroquery, which lets you access astronomical
databases from within the Python environment. We also give an example of using the pyWWT package to directly interact with WorldWide Telescope.
1 www.phython.org
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One of the challenges of working in Python has always been installing all the packages needed to do your work. That has gotten much
easier recently through some excellent package managers. If you are
just starting out with Python, I strongly recommend using the Anaconda distribution from Continuum Analytics. Anaconda installs most of
the packages needed for scientific computing with Python (astropy is
included with Anaconda; you have to install astroquery and pyWWT
separately).

Let’s get started
Step #1 acquiring the GAMA data from the database
We want to get our galaxy catalog from the GAMA survey. To do
that, we need to query its database. A survey database typically contains several different tables, each measuring a number of different
quantities. Looking at the structure of the GAMA database (its schema),
I see that the quantities I need to locate the galaxies in 3D space can be
found in a table called specObj. These are sky position (RA and dec) and
the redshift (z) with which we will calculate the distance to the galaxies.
There is another table called StellarMasses which has several interesting parameters. We will pull three that might be useful to visualize later: the mass of the galaxy (logmstar), its intrinsic brightness (absMag_r)
and its metalicity (metal).
The database can be accessed using the Structured Query Language
(SQL). SQL has a SELECT/FROM/WHERE format: after SELECT, you list
what parameters you want to pull from the database; after WHERE, you
specify which database tables they are located in; and after WHERE,
you can place conditions on which objects you wish to get back.
So our query will be:
SELECT SpecObj.ra, SpecObj.dec, SpecObj.z,StellarMasses.logmstar,
StellarMasses.metal, StellarMasses.absMag_r
FROM SpecObj JOIN StellarMasses ON
SpecObj.CATAID = StellarMasses.CATAID
WHERE SpecObj.nq>2 and SpecObj.prob >0.75
The purpose of the JOIN syntax in the FROM clause is to make sure
we are looking at the same galaxies in each table. The conditions in the
WHERE clause make sure that the galaxies’ spectrum was high quality
and that the redshift was certain.
Using the astroquery module, we can query the GAMA database inside Python and return the results in a data table (which, in the astronomical tradition of clever astronomical naming, I call dataTable).
from astroquery.gama import GAMA
from astropy.table import Table,Column
#Acquire data from GAMA database
dataTable = GAMA.query_sql(‘\
SELECT SpecObj.ra, SpecObj.dec, SpecObj.z,\
StellarMasses.logmstar, StellarMasses.metal, StellarMasses.absMag_r\
FROM SpecObj JOIN StellarMasses ON SpecObj.CATAID = StellarMasses.
CATAID\
WHERE SpecObj.nq>2 and SpecObj.prob >0.75\
‘)
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Step #2 Calculate distance to the galaxies from their redshift
To plot the galaxies in 3D space we need both the position on the
sky and a distance. We will convert the redshift into a distance, but
how? On cosmological scales in an expanding universe with a finite
speed of light, there are several ways to measure distance. Which one
should we use?
People have made different choices here. Some use the lookback
time distance, which is the light travel time from the galaxy multiplied by the speed of light. Others have used the luminosity distance,
which is the distance at which the galaxy would have its observed
brightness given the inverse square law.
I believe that the best choice is the co-moving distance. This distance is the one that best matches our expectation of what distance is.
If we were able to stop the expansion of the universe and go out and
measure the distance to galaxies with a giant tape measure that is what
we would get.
Yes, that does mean that we will get galaxies with distances greater
than 13.8 billion light years, but that is OK—really, it is. If you don’t believe me see, the Wikipedia page about misconceptions regarding the
size of the Universe2.
To calculate the comoving distance, we’ll need to choose a set of cosmological parameters. One of the nice features of astropy is the builtin set of standard cosmologies. Here I choose the Planck13 cosmology.
It just takes three lines of code to choose the cosmological parameters,
calculate the distances, and add a new column to the data table.
from astropy.cosmology import Planck13
#Calculate a new column of comoving distance to the galaxies
distCol=Column(Planck13.comoving_distance(dataTable[‘z’]),name
=’comoving_distance’)
#Add that column to the data table (as the third column after ra and
dec)
dataTable.add_column(distCol,2)
Now that we have calculated the distances, we are ready to visualize
the dataset. The process will vary a bit depending on which software
package we are using.

Visualizing the dataset in Microsoft Research’s
Worldwide Telescope
We will follow two different routes to importing data into WWT.
One is through an API, where a computer program communicates
with WWT. In the other technique we’ll write the data to a standard
format (the VOTable) which WWT can import and display.
Using an API (Application Programming Interface)
We can send a data table directly to WWT as a new layer using
WWT’s layer control API. It can be sent to a WWT client running on
the same machine or on a remote machine. For example, I can run the
Python code on my laptop and send the data directly to Adler’s planetarium dome.
from pywwt.mods import * #import the pyWWT package
#Connect to WWT
my_wwt = WWTClient() #Can pass a IP address here if WWT is
running on a remote machine
Once the connection is made, all we have to do is set up the new layer, set the visualization properties for the layer, and import out data table into the layer.

#Set up WWT layer
new_layer = my_wwt.new_layer(“Sky”, “GAMA Galaxies”, dataTable.colnames)
#Set visualization parameters in WWT
props_dict = {“CoordinatesType”:”Spherical”,\
“MarkerScale”:”Screen”,\
“PointScaleType”:”Constant”,\
“ScaleFactor”:”2”,\
“ShowFarSide”:”True”,\
“AltColumn”:”2”,\
“AltType”:”Distance”,\
“AltUnit”:”MegaParsecs”,\
“RaUnits”:”Degrees”,\
“TimeSeries”:”False”}
new_layer.set_properties(props_dict)
#Send data to WWT client
new_layer.update(data=dataTable, purge_all=True, no_purge=False,
show=True)
The result looks like Figure 1.
Switch to Sky Mode, change the marker type to circles and scale
them up a bit and you have Figure 2.

Writing a VOtable
The astronomical community, through the Virtual Observatory initative, has defined an standard data format for catalog data, the VOtable. We can easily export our data table in this format for WWT to
import.
#Write VOtable for WWT visualization
dataTable.write(‘GAMA2.xml’,format=’votable’)

Visualizing the dataset in Evans & Sutherland’s
Digistar
Digistar is also capable of reading the VOtable format, but we’ll need
to output the coordinates in slightly different form. We need to provide a projection into cartesian coordinates. Fortunately, astropy is
very good at dealing with coordinate transformations and projections.
All we need to do is create a list of coordinates from our data table and
then add the Cartesian projections as the first three columns.
#Calculate cartesian coordinates and add to dataTable
from astropy import coordinates, units
coordsCol=coordinates.ICRS(dataTable[‘ra’],dataTable[‘DE
C’],unit=(units.degree,units.degree),distance=coordinates.
Distance(dataTable[‘comoving_distance’],units.mpc))
#Add the Cartesian coordinates as the first three columns in the data
table
dataTable.add_column(Column(coordsCol.x,name=’x_
coord’,meta={‘ucd’:‘pos.cartesian.x’}),0)
dataTable.add_column(Column(coordsCol.y,name=’y_
coord’,meta={‘ucd’:‘pos.cartesian.y’}),1)
dataTable.add_column(Column(coordsCol.z,name=’z_
coord’,meta={‘ucd’:‘pos.cartesian.z’}),2)
#Write VOtable for Digistar visualization
dataTable.write(‘GAMA2.xml’,format=’votable’)
In the code above notice the part that goes:’ucd’: ‘pos.cartesian.x’.
UCD stands for Unified Content Descriptor; these are words that have
been defined to describe almost all kinds of astronomical data. Using
them allows the computer to parse the dataset and make decisions on
how to visualize the dataset (because it knows which columns are position, which are brightness, which are sizes, etc.).

2 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observable_universe#Misconceptions
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Visualizing the dataset in SkySkan’s Digital Sky
and SCISS’ Uniview
For Digital Sky and Uniview, the process is quite similar. As we did
for Digistar, we’ll need to provide Cartesian coordinates. However,
for Digital Sky and Uniview, we need to do the projection in Galactic
rather than Equatorial (RA and dec) coordinates. Fortunately, again, astropy makes this very easy.
Figure 1

#First let’s remove the Equitorial projection columns added for
Digistar
dataTable.remove_columns([‘x_coord’, ‘y_coord’, ‘z_coord’])
#Now we’ll add the projection into the Galactic coordinate system
dataTable.add_column(Column(coordsCol.galactic.x,name=’x_gal_
coord’,meta={‘ucd’:‘pos.cartesian.x’}),0)
dataTable.add_column(Column(coordsCol.galactic.y,name=’y_gal_
coord’,meta={‘ucd’:‘pos.cartesian.y’}),1)
dataTable.add_column(Column(coordsCol.galactic.z,name=’z_gal_
coord’,meta={‘ucd’:‘pos.cartesian.z’}),2)
Now we need to write out the data in the “.speck” format defined by
Partiview. This format is a ASCII table where the first three columns
are the x,y,z Cartesian coordinates and the remaining columns are
whatever additional data we want to carry around. The table begins
with a header that names these additional columns.
#Write .speck file for DigitalSky and Uniview
writeFile = open(‘GAMA.speck’,’a’)
#Define and write the header
headerText=”\
#Galaxy and Mass Assembly galaxy catalog\n\
dataVar 0 ra\n\
dataVar 1 Dec\n\
dataVar 2 comovingDistance\n\
dataVar 3 redshift\n\
dataVar 4 logmstar\n\
dataVar 5 metalicity\n\
dataVar 6 absMag_r\n”
writeFile.write(headerText)
#Write the data
dataTable.write(writeFile,format=’ascii.no_header’)
writeFile.close()

Figure 2

G e t O r g a n i z e d #1
by Adam Thanz

Discovery of
Ast ronomical Objects
-Organize this list into
c h r o n o l o g i c a l o r d e r-

Lessons learned
Yay—you read through till the end! Wasn’t too bad, right? That is
really the main lesson of all of this. Tools like Python and astropy
make the whole process of getting, manipulating, and visualizing data
MUCH easier than it was before.
OK, now that we’ve stepped through things with GAMA, go try it
on another dataset.
There are a few recommendations for vendors to make things even
smoother.
1. Include support for VOtables, including the parsing of UCDs. This
is an astronomical standard and planetarium software should support
it.
2. Accept spherical as well as Cartesian coordinates. Astronomical
observations occur in spherical coordinates. Converting to Cartesian
is an extra step that could easily be done by the computer on import.
3. Accept multiple coordinate systems. It would be great to be able
to import data in either Equatorial, Galactic or Ecliptic coordinates. I

Black Holes
Cosmic Background
Radiation
Eris
Galaxies
Neptune
Pluto
Proplyds
Pulsars
Quasars
Sedna
Uranus
Answers appear on page 38.

Join the International Planetarium Society at www.ips-planetarium.org
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Seeking What Works
The IPS Education Committee
Jeanne E. Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145 USA
440-871-5293
jeanneebishop@wowway.com

I am pleased that President Thomas Kraupe
has appointed me as chair of the IPS Education Committee. I took over this position at
the Beijing IPS biennial conference. I want to
thank Jack Northrup for his excellent articles
in Planetarian stressing astronomy activities
while he was chair, and he will continue his
articles and has agreed to continue as a member of the Education Committee. Thanks,
Jack, for all of your work. Thanks, too, to all
who have worked with Jack on the Education
Committee.
I hope that, with the transition, the educators who have previously served will continue to do so. I particularly want to thank longtime Education Committee member Francine
Jackson for discussing work of the committee
with me.
While in Beijing, two meetings were held

that have great bearing on the future of the
Education Committee. The first was a brainstorming session in which I asked a small
group of involved educators what they
thought the Education Committee should be
doing: its goals, activities, and methods.
A top priority is that the committee should
be inclusive and international in nature. Another major desire is that we become aware of
the astronomy curriculum across the planetarium community, which means determining and then reporting what is done in different planetarium affiliate areas.
We need to find the focus of astronomy
topics related to level in different countries.
There is wide agreement that we should support, report, and possibly even develop research opportunities which impact the educational experience in the planetarium. And we

need to coordinate with other IPS committees
in setting goals and planning strategy.
Members of the Education Committee
will be looking at all of the ideas, prioritizing
them, and working in teams or alone to develop a large picture of what planetarians can
and should do to help students at all levels
learn astronomy. Thanks to IPS Secretary Lee
Ann Hennig, who took careful notes of the excellent suggestions made at this meeting.
The second relevant meeting in Beijing was
a session of IPS committee chairs with President Thomas Kraupe. Thomas noted that the
IPS committees do not act independently;
the president also should help set the goals of
each.
Thomas directs the Education Committee
to have educational research, particularly research specifically related to the planetarium
experience, as a major goal. Everyone at this
meeting also noted the need for IPS committees to be working together. Thomas asked
that the paper I presented in Beijing, “Suggestions for Some Best Educational Practices,” be
printed in Planetarian. Therefore that paper
appears below.
In each future issue of Planetarian, the Education Committee will have a meaningful, focused article related to its goals. I am delighted
to be working with a dedicated group of people who will be involved in preparing the articles and doing other work for this committee;
the names of these dedicated people will be
published in a future article. If you would like
to work on the Education Committee, please
contact me.
I also look forward to keeping updated information about the Education Committee
on the IPS website. I am excited about this
committee’s future.		
I

Suggestions for Some Best Educational Practices
Jeanne E. Bishop
Paper presented at IPS 2014
June 23-27, 2014
As a result of educational practices being
incorporated in public school and university
planetariums for many years, there is a growing set of good practices, a body of understandings and techniques, which have shown
themselves useful in planetarium programs or
in lessons in adjacent classrooms that accompany the planetarium programs.
I am going to discuss some general considerations and then some specific ideas that
seem to work well for all audiences. My paper
is a set of generalizations based on research in
psychology and education and a body of experience. My own doctoral dissertation (1981),
done in the planetarium, helped me conclude
what (and what not) astronomy to teach both
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in and out of the planetarium at different ages.
First, there is a well-understood hierarchy
of stages of learning, both logical and spatial,
which the French researcher Jean Piaget carefully determined. He found that very young
children have different ways of thinking than
do older children. Of course, brighter or slower children pass through the stages at different
times than average children.
Many very young children do not understand cause and effect and will try to put two
facts together that are not related. As children
get older they love facts, but still do not engage in deductive thinking.
Competent deductive thinking seems possible for most by about age 15, although some
have noted that even university students
have trouble with graphs like the H-R Diagram.

In a planetarium, very young children can
think of going “point to point,” but do not
have the spatial ability to imagine a detailed
constellation. We need to keep the limitations
of developmental learning in mind as we prepare lessons both in the planetarium and out
for different ages. A program developed for
age 10 students will not be right for age 5 students. Generally, people become able to think
about more complex concepts as they grow
older.
Another point from psychology is that by
the time most people are adults, they can remember seven unrelated items—seven numbers, seven colors, seven names. This has been
referred to as “Miller’s Magic Number 7.” If we
try to give our adult audiences more than seven unrelated facts, most will have trouble re(Continues on page 34)
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(Best Practices, continued from page 32)
membering. Younger audiences will have
trouble remembering even fewer than seven
unrelated facts.
The way we get beyond the seven limitation to learn more is to have separation connections which relate the groups of seven or
fewer items, in a process called “chunking.”
For instance, suppose we want to give an overview of the organization of the universe. We
can start with a group of facts about the sun
and its position, and then give another group
of names and descriptions for planets, moons,
asteroids, comets, and meteoroids.
Nearby stars, the Milky Way Galaxy, the local group, and the universe as a whole, each
with its description, can be considered as a
chunk of learning. The entire lecture-demonstration might have over 50 details, but because the information is chunked into successive levels of the universe, an audience learns
the details easily.

Consider the culture
Second, we need to consider the particular
culture of the audience. A program prepared
by a U.S. producer probably will not exactly
match with needs and expectations of a Chinese audience; a Russian program will not exactly match with needs and expectations of a
French audience, and so on.
This is true independent of language. There
are particular ways of thinking, cultural understandings, humor, attention span, and
school level expectations that vary widely. If
a group of Chinese or Italian students is learning English, a U.S., UK, or Australian pre-recorded program could be useful.
However, one needs to watch for the differences in thinking of the two cultures: the culture in which the program was prepared and
the culture where the program is presented.
When I served as the teacher in Italy to
teach in a portable planetarium for a week, I
noticed that the Italian high school students
I encountered had complete understanding of
the seasons, mentally manipulating the Earthbased view of the sun’s path on the equinoxes and solstices with the revolving axis-tipped
Earth, called “projective ability” by Piaget.
Many students in United States high school
do not yet have this ability.
Also remember that there are divisions of
culture within a country, and micro-cultures
even within a community which distinguish
the children and adults who come to our
planetariums.

Preferred ways of learning
Third, children and even adults have preferred ways of learning. Although much has
been made of right-brain and left-brain abilities, it now seems that the brain is resilient
enough that many abilities once thought to
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occur on just one brain side is possible to learn
on either.
The left brain side has been said to be the
logical-language side, while the right side is
the spatial-visual-musical-creative-emotional side. Since there does seem to be a focus
for abilities on each brain side, and children
are usually either “left brain dominant” and
“right brain dominant,” children will prefer
certain ways of learning.
I think it is important to include learning
that uses both sides of the brain, for the benefit of each child and for the benefit of the diversity of children in our audiences. So while
our lessons have language and are logically constructed, the right-brain visual, musical, and inspirational components of our
programs are important and should not be
ignored. In fact, the creative-inspirational aspect of a planetarium program can be its most
influential feature.
There are other considerations for preferred
ways of learning. Students may learn best by
hearing an explanation or by acting out (kinesthetic) methods. The idea that “a picture is
worth a thousand words”—the visual preference—is true for many, but not all.

Planetarium: visual experiences
So what educational practices are useful
and workable across cultures and for different ages?
The possibilities offered by any planetarium make it a prime location for visual experiences in astronomy learning. The evening sky
(constellations, stars, planets) is ideally taught
and discussed in the planetarium. Today we
have computer sky games and applications
for smart phones that allow you to know the
stars around you, but these cannot substitute
for a knowledgeable person discussing and
pointing out things in the sky as it appears at
any time and place. We must remember to let
our pointer or laser move slowly as we point
out objects for our audiences.
The Earth-based view of the celestial sphere,
the seasonal changes of the sun’s path, the
moon’s motion and phases, and the planets’
motions are beautifully shown in a planetarium. In order for students to completely understand the seasonal sun paths, lunar phases, and planet motion, it is necessary to spend
time developing the in space-based view. This
can be done in classrooms or, if there is time,
in learning areas close to the planetarium.
The goal is for the student to be able to
mentally jump back and forth between the
Earth-based view and the in-space based view.
Piaget calls this a “projective ability,” imagining from two points of view. Only when this
happens does the learner really understand a
concept like seasons or lunar phases.
To help students have projective ability

understanding of seasons, experience with
both the Earth-based view of the sky (which
the planetarium gives) and the in-space-based
view of the sky is important. I think that we
should use the planetarium to give the young
student many opportunities to have the
Earth-based view of the sky. In the classroom,
models can be used to show the in-space view
of these phenomena.

Moon phases need to wait
By the time a student is about 13-14 years
old, with experiences of both the Earth-based
view and the in-space view, a student is developmentally ready to have the projective
understanding of seasons or lunar phases. At
about this age the brain’s corpus collosum, a
line of tissue between the left and right brain
sides, develops firmly enough to allow the
understanding of projective astronomy concepts.
My research in 1981 in a planetarium with
only an Earth-based view showed that at even
this age, many students had trouble with full
understanding of seasons and lunar phases.
I was delighted to read the research article
in the December 2013 issue of Planetarian by
Pierre Chastenay from Montreal in which he
shows that the superior visual aspects of the
digital planetarium in teaching students lunar phases at this age. He found that the viewfrom-space abilities of a digital planetarium
helped students better discard their misconceptions.
I predict that, done appropriately, the digital planetarium will prove to be a huge help in
teaching students basic astronomy concepts.
Although the planetarium is typically
geared to a visitor sitting in one seat throughout a program, some movement is possible.
And movement, or kinesthetic activity, can
help all students learn and remember, even if
they are not strong kinesthetic learners.

The importance of movement
Movement can be singing of a song, standing and pointing, or completion of worksheets. In a first-grade program I present, students stand to sing a little song, “This is the
way the sun goes,” and point out the sun’s
path for the beginning of each season.
In this lesson the amount of twist the child
must make changes—the child twists most for
the summer solstice and least for the winter
solstice.
In supplemental lessons, a wide variety of
kinesthetic activities which enact the spacebased view are possible: moon motion, including librations; a solar system model; comet development and movement; evolution of
a sun-type star and evolution of a massive star;
and even the Big Bang.
(Continues on page 36)
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(Best Practices, continued from page 34)
There are many kinesthetic activities in
The Universe at Your Fintertips, the Astronomical Society of the Pacific’s DVD of astronomy
activities and resources. (Find it at www.astrosociety.org/education/the-universe-at-yourfingertips-2-0.) Students can clap at a steady
rate for time intervals, e.g., to find the difference in time for a day at different seasons
Requiring the learner to do something is a
powerful factor in learning. When we provide
science worksheets, students can discover and
record many things with horizon and directions shown, such as the paths of the sun on
the equinoxes and solstices, moon phases, current or specialized planet positions (like a Venus cycle), the changing positions of the Big
Dipper during rotation (the star clock), or different positions of the North Celestial Pole
during a precession cycle.
Students can take the data they gathered
in the planetarium back to their science classrooms to continue discussion about the topic.

Introduce an art experience
An art experience can be introduced by giving students a chance to reproduce what they
see, such as a lunar or solar eclipse, both within the program and during extended followup time. Students can use markers, crayons,
and other media to represent what they see.
Sometimes participation takes the form of interaction with a teacher or technology, such
as in a question-answer period.
Even without extra materials, students can
become involved. Students simply can repeat
a constellation, star name, or other term after
the teacher. Students can be encouraged to ask
questions about topics at particular times in a
program, or, with planning, they can be ready
to contribute certain information or short descriptions at different points in the program
with material that they prepared and brought
with them.
Analogies help us learn and remember. By
likening the texture of greater space to soapsuds, a reddening of starlight to the receding train horn that falls in pitch or the structure of small blue-gray soil particles on Mars
to blueberries, a teacher or lecturer can bring
quicker understanding to audiences.
Most effective are analogies that refer to
more than one sense. Color and sound is a
good combination. In the recent Cosmos program, Neil DeGrasse Tyson combined color
and sound with wavelengths for a beautiful
presentation of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Another good word that describes similarities is a simile, as in one thing is like another. For instance, when the asteroid impact that
probably caused dinosaurs and many other
species to become extinct occurred in the Yucatan Peninsula 65 million years ago, the temperature of the air a few seconds after the hit
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was like a pizza oven.
Galaxy drawings covering the outside of a
balloon are like the galaxies spread apart from
each other by the rubber of the balloon surface. The air inside the balloon is like time. But
of course, an analogy or a simile should be appropriate. And, when it is important to preventing a misconception, the things that are
incorrect in an analogy should be explained.
It has been shown that motivation plays
a huge part in what is learned, so we search
for ways to motivate our students. A proven
way to interest anyone is self-reference, that
is having something in a lesson which makes
the student view himself or herself as part of
the program. This immersion is possible with
myths and other story-telling, but other techniques also can be used.
A human character, an animal, or an animated object can narrate, and audiences will
relate to this character. Some of the best fulldome shows incorporate a character or characters. The Chinese lunar rover Yutu personified on China’s social media Weibo very
effectively counseled Earth-bound fans to
take heart in her 42 days of success in lunar
exploration and to comfort the Chang’e Lander when it discovered Yutu’s death. Millions of
people world-wide related to the personified
Yutu. (Actually, it turned out that Yutu can
still transmit, but can no longer move.)
Questions or descriptions that include the
word “you” are also good self-reference techniques. For instance, after going over information about the sizes or distances in space, the
teacher could ask students “How does this information make you feel?”

Let students direct
Another thing we can do in a planetarium
program is to let students plan a small part or
direction of the program. For instance, one
can give the group a chance to choose an alternate myth from a different culture, rather
than simply recite the Greek story. (Note: The
teacher should be prepared for this and know
all possibilities well.)
Or, if you are taking students to different
latitudes to seen the sky, ask students where
they would like to go first: the North Pole, the
South Pole, or the Equator. Or should you observe the waxing crescent moon or the full
moon in starting a cycle of lunar observations?
Motivation is best when it is intrinsic, that
is when the student really wants to know or
understand. If students can come to the planetarium with particular questions to which
they need to find answers or generate a list of
questions to which they want answers before
the planetarium presentation (and if you, the
planetarium teacher, knows this set of questions and include answers within a presenta-

tion), students will be listening carefully to
find the desired information.
Piaget liked to use the terms “assimilation”
and “accommodation.” Assimilation is the
easy addition of new ideas to a previous concept framework, such as learning more about
the solar system after you already know that
it is a group of smaller bodies revolving about
the sun.
Accommodation is a lot harder—it needs to
occur when new information will not fit into
an old framework. Accommodation is a continuous goal of human learning. It is what we
want our students to do—to arrive at new and
better ideas of the contents and processes of
the universe.
If someone who believed the Ptolemaic solar system to be true were trying to understand the phases of Venus, he could not do so.
He would have to reject the Ptolemaic ideas.
This would be accommodation.
Sometimes accommodation is so difficult
that it is fought by the learner. Something has
to give, since the two ideas will not work together. If you get a puzzled or belligerent look
from a student, if may be that he or she is accommodating.
Accommodation may be as simple as having to understand why there is no Earth in the
planetarium sky.

Provide a “discrepant event”
One way to set up students for accommodation is to supply a “discrepant event.” That
is something should not seem right to the student and she or he will puzzle over it, particularly with guided questions. For instance,
if the planet Jupiter is seen close to the sun
in the planetarium sky, closer than Venus, it
may not make sense. The student knows that
Venus is closer in distance to the sun than Jupiter.
With a 3-D model showing Jupiter far behind the sun when the sun and Jupiter are
viewed from Earth, and the teacher asking students to focus on what they see in the model from the position of Earth, students should
understand. But developmental research
shows they will probably not “get it” or really understand until they are over 10 years
old. Here developmental learning level is an
important consideration. If we present this
type of accommodation opportunity too early, a misconception may result, so we must be
careful.
If we can design appropriate lessons which
encourage accommodation, the planetarium
will not only be a valuable facility for learning astronomy, but a place where students
might reach higher levels of thinking.
To restructure thinking into new and better views of how nature is and works is a goal
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(Calicut planetarium, continued from page 26)
enables fulldome displays, thus considerably
increasing the public affinity towards variety
of programmes offered.
Now the planetarium is thrilled to work
with an impressive hybrid technology. The
flexibility of the digital projectors and the
precision of the optomechanical projector in
simulating the starry sky are at their best. Seasoned by experience, the Calicut Planetarium
is audacious enough to push the boundaries
of possibility for both education and entertainment.
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G e t O r g a n i z e d #1
by Adam Thanz

Discovery of
Ast ronomical Objects
-Organize this list into
c h r o n o l o g i c a l o r d e rBlack Holes
Cosmic Background
Radiation
Eris
Galaxies
Neptune
Pluto
Proplyds
Pulsars
Quasars
Sedna
Uranus

Answers to Get Organized 1
By Adam Thanz
Bays Mountain
Planetarium
Kingsport,
Tennessee

Discovery of Astronomical Objects:
Organize this list into chronological order:
Black Holes - 7
Cosmic Background Radiation - 5
Eris - 11
Galaxies - 3
Neptune - 2
Pluto - 4
Proplyds - 9
Pulsars - 6
Quasars - 8
Sedna - 10
Uranus - 1

Answers:
1781, Uranus: Discovered by William Herschel. This planet had been seen by other astronomers from the past, like Flamsteed and probably Galileo, though not
known as to what it was.
1846, Neptune: Mathematically proven by
observed perturbations of Uranus. Both
Urbain Le Verrier and John Couch Adams were looking for this world at the
same time and were unaware of the other’s work. Le Verrier did discover the
planet first. Neptune was also spotted
by other astronomers from the past, like
Galileo, Lalande, and Herschel, but they
were unaware of what exactly was spotted. Note, Galileo did make a specific
note about Neptune, including charting
its position, but did not know that it was
a planet.
1923, Galaxies: Galaxies can be seen with
our unaided eye, but the understanding
of what they were and the fact that they

are isolated from our Milky Way was
proven by Edwin Hubble.
1930, Pluto: Mathematically proven by observed perturbations of Neptune. Percival Lowell failed to discover it. It was
methodically searched for, and discovered by, Clyde Tombaugh.
1965, Cosmic Background Radiation: Mathematically proven earlier, but discovered
by accident by Arno Penzias and Robert
Wilson.
1967, Pulsars: Short for Pulsating Stars, the
first one was discovered by Jocelyn Bell
as part of a survey led by Antony Hewish. Hewish received the Nobel, Bell was
not included.
1972, Black Holes: These celestial objects
should be the most contended of this list
for many reasons, including the fact that
the mathematical construct of one does
not prove its existance. Cygnus X-1 was
discovered in 1972 and became the first
plausible physical (not mathematical)
candidate for a black hole.
1980s, Quasars: Short for Quasi-Stellar Radio Sources, or QSOs. They were first observed with radio, optical, and redshift
components in 1962, but their true nature had not been realized until the 1980s
(no accuracy of year), when they were
found to be a type of active galactic nuclei (AGN). AGNs differ from blazars and
radio galaxies only by our viewing angle.
1992, Proplyds: Short for Protoplanetary
Disks, they were discovered by Robert
O’Dell using the Hubble Space Telescope
to search the Orion Nebula.
2003, Sedna: Discovered by Michael Brown,
Chad Trujillo and David Rabinowitz on
November 14, 2003.
2005, Eris: The first images of Eris were taken on October 21, 2003, before Sedna’s
discovery, but were not known to be
showing proper motion until 2005. I
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Introducing

DigitalSky

The nex t e volution in intuitive,
unified fulldome theater software.

skyskan.com
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groundbreaking user interface
DigitalSky Dark Matter represents the next evolution of intuitive, unified fulldome theater
software. Designed by planetarium directors for planetarium directors, there’s no solution
that understands you better or meets your needs more robustly.

THE BRIDGE

The Bridge is command
central. Always docked on the
top of your screen, this userdefined configurable window
contains commonly accessed
features and controls all of your
planetarium’s functions and
devices, from what’s playing on
the dome to lights, projector,
and sound levels.

TIMELINE

Automating a theater that
simultaneously runs projectors,
house and cove lighting, sound,
and multimedia demands a
superior control system. Today,
hundreds of the world’s top
planetariums and large format
theaters rely on SPICE Automation.
Now SPICE and DigitalSky are
unified, eliminating the need to
have separate applications.

DATASET
EXPLORER

Drag and drop 3D models,
video, images, or audio onto
the timeline for quick show
assembly. Using the auto
key framing feature, modify
position, scale, and other
object properties and view
frame-by-frame
changes
live in the Viewport or on
the dome.

The dataset explorer allows
quick access to any asset that is
contained in the database. You
can quickly perform common
access task such as load,
navigate, label and fly to simply
by selecting an icon. Designed
for intuitive live presentations,
the dataset viewer gives the
presenter flexibility to go “off
script” during a live show and
then return to pre-rendered
content seamlessly.

SHOW
MANAGER

VIEWPORT

View everything on the
dome directly integrated into
your DigitalSky Dark Matter
screen. You can view dome
from multiple camera angles,
including fisheye and direct
front view. The dome view is
also used for interactive and
intuitive navigation during
real-time shows.

Start, stop, pause, scrub
forward and backward. Play
fulldome content with the
push of a button. The Show
Manager is fully integrated
into the Viewport, giving
you a live view of what’s
happening as you control
your show content.
September 2014					
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Sky-Skan’s best-selling show for 2013 and 2014

NEW RELEASE: Narrated by Derrick Pitts!

Space Exploration
Shaping Your Life
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Super Science Investigators
31825 Lafler
Rockwood, Michigan 48173 USA
www.superscienceinvestigators.com
Corry Driscoll
corrydriscoll@live.com
A few months ago after returning from the Balkans (forI can see that wear and tear on a canvas dome could be an
mer Yugoslavia), for what was hopefully my last deployissue if used on a daily basis and we already have some pinment, I decided it was time to start a small business of some holes and other issues. Fortunately, there is a warranty and
type. My brother Jeff has been an amateur astronomer since they were nice enough to send us a repair kit in the mail. We
we were kids and knowing I was seeking opportunity, ap- are both handy at repairing things so we can fix it ourselves.
proached me with the idea of offering science and astronoThe Digitalis Zeta we purchased came with a 7-m dome
my field trips to elementary schools in the mid-west.
and a fisheye lens type projector. It is easy to set up and tear
He was thinking of pursuing it as a side business and had
down and appears that one person can handle the dome.
recently returned from a portable planetarium tradeshow
The first few months so far have been quite a bit of work,
in an effort to select a dome. Considering our backgrounds,
but it provides more autonomy than a traditional job as the
it sounded like a good idea. I have a master’s in business adwork day lasts as long as it lasts and there is no overtime pay.
ministration and he a PhD; at one time he was working with I don’t think anyone goes into business purely for the potenNASA providing educational materials as part of a Casini
tial wealth, but rather for the love of something.
outreach program.
So, I put a plan together, purchased a
portable planetarium, and began working.
We started a veteran-owned small
business called Super Science Investigators and bought a Digitalis Zeta, as
it seemed to suit our purposes just fine.
As I indicated, our audience is elementary and middle school, but we plan to
branch out into other areas once we get
the business running properly.
At the moment we offer 6 shows and
can also provide one on the fly based
on the audience, now that we know
how the software works. Since Jeff has
been an amateur astronomer for over
40 years, he can speak extemporaneously as the images are displayed in the
Happy students at Carson City Elementary School, Carson City, Michigan. Photo by audome.
thor.
We also offer two prepackaged daylong activity sets and allow customers
to design their own if they wish. This provides potential cusIt is quite fun to see the kids experiencing our planetartomers the ability to better meet their needs at the local lev- ium, as most will probably never have the opportunity to
el.
visit a fixed facility. I suppose my favorite part is working
The Zeta is quite easy to run, can interface with an iPad
for myself and with kids, as they become quite excited and
(making it rather intuitive) and we can train anyone to run
seem to thoroughly enjoy the dome and hands-on science
the prepackaged shows. This is a valuable characteristic, as
stations we bring along for our shows.
there are numerous shows that can be purchased in the fuAs the push becomes greater for science and technology
ture and when we hire someone, they won’t need to know
education, I anticipate our client base will expand as we proanything about astronomy or science.
vide a valuable service augmenting curricula. The feedback
We have also set up science stations with narrations and
from administrators and parent groups has been positive in
instructions, so it is easy to set up and the stations can be
the short time we’ve been providing services and I anticipate
manned by anyone in the school.
it will grow as we move forward. 		
I
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From the Classdome
Jack L. Northrup
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Planetarium
King Science and Technology Magnet Center
3720 Florence Blvd., Omaha, Nebraska 68110 USA
+1 402-557-4494
jlnorthrup@fbx.com

Environments

“How long are your planetarium shows?”
That is one of the top three questions I
get asked when groups are making reservations for the planetarium. The other two are
“How much does it cost?” (free) and “How
many people can be in the planetarium at one
time?” (50).
I normally explain it to the parents, teachers, and caregivers that I vary the length of
the presentation to fit the age of the audience.
If you are under 7 years old, then I limit the
presentation to 35 minutes in the dark with
20 minutes of twilight and transition activities. If you are 7 or older, then it is a 45-minute
presentation with 10 minutes of twilight and
transition activities.

of 60-80 students into a little bit more reasonable sizes.
During the summer I have no support staff,
so leading some of the activities was going to
be interesting.
Luckily, one of our science teachers was going to be in town and was willing to help, but
he also was in graduate school classes in the
morning, so he could only help after noon. Below is the schedule we created for the kindergarten and first grade groups.
I did very few changes to the schedule as
each week passed and an older group would
arrive, mainly changing the sustainable gardening to transplanting seedlings and then finally moving them to pots.

son opens the door to investigate, he escapes
into the hallways. He would hear the kids’
voices and come out of hiding.
It was great hearing all the investigative
questions; “Can turtles sit at the bottom of
the pond?” “It is too sunny for them to be sitting on the patio, let’s see if they are in the tall
grasses.” “I wonder if they get into the raised
beds?” “Do you think they try to eat the koi?”
So, a three-hour visit is possible if you have
the support of the teacher/chaperons, coworkers, and lot of scheduling. If you are wondering, the teacher who helped me worked on
an exchange basis. For each hour he worked
on my project, I would work one hour as a
fake student on his aeronautics unit he was
developing. It worked out to be a good trade.

An alien lesson plan
We built an alien activity at a recent instructional methods workshop. There was a
nice introduction to extremophiles and how
our preconceived notions about where something can live have changed drastically.
The group was divided into groups of three.
The three sat with their backs toward each

Deep sea, water temperatures are nearly freezing, very high pressure

Dark underground, cool temperatures all the time, food burrows in
the ground

Near an underwater volcano, high temperature, acidic water, very dark

Fresh lava flow, rock is not yet solid, food is very small

Very cold, food is buried in the ice, sun is reflected by the ice

Salty sand environment, warm temperatures, many predators

Dry sand, lots of prey, high temperatures, little rain

Lower atmosphere, can’t touch ground or will be eaten, light breezes

Gravel, food hides behind rocks, extreme temperature changes

Mud, it only rains for a couple of weeks a year, rest of year is snow

Sand, eats oil/hydrocarbons, no oxygen just carbon dioxide

Acidic atmosphere, high winds, gravel and stone

Upper atmosphere, breezes bring food to this location, warm during
day, cool at night

Upper atmosphere, low pressure, low temperature, radiation

I was trying to keep with an hourly schedule to book groups.
That changed this summer when a teacher
booked her entire school to come to the planetarium over the course of a month, and because of the drive time to get to the planetarium they wanted to spend more than an hour
on site. She proposed a 3-hour visit.
That’s right, three hours.

Keeping them busy for 3 hours
I said the kids will be so stimulated and
wound up from 3 hours in the planetarium that they would be crazy on the bus ride
home. She said that she had read about some
of our other courses and activities and was
wondering if the kids could experience some
of them, and I could also break up the group

Time

Kindergarten (35 students)

11:00-11:45

Lunch/Recess at the playground

11:45-12:30

Salt water aquariums and aquaponic gardens

12:30-1:15

Native American Astronomy Presentation

1:15-2:00

Sustainable gardening (planting seeds)
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other. Each person was given a clipboard with
a sheet of paper that had been folded in half
and had three flaps cut in it. The flaps were labelled Top, Middle, End instead of Head, Torso, Legs.
An environment was stated on the paper,
and the group had 3 minutes to draw the top
of a life form that would thrive in that environment, adding two tick marks into the next
lower area where the drawing would continue.
Sealing the top section with a little tape,
the clipboard was passed counterclockwise
to the next person, who used the marks to
start drawing the middle of the life form. This
was repeated again to the third person, who
would draw the end of the life form. Returning the clipboard to the original team member, the tape was broken and the life form
revealed.
First Grade (30 students)
The first person had to list 3-5 adSalt water aquariums and aquaponic gardens
aptations for that life form to succeed
Lunch/Recess on the athletic field
in that environment. The table above
shows several of the environments
Sustainable gardening (planting seeds)
I used with my students.
I
Native American Astronomy Presentation

At the end of the month all I was able to deliver nearly 400 plants to their school for use
in the community garden they were building
over the same month.
An activity that I didn’t expect the kids to
like was “Find the Turtles.” The center of our
building is large courtyard garden that we let
the classroom turtles, Einstein, Beavis, and
Marie (Curie), wander around during the summer.
It wasn’t even set up as formal station, having just a sign on the glass with pictures of the
three turtles and their favorite part of the habitat and challenging the students to find them
through the windows.
Beavis was the easiest. He is our escape artist
and will head butt the glass doors, making it
sound like someone is knocking. When a per-
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Evidence of a Restless Planet

Earthquake explores the forces that
transform the surface of our planet and
influence the course of human history.
Narrated by Benjamin Bratt.

Narrated by Academy Award winner Jodie
Foster, Life launches the audience on a
journey through time to witness key events
since the Big Bang that set the stage for life.

nominated

Winner

Best FullDome Program

Best FullDome Program

Jack son Hole
Wildlife Film Festival

Jack son Hole
Wildlife Film Festival

nominated

Winner

Best Visual Effects
in a Special Venue
Visual effects societ y

Best Integration of Scientific
Data and Best in Narration
Jena FullDome Festival

Develop a renewed appreciation for our
fragile planet. Sigourney Weaver narrates this
immersive excursion that explores a universe
filled with the possibility of life.

Winner
FullDome Award of Excellence
Jena FullDome Festival

FINALIST
Best Video
the international
science & engineering
visualiz ation challenge

For
more information
on licensing our shows, visit www.calacademy.org/licensing.
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Digital Fulldome & Immersive Media News
Association of Fulldome
Innovators (AFDI)
At the 2014 IMERSA Summit in Denver,
Colorado, in March, representatives of leading fulldome system providers Sky-Skan,
SCISS, and Evans & Sutherland formed a new
special interest group: the Association of Fulldome Innovators (AFDI).
Operating under the auspices and governance of IMERSA, AFDI supports community-wide, professional standards to facilitate
convergence of film domes and digital domes,
and move the immersive dome medium forward.
AFDI sees itself as a similar organization to
SMPTE.
AFDI held its first meeting during the summit to plan for the future and welcomed RSA
Cosmos as its fourth founding member. Representatives from other digital planetarium vendors, including GOTO, Konica-Minolta, and
Zeiss have also stepped up to join the AFDI,
providing a strong base of support among the
leading equipment manufacturers for permanent theaters in the digital planetarium community. The AFDI encourages other interested companies to explore AFDI membership.
“We would like to invite producers, artists,
portable planetarium vendors, and all interested members of the community to participate in the organization,” says Michael Daut,
director of Show Production/Marketing, Evans & Sutherland Digital Theater and AFDI
communications officer.
To date, the AFDI has defined two key standards for the community: metadata standards
for fulldome show delivery and a common 2K
fisheye video standard that all fulldome systems can share to facilitate wide distribution
of show previews and trailers. The specifics
of these standards are published to the AFDI
website, www.domestandards.org.

International Fulldome Arts
Alliance (IFAA)
One of the problems with creating fulldome art and performances is the issue of
where to show your work. With just a handful of fulldome festivals and only a couple of
domes completely dedicated to arts, this can
be a real issue.
There are more than 1,200 domes in the
world, many of which are housed in science
centers that only show science-based content.
A group of fulldome professionals has come
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up with one solution that should help create
a viable fulldome arts and entertainment network of venues for artists called the International Fulldome Arts Alliance (IFAA).
IFAA was announced on May 24, 2014, as a
telepresence connection with the ix Symposium at the Société des Arts Technologiques
in Montreal, Quebec, and the Jena Fulldome
Festival in Jena, Germany. Attendees at both
events responded with enthusiasm.
The first step for IFAA is to gather some basic information from fulldome venues that are
willing to participate, followed by announcements and helping artists with resources. To
add your dome as a venue for arts, please visit
international-fulldome-arts-alliance.info.
IFAA seeks to secure fulldome arts and entertainment as a viable medium and accelerate the widespread distribution of dome programming through a network of member
venues. IFAA is an open alliance, welcoming
all permanent and mobile fulldome venues
and supporting organizations to build a collaborative network for the creation, distribution and/or touring of arts and entertainment
experiences for digital domes.
This network is also a platform for developing and funding collaborations in research,
residencies, events and other projects involving rendered, real-time, generative, interactive, performance or multimedia arts for
domes. IFAA aims to boost the creation of alternative programming, to galvanize support
for artists and venues, and to facilitate democratization of immersive media worldwide.
IFAA founding members include Ed Lantz
and Kate McCallum of Vortex Immersion,
Philip Mayer of Gaianova and Fulldome UK,
Ryan Wyatt of the California Academy of Sciences, Louis-Philippe St. Arnault of the Société
des Arts Technologiques, Ethan Bach of Bach
Multimedia, Micky Reimann of the FullDome
Festival, and Daniel Neafus of IMERSA.

Fulldome UK
On November 7-8, 2014, the National Space
Center (NSC) in Leicester, United Kingdom,
will host the fourth gathering of Fulldome

UK, a not-for-profit association supporting
artists and researchers working within fulldome immersive environments. Fulldome
UK organizes events to promote fulldome as
an artistic medium in its own right, and as a
platform for research into data visualization,
group collaboration, and the effects of immersive environments on our perceptual and cognitive processes.
From Fulldome UK’s website: “We see
the Fulldome context as a rich site for development of new material that will satisfy
the demand of audiences across Europe today for multisensory, participatory, immersive content that moves beyond the notion
of the ‘screen’ into the idea of ‘environment’
which can be appropriate in both educational and entertainment contexts. There is now
an increasing acknowledgement worldwide
of how 3D experiences may change and enhance visual and aural perception though understanding of the reasons for this are unclear
and our proposed programme of work can offer ways of growing understanding through
experiment and cultural/intergenerational
exchange.”
NSC is the UK’s largest visitor attraction
dedicated to space and space exploration, and
the organization also served as the host of
Fulldome UK 2012.

ASTC Museum Screens
The Association of Science-Technology
Centers (ASTC) has established a Community of Practice (CoP) “Museum Screens,” which
will address issues related to immersive display technologies—namely, giant screen theaters and planetariums.
The group will consider questions related to
learning, affect and impact of immersive technologies, and their ancillary materials (e.g., social media, teacher’s guides). The intent is to
promote research through an extended network of researchers, educators, and exhibitors.
The CoP is sponsoring a panel session at this
year’s ASTC conference: “The Future of Interactivity in Museum Theaters and Planetari-
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(Digital Fulldome, continued from page 46)
ums.” The panel discussion will explore how
theaters and planetariums leverage missionbased digital programming “to engage, educate, and entertain the next generation of museum audiences.”
ASTC attendees should also look out for
“Navajo Sky: Indigenous Knowledge and
Western Science in Planetarium Environments,” which will describe how a NASAfunded team brought together Navajo and
Western understandings of astronomy to create a series of digital planetarium programs.
The 2014 ASTC conference will be held October 18-21 at the North Carolina Museum of
Natural Sciences in Raleigh.

GSCA Digital Dome Day
Demonstration
The Giant Screen Cinema Association is
pleased to announce it will be hosting a oneday event at the newly re-opened “8K” digital
dome theater at the Science Museum of Virginia in Richmond, Virginia immediately following the ASTC conference.
This event will feature technical sessions,
demonstrations, guest speakers, and discussions surrounding content supply and business practices.
Raleigh is a three-hour drive from Richmond. A charter bus will leave Raleigh on
Tuesday, October 21, at about 6:30 p.m.
The Science Museum of Virginia has added
a high-brightness, high-resolution digital projection system to its existing 15/70 film system.
This new digital system uses five 4K projectors
tiled and blended across the dome to create an
ultra-high resolution image that the fulldome
industry has been calling “8K,” even though
the actual number of unique pixels projected
on the dome is closer to 6200 x 6200. The system’s measured brightness and apparent resolution reportedly rival the brightness of the
15/70 projector.
The Evans & Sutherland system features
five 25,000-lumen Christie 4K 3D projectors,
auto alignment and auto blending technology, and a Digistar 5 system that can play back
pre-rendered movies and present real-time

content on their 23-meter dome, which has
been freshly repaneled with a Spitz NanoSeam
surface.
While there are other 8K digital dome systems, this is the first digital fulldome installation on a tilted, truncated, giant dome with
brightness and resolution that equals or exceeds 15/70 film. The system is also capable of
active stereo 3D across the dome, which will
be demonstrated at the event.

Save the Dates
International Planetarium Movie Festival
(October 25-November 1, 2014): the third annual festival hosted by the Gwacheon National Science Museum, South Korea, offering the opportunity to showcase fulldome
movies to Asian planetariums. gipmf.org
Morrison Planetarium Open House (February 6-7, 2015), San Francisco, California:
the second annual open house, free to all interested planetarium professionals, will focus on the Academy’s production process as
well as live programming in Morrison Planetarium and other venues. calacademy.org/

domeshows
IMERSA Summit (February 25-March 1,
2015), Denver, Colorado: the sixth annual
gathering will continue the conversation
between converging business sectors and
shaping the industry with fulldome film
showcases, technology sessions, the next
phase of fulldome standards, and abundant
opportunities for networking. imersa.org
Central European Fulldome Festival Brno
(April 13-14, 2015): a festival focusing purely on showing fulldome content, held in
conjunction with the Academia Film Olomouc Festival, the biggest European festival
of popular science documentary films. starrylab.org/festival
FullDome Festival (May 28-30th, 2015): the
ninth annual gathering in Jena, Germany,
will take the theme “Romantic Circles.”
fulldome-festival.de
Fiske Fulldome Festival (August 6-15, 2015):
a new festival that will include a public showcase for fulldome films as well as
a three-day showcase for filmmakers and
professional judges. fiskefest.com
I

Cooperation in space around the globe
When the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was created in 1958, its founding legislation—the National Aeronautics and Space
Act—directed the new Agency to pursue cooperation “with other nations
and groups of nations.”
This principle of international cooperation has been a guiding philosophy
for NASA, and it has never been more important than it is today. Such collaboration will be essential to addressing the inherently global and interrelated
scientific challenges that will face us in the years ahead: expanding human exploration beyond the frontiers of low-Earth orbit; broadening human knowledge by answering profound questions about
the Earth and the universe we live in; solving
technical issues related to air traffic management, aviation safety, and the impact of aviation on climate and the environment; and leveraging technology investments to push the
boundaries of innovation.
You can find out more through the pages of Global Reach: A view of NASA’s International Cooperation. this publication, learn
more about NASA’s continuing international partnerships. The publication is available
at www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/global_
reach.html#.U_KdDvldWSp MOBI format for
Kindle readers, EPUB for other eBook readers,
and as a PDF.		
—NASA

(Best Practices, continued from page 36)
of science and all human learning. If students
can have experiences in our planetariums
which help them reach more advanced levels
of thinking, what can be more valuable than
that?
By setting up lessons using proven educational practices and making efforts to include
experiences that have typically been referred
to as “right-brained” creative and inspirational experiences, we can make the most of our
limited contact time.		
I
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PARTYcles
The photons
are all over
the place!
But wait...

Alex Cherman

#019 - Sept.'14

I don't know,
but I feel oddly
attracted to
it...

It's getting
closer. Smile...
YOU smile!
I'm getting
out of here!

What is that in
the distance?

I find it repulsive...
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International News

Lars Broman
Teknoland and Strömstad Academy
Stångtjärnsv 132
SE 791 74 Falun, Sweden
+46 2310 177

Lbr@teknoland.se, lars.broman@stromstadakademi.se
www.teknoland.se, www.stromstadakademi.se
The Swedish summer full moon sits very
low on the night sky (since then the sun is just
barely below the horizon). The moon always
looks big when close to horizon, since human
perception of the sky is a rather flat dome
with a much larger distance to the horizon
than to the zenith, so celestial objects with the
same angular size are perceived as much larger
when low in the sky.
(I once let a group of students estimate the
distance to the sky and on an average they felt
that the horizontal distance was 10 times longer than the vertical).
However, the 12 July full moon also had, at
least a little bit, a larger angular size than average, since this was close to the lunar perigee
on 13 July, when the moon was at its closest
to the Earth.
The International News column is built on
contributions from IPS Affiliate Associations.
If you have news that you want colleagues
worldwide to read, please send them to your
IPS representative (see page 2). Their deadline
is 1 September for Planetarian 4/2014, so they
need your news ahead of that date.
You who want to contribute news from
parts of the world where IPS has no Affiliate
Association are welcome to send them to Martin George, martingeorge3@hotmail.com.
For contributions to this International
News column, I sincerely thank Vadim Belov,
Bart Benjamin, Ignacio Castro, Alex Delivorias, Jack Dunn, Sandro Gomes, John Hare, Ian
McLennan, Loris Ramponi, Aase Roland Jacobsen, Patty Seaton, Christian Theis, Rachel
Thompson, and Michele Wistisen.
I wish you and other representatives back
with news for the upcoming International
News column for Planetarian 4/2014, which
will become my final column after 19 years as
associate editor.

Association of
Brazilian
Planetariums
This year, the XIX Meeting of the ABP will be held
at the Anápolis Planetarium located in the city of
Anápolis in Goiás State,
from 25 to 30 September. To get more information on the event, send an email to contato@planetarios.org.br.
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ABP magazine Planetaria issue 2 has been
launched and welcomes international contributors. In this issue, April Whitt tells about
the Science Festival in Atlanta and Oded Kindermann writes about planetariums in Argentina. You can check the magazine at issuu.
com/planetarios.

Association of Mexican
Planetariums
A recent initiative by José Antonio Villalón, director of Planetario Ekbe, in Queretaro, Mexico, involves mobile domes. Being a
private planetarium, it serves local schools, associations and diverse institutions, wherever
Jose Antonio´s mobile planetarium is invited,
and can offer astronomy shows.
He has taken on the initiative to collect in
more detail information on mobile planetariums throughout Mexico.

Canadian Association of Science
Centres

bialite life forms found in the lake by project
manager Donnie Reid, and finished with connecting this Earth-based project with how it
might apply to non-terrestrial research.
This is the first of a series of research events
that HRMSC will host with partners of the Pavilion Lake Research Project.
Bill Chomik and Ian McLennan organized
and participated in an IPS workshop in Beijing
on designing, building and operating a successful planetarium. They are part of an IPS
committee which will review and update the
on-line publication “So You Want to Build a
Planetarium.”
Also during the conference, Planetarium de
Montréal was chosen as the site for the 2015
IPS Council meeting, attended by representatives from about 50 affiliate planetarium organizations and societies around the globe.
It will be held during second week of August
that year.
Salt Lake City, Utah will be the site for the
2018 full conference; the next (2016) biennial conference will be held in Warsaw, Poland.
At the closing banquet in Beijing, it was announced that Ian McLennan was named Fellow of the International Planetarium Society.

European/Mediterranean
Planetarium Association
On 23 June the Eugenides Planetarium in
Athens, Greece, celebrated the summer solstice with the premiere of Google’s Lunar
XPRIZE fulldome planetarium show Back to
the Moon for Good. The NSC-produced show
describes the competition between teams
around the world to land a robotic spacecraft
(Continues on page page 52)

Northern summer audiences at H.R. MacMillan Space Centre (HRMSC) Planetarium,
Vancouver enjoyed Back to the Moon for Good,
including an update on the progress of Vancouver-based Google Lunar XPRIZE team,
Plan B. Team updates were part of
a special interpretive program following the movie, during which
explainers provided additional
context to the Google Lunar Xprize as well as updates on recent
lunar discoveries.
In June, HRMSC hosted a special
research event in the planetarium
theater. Working in cooperation
with the Pavilion Lake Research
Project and the Vancouver Maritime Museum, the event provided
a glimpse into a current Mars analogue research project taking place
near Vancouver.
The event included immersing the audience into Pavilion
CASC: Canadians attending the International Planetarium
Lake via underwater panoramas
Society (IPS) Biennial Conference in Beijing 23-27 June 2014
and video projected on the dome,
were (left to right) Bill Chomik, Kasian Architecture; Alan
a live question and answer sesNursall, executive director, TELUS World of Science-Edmonsion with principal investigator
ton; Ian C. McLennan, Vancouver-based science center and
planetarium consultant; Pierre Lacombe, director, PlanétariDr. Darlene Lim of NASA Ames Reum Rio Tinto Alcan Montréal; and Sebastien Gauthier, Agent
search Centre, an overview of the
de programmation d’activities, Planetarium de Montréal.
research into the unique microCourtesy of Ian McLennan.
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(International, continued from page 50)
on the moon for the first time in more than
40 years.
As an added bonus, the Eugenides Planetarium produced the 15-minute digital show First
Steps, which highlights the space race between
the then Soviet Union and the United States
of America to land the first astronauts on the
moon and serves as an introduction to the Lunar XPRIZE fulldome planetarium show
During the summer months, the Eugenides
Planetarium continued working on its latest
production titled The Death of the Dinosaurs,
which is scheduled to premiere on 3 November.
On Wednesday 3 September, the Eugenides
Foundation opened AEGEAN: Creation of an
Archipelago, an exhibition inviting the audience to dive beneath the surface of the Aegean
Sea and rediscover its literally groundbreaking history, from the viewpoint of volcanology, mineralogy and paleontology.
The story of its creation is full of geological transformations, volcanic eruptions, island formations, extinct civilizations and, of
course, mythical figures. As such, the exhibition is constructed along three main themes:
Gaia Memories: from Tethys to Aegean, which
focuses on the geologic history of the region;
To the Islands of Hephaestus and Poseidon,
which focuses on how plate tectonics, earthquakes and volcanoes have shaped the Aegean basin to its present form; and Gaia: from
myth to science, which presents the amazing
evolutionary tracks of life in the Aegean basin, as demonstrated by the plethora of plant
and animal fossils.
Finally, on Monday 22 September the Eugenides Planetarium is set to celebrated the
autum equinox with three free screenings of
a compilation of some of the best DomeFest
clips.
The Astronomical Centre Rijeka (Rijeka Sport Ltd.) in Croatia produced for July a
planetarium show titled From the Earth to the
Universe. The show focuses on humankind’s
first steps to explore the universe, describing,
among other things, the purpose of constructing space stations, the different types of artificial satellites and how they operate, as well
as their importance in advancing humanity’s
knowledge of the Cosmos.
Also, from 15 to 20 July, Rijeka introduced
in its regular program a 10-minute show dedicated to the 45th anniversary of the Apollo 11
mission, which landed the first astronauts on
the moon, as well as to the 39th anniversary of
the historic handshake in space between mission commanders of the joint Apollo-Soyuz
mission Thomas Stafford and Alexei Leonov.
The regular program was further enriched
with a digital show specially produced for the
younger audiences, titled The Story of Stars.
Dedicated to the beauty of the night sky, the
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EMPA: Poets and writers meet in Rijeka’s digital planetarium for the international cultural
event LitLink, reading their poems and plays under the planetarium dome. Courtesy of Rijeka Sport Ltd.

show explains in a manner suitable for children what are the stars and the constellations,
subsequently focusing on the sun and how it
influences our planet and our everyday lives.
For the second week of August, visitors to
the Astronomical Centre Rijeka had the opportunity to enjoy Tears of St. Lawrence, a
production focusing on the Perseid meteor
shower. Towards the end of August, the centre hosted the international cultural event
LitLink, during which poets read their poems
under the starry sky of the planetarium dome,
an event that was enthusiastically received by
all visitors.
Finally, on 16 September, during the International Day for the Preservation of the
Ozone Layer, the Astronomical Centre Rijeka
was ready to premiere Google’s Lunar XPRIZE
fulldome planetarium show Back to the Moon
for Good.

Great Lakes Planetarium
Association
Illinois planetarians met for their state
meeting at the Elgin Observatory and Planetarium on 3 May. The meeting included a
planetarium presentation about the history of the 104-year-old Elgin National Watch
Company Observatory, whose planetarium
celebrated its 50th anniversary last fall.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at
Parkland College in Champaign again offered
summer matinées for children from early
June through July. The staff plans to do some
planet observing with the other museums in
town at a museums table at the Urbana Sweetcorn Festival in late-August and participate in
Take a Child Outside week in mid-September.
Indiana. On 5 April, some 30 planetarians
and vendors gathered at the Evansville Muse-

um’s new Koch Immersive Theater for the Indiana State Meeting. Mitch Luman served as
host and is the director of the new facility.
During spring break, the SpaceQuest Planetarium within the Children’s Museum of Indianapolis launched the fulldome show Back to
The Moon for Good by NSC Creative. The show
focuses on the Google Lunar XPRIZE competition, which hopes to facilitate the safe landing of a private robotic spacecraft onto the
surface of the Moon. During the first 11 days of
its run, more than 4,400 people attended the
show.
In early May, SpaceQuest offered an alternate night sky show called Skies over Ancient
China, which is based on ancient Chinese astronomy and constellations and relates to the
Children’s Museum’s two new Chinese exhibits.
Dayle Brown, Pegasus Productions, continues work on her book series: Skylore from
Planet Earth: stories from around the world. Her
next book will be Comets & Meteors. In May,
Brown gave a presentation with activities on
colors of light for the Elkhart School system.
Michigan. Southfield’s Vollbrecht Planetarium will remain dark this summer except
for private shows. In September, they will begin their fall season of eight 90-minute presentations, which will be comprised of different
topics, a star show, hand-outs, and door prizes.
There is big news to report at the Longway
Planetarium in Flint. On 16 April, Todd Slisher assumed the duties of executive director of
the planetarium and the Sloan Museum. Also,
after more than 25 years at Longway, Richard
Walker retired on 30 June. Daily programs began 30 June and continued through the summer months.
(Continues on page page 54)
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(International, continued from page 52)
There is equally exciting news
at the Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium within the Grand Rapids Public
Museum. Just weeks prior to the reopening of the “radically updated”
Chaffee Planetarium on 15 March,
Kenneth Cott was named as manager of the facility. The planetarium
now is offering three fulldome features, which are preceded by either
a quick five-minute introduction
to the current night sky or a flythrough of the solar system illustrating the capabilities of Digistar 5.
There is also an opening tribute
GPPA: Jack Dunn and Clayton Anderson at WAC. Courtesy
to Roger B. Chaffee, who remains
of Science City.
an unknown figure for many of the
current generation. During its first
full month of operation, close to 10,000 peo- Erie Nature and Science Center in Bay Village,
ple attended sky shows in the planetarium.
which has just installed an AVI OmniStar fullAt the University of Michigan’s Museum of
dome system.
Natural History Planetarium, huge amounts
At the BGSU Planetarium, Dale Smith has
of winter weather rescheduling made their
wrapped up three semesters of encore runs
spring very busy. Their summer public schedof most of the planetarium’s shows from the
ule includes Big History in addition to star past thirty years. In preparation for an immitalks and fulldome movies.
nent installation of a Spitz SciDome XD sysTwo new physics and astronomy collaboratem, Dale and retired technician Alex Hann
tions are about to begin, which will generate
are preparing their space for the new system,
additional fulldome content on dark matter, including clearing the north and south projecblack holes, and the cosmic microwave backtion boxes to make way for the SciDome proground. These short clips, ideal for live discus- jectors, the first to be cove-mounted.
sions, will eventually be released to all domes.
They are keeping their traditional slideThe master-planning phase for the new mu- based Omni-Q system and their Minolta IIB
seum has been completed, producing a 3,000 star projector, so all existing shows as well as
page document.
new fulldome shows will be available when
Ohio planetarians gathered for a three-site
they re-open in the fall.
state meeting in the Cleveland area on 17 May.
Wisconsin/Minnesota. The Charles HorThe morning session convened at the Shaker
witz Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin
Heights High School Planetarium, which last presented a summer “Earth and Space Camp”
August installed a Spitz SciDome HD fulldome
for third through sixth grade students. It inprojection system. The meeting then moved cluded nature studies as well as planetarium
a few miles to the factory site of Chromaand space activities.
Cove, where Matt Polak and Chuck Rau demThe Daniel M. Soref Planetarium at the Milonstrated the fascinating machines and tech- waukee Public Museum staff is working on
niques they and their team use to produce
two original planetarium productions. The
their cove lighting systems.
first is Space Aliens: Looking for Life in the UniAfter lunch, the meeting moved on several verse that will run in October. The second
more miles to the Schuele Planetarium at Lake
show is being created by high school students

GPPA: Taking part in Blender workshops were, from left: Todd Young, Jamie Young, Jack Dunn, Cassie
Etmund, Zach Thompson, Sam Conner. Photo by Jack Dunn.
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as part of its NASA’s Create Grant. The show is
untitled as of now.
The Manfred Olson Planetarium at UWMilwaukee is planning a program highlighting solstice celebrations around the world and
also a program that describes Jean Creighton’s
adventure in the stratosphere with SOFIA.

Great Plains Planetarium
Association
In the past several spring months, GPPA
has held several informal meetings featuring
Blender software sessions.
At the Western Alliance Conference in Kansas City, Ron Proctor oversaw a Blender workshop. Next, organized by Jack Northrup of
King Middle School Planetarium, Omaha,
Nebraska, planetarians were introduced to
Blender basics and at one session, a template
of a solar system program was created. Eventually, the template will be shared with all GPPA
members.
Also at the WAC conference in Kansas City,
longtime Mueller Planetarium coordinator
Jack Dunn received a plaque from retired astronaut Clayton Anderson featuring a mission
patch flown with ISS expedition 15. It features
the signature of all the Russian cosmonauts
who flew with Anderson on his missions. He
is available for speaking engagements and his
website is astroclay.com.
GPPA welcomes Kristin Testa, last seen in
Rapid City, to the University of Nebraska at
Omaha Planetarium.
There was a spring informal GPPA meeting
held at Wayne State College in Wayne, Nebraska hosted by Dr. Todd Young.

Italian Association of Planetaria
Since Infini.to, the Astronomy and Space
Museum that houses the Turin Planetarium,
began using its new projection system (Digistar 5, Evans & Sutherland) in March 2013,
there has been an increase of more than 10%
in attendance. The upgrade was accompanied
by a best communication strategies and planning of new activities within the museum
spaces.
Three new shows have been added to take
advantage of the new system: Lamps of Atlantis, Robot Explorers, and Black Holes.
During these months the staff of infini.to
created and placed in programming a second
children’s show: Lights, sounds and colors of the
sky, geared for the 3-7 years age range.
Infini.to organizes many activities for children and adults. The first weekend of the
month is dedicated to children with “Space
to children.” The third Friday of every month,
they observe the sky, virtually in real time
session in planetarium and actually from the
domes of the nearby Astrophysical Observatory.
(Continues on page page 56)
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IAP: Above, A still from Black
Holes, a new show in Turin Planetarium. Courtesy of Infini.to.
Below: One of the telescopes
of the Astronomical Center La
Fresnedilla, Cazorla and Segura
Natural Park. Courtesy of Agrupacion Astronomica Quarks.

(International, continued from page 54)
On Saturdays, the most curious and passionate audiences discover the latest news
from the universe, encountering university
teachers and researchers.
During the summer Infini.to renewed most
of its exhibits, offering new installations to its
public from the end of September.
The planetarium can become a double interactive window on world treasures. In fact,
it is possible to combine in a live show of the
planetarium sky with travel to a far place. In
this way the audience is invited to discover the incredible night sky panorama of a far
and dark natural site and the most interesting
places of another city.
This virtual trip can connect two different
planetariums, with the planetarium becoming a “webcam” to discover a distant natural
park, where the show of the night will be preserved for future generations, and treasures of
history, art and science of the nearest city. The
same live show can be shared with different
facilities.
This special program was described by Starligh Association and Serafino Zani Study and
Research Center during the IPS Conference in
China in June.
The second part of the IPS paper suggested to transform the dome to resemble a food
pyramid (the top of the pyramid is the zenith,
while the lower part of the pyramid is the horizon line) to teach best nutritional practices,
inviting the audience to discuss which are the
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best “foods” for the brain.
The third part of the paper
was connected with the subject
of World Exposition Feeding
the planet, energy for life that is
being held in Milan from 1 May
to 31 October. The special 2015
program “Discover the treasures and the Star itineraries of
Brescia and Perugia” invites foreign colleagues to visit Italy and
to get in touch with the Italian
planetariums.
Serafino Zani Astronomical
Observatory in Lumezzane continues to organize virtual travels using Skype. The last was on
occasion of the summer solstice, when a twohour connection was been devoted to the
planetarium and observatory managed by
Asociación Astronómica Quarks of Ubeda and
Baeza.
The colleagues from Spain described a long
and detailed presentation concerning their
teaching activities with schools, exhibitions
with replicas of old instruments like Galileo’s
telescope, public astronomical observations,
and also told of the biggest natural park of Europe, Cazorla and Segura, a wonderful site for
observations in the deep sky. In this area has
been built the Astronomical center La Fresnedilla. Many instruments, including the “star

ball” of the planetarium, are self-built by amateur astronomers.
StarLight of Perugia, the hand-held planetarium, participated in the project “An American Planetarium Operator in Italy.” The winner for 2014, Dave Weinrich, ran nine lessons
for secondary school students at Prince of Naples boarding school in Assisi, in the center of
Italy.
Students were very satisfied with this experience and also the teachers, who attended a
specific workshop proposed by Weinrich. At
the same school, StarLight organized a workshop about stars evolution via Skype with
Shianne Kattner of the Casper Planetarium
in Casper, Wyoming, USA. Both the activities
were supported by the Italian Association of
Natural Science Teachers (ANISN).
Moreover, StarLight introduced in its program a new workshop aimed to build a Galilean telescope with the students of a secondary
school, according to the program of a literature and history teacher about the scientists
of XVII and XVIII centuries.

Middle Atlantic Planetarium
Society

This has been an exciting year at the Williamsville Space Lab Planetarium at Williamsville Central Schools in East Amherst, New
York. They received a grant for $290,000 from
the New York State Education Department
through the work of the Williamsville Education Foundation and State Senator Michael
Ranzenhofer. As a result, they got a new roof
during the summer of 2013, and then a new
30-ft Astro-Tec dome during October.
All of the seating, cabinets and electronics
had to removed, stored and reinstalled. Their
Spitz A5 was the only equipment that stayed,
but in a protective housing.
The facility reopened in early December,
but the work continued. In February and
April, Jon Frantz of East Coast Control Sys(Continues on page page 58)

MAPS: The ups and downs at Williamsville
Space Lab Planetarium, with the installation of the new dome (above) and the
lowering of the old dome for disassembly
(right). Photos courtesy of Mark Percy.
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(International, continued from page 56)
tems installed a new control console for the
A5. The summer of 2014, their DigitalSky fulldome system was updated with a new set of
video projectors.
While installing new stuff, they also integrated new people. The planetarium now has
three additional evening program presenters.
Tim Collins, Steve Dubois, and Brenda Shaw
are now community education instructors.
They have dramatically increased the number and diversity of presentations for the
public, including monthly sky tours, Friday
night laser shows, scout programs, and indepth astronomy classes. Their enthusiasm,
expertise and hard work help share this regional resource with many more people than
ever before.
Director Mark Percy hopes to keep the momentum going with an ambitious calendar of
programs in the fall.
They are also planning a regionally-coordinated event for the October lunar and partial
solar eclipses which will include planetarium
programs at Buffalo State College and Lackawanna High School as well as in Williamsville.
Dr. Kevin Williams from Buffalo State and
Justin Gabrewski at Lackawanna and Mark
Percy have formed a regional group called
PAWNY (Planetarium Association of Western
New York). They meet to discuss the most effective uses of their domes and how they can
improve public outreach through their programs.
In other news, our own Thomas Wm. Hamilton has published again: his latest astronomy book, Dwarf Planets and Asteroids, is out,
and he also signed a contract for Impact Craters of Earth. He is promoting both titles as
useful for writing planetarium shows.
He also continues
to offer planetarium
scholarships
through
the Hamilton Planetarium Scholarship Fund.
For more information,
please visit www.planetariumscholars.webs.com.
A note of correction: There was an error in the
December 2013 Planetarian (Vol. 42, No. 4) in
the section on International News for MAPS.
On page 70, the text refers to “The Whitworth
Ferguson Planetarium at SUNY-Buffalo” when
it should read “The Whitworth Ferguson Planetarium at SUNY-Buffalo State.”

Nordic Planetarium Association
In Riga, Latvia, Dace and Alvis Balode have
established a new web page, www.rigasplanetarijs.lv, in which they have tried to collect
information about all planetariums in Latvia history. This home page is in Latvian, but
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NPA: Left, presenter Kristian
Jerslev from the Steno Museum Planetarium showed how
you can make a “comet” using sand, alcohol, coal, window cleaners, methane, dry
ice, and especially English
sauce! Below, ESA’s mascot
PAXI is held by Carsten Jørgensen, director of Terma’s
Spacedepartment and many
of the people attending the
evening talk about the Rosetta Mission. Photos by Kasper
Rasmussen, Terma.

very soon it will be in English too. In addition, they
have received a financial
support from the Riga municipality to buy a new
inflatable dome for their
planetarium.
On 12-13 May, the European Space Agency visited The Steno Museum in
Aarhus, Denmark with a
sen told about comets.
thematic exhibition on the comet hunter RoOn 6 November the fulldome arrangement
setta, and the big exhibition truck took up a
The Rosetta Mission will take place and there
good amount of space in the parking lot.
will be the latest news about the space probe
Along with the Aarhus-based high-tech
company Terma and the European Space Rosetta and Philae.
Agency, a series of 2-hour events with guidRocky Mountain
ed tours in the bus and a visit to the planetarium were organized. Both school classes
Planetarium Association
and the general public visited the bus and the
The Casper Youth Orchestra performed at
planetarium during the two days and there
the Casper Planetarium on 3 May 2014 to raise
were lively discussions about the Rosetta mismoney to help provide food to local children
sion, comets, the possibility that life originatin need. The student performers thought this
ing from comets, and how to control satellites
was a good way to use their talents to help
800 million kilometers out in space.
others.
Audiences could hear what engineers at
While the students played, the planetarium
Terma have contributed to the satellite and
staff ran lighting effects from the cove to ensee a miniature model of the Rosetta space(Continues on page page 60)
craft (the original weighs
3 tons), and see how to
make a comet out of
sand, alcohol, coal, window cleaners, methane,
dry ice, and especially
English sauce.
In addition, there was
also a public evening lecture about Rosetta at the
Steno Museum, with free
admission. Senior Engineer Hans Jensen enthusiastically told about
how exactly Terma has
contributed to this great
event by building the
power supply, the heart
of Rosetta, and PlanetariRMPA: Casper Youth Orchestra rehearsal at the Casper Planetarium. Phoum Director Ole J. Knudto by Michele Wistisen.
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(International, continued from page 58)
hance the mood of the music. The audience
enjoyed a variety of songs that represented
different times of day from morning into the
night.
The planetarium venue presented some
challenges to the performers and the conductor, but by the day of the performance all
went well. The Casper Planetarium staff and
the Casper Youth Orchestra are making plans
for another performance in the spring of 2015.

Artemyev

Russian Planetariums Association
Cosmonautics Day (12 April) is an important spring event for Russian planetariums. It
is celebrated by inviting veterans of cosmoNizhny Novgorod Planetarium and schoolnautics to take part in a number of events.
children were delivered this spring to the ISS.
There are organizations of veterans in the
Oleg Artemyev, now flying on the ISS, wellarge cities which consist of participants from
various space programs, such as the launch comed schoolchildren and wished them success, good luck, and the desire to learn more.
the first intercontinental ballistic missile in
Izhevsk Technical State Kalashnikov UniUSSR, the first artificial Earth satellite Sputversity and Federal Space Agency Roskosmos
nik, the first cosmonaut, the first space stasigned in March 2013 an agreement on the
tion, launches to Venus, Mars and Energiacreation of an innovative educational consorBuran, and Apollo–Soyuz. Among veterans
there are people who have personally known tium. And Izhevsk Planetarium and the uniS. Korolev, Y. Gagarin, and other cosmonauts versity signed this spring agreements of intent: that the planetarium will cooperate with
of the first group.
the chair of electronic installation.
Vladimir The organization of Baikonur
There is agreement to develop a microsatelCosmodrome’s veterans was established in
1988. Occasionally lecturers of planetarium lite at Kalashnikov that will be made at local
meet veterans of Baikonur and
they have collected information
about the life and work on the
Cosmodrome. They have created, as a result, a photo exhibition,
which was held from 21 April to
25 May. A meeting with veterans
took place in the planetarium on
24 April.
The results of the creativity
competition called “Human in
space” provided the exhibition at
the planetarium from 11 March
to 20 April and became the decorations for Cosmonautics Day.
RPA: The pupils of Vladimir schools No. 16 and No. 39, and the
Pupils from school art classes and
collaborators of planetarium and regional organization memfrom art schools took part in this
bers of Cosmodrom Baykonur. Photo by Alexey V.Pershin.
competition. A total of 63 works
in two age groups, 12 and 13 years, were pre- plants. The chair made a student group for engineering the satellite. The planetarium plans
sented.
Telescope observations of the moon, Ju- to create a program about microsatellites on
piter and Mars were done on 12 April, along the university base.
The roundtable on development with
with traditional lectures and showings. The
Izhevsk Planetarium was held 22-23 April
small cozy hall couldn’t contain everyone
who wanted to attend the lecture From Gaga- within a framework of an International Conference in the University.
rin’s Flight to ISS. More than 400 people visitMoscow. The International Astronomical
ed the planetarium in total.
Union committee on the naming of minor
Irkutsk Planetarium carried out a Night
planets has given the name Mosplanetarium
of sidewalk astronomy in April. Handmade
to minor planet 328563 (preliminary designatelescopes with diameters up to 25 cm from Irtion 2009 SZI) in honor of Moscow Planetarkutsk Astronomic Club and some telescopes
ium.
provided by the company 4 Eyes were used.
Tomsk held a forum of young scientist and
Nizhny Novgorod Planetarium cooperon 4 April there was a night of science, when
ates with the corporation Energia. Photos of
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RPA: The photo of the pupils and Nizhny
Novgorod Planetarium in the International
Space Station. Photo by Oleg G. Artemyev.

everyone could visit scientific laboratories of
Tomsk University. The Planetarium also took
part in this event and 800 people visited the
planetarium. There were fulldome shows in
the hall, and on the observation deck people could observe the night sky through telescopes.
Astrakhan Planetarium celebrated on
6 June the 55 summer anniversary! The celebration was carried out within a framework
of events that included a roundtable about
promoting astronomy and astronautics for
the younger generation. Grateful letters were
handed over to the planetarium staff.
A gala concert, a quiz with prizes, and a
drawing competition on asphalt were carried out for residents of Astrakhan. Everyone
could visit the star theater for free on this day.
The planetarium presented in May a new
excursion devoting Victory Day to the subject Animals–War heroes, about heroic acts in
the war by animals, such as pigeons, cats, dogs,
and even camels and elks.

Society of the German-Speaking
Planetariums
The Society of the German-speaking Planetariums (Gesellschaft Deutschsprachiger Planetarien) held its third meeting 1-5 May 2014 in
Lucerne, Switzerland, together with the Society of the French-speaking Planetariums and
the Italian Association of Planetaria. More
than 220 participants from 14 countries discussed planetarium affairs under the slogan
“Drei Sprachen–der selbe Himmel” (Three languages–the same sky).
Due to the fact that the meeting was the annual meeting of the AFP and the SGP, the majority of the participants came from France
and Germany.
In a series of invited and contributed talks,
actual developments in research and planetarium affairs were discussed. Each day a sci(Continues on page page 62)
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SGP: Impressions of the planned projection dome and the entrance area of the Zeiss-Großplanetarium in Berlin. Courtesy of Tim Florian Horn.

(International, continued from page 60)
entific topic was presented, ranging from cosmological topics and space missions to the
question about life in the universe. Speakers
were Didier Queloz, Marcella Carollo, Willy
Benz and Kathrin Altwegg.
Other talks gave insight into planetarium work and/or planetarium philosophy.
A special highlight were the panel discussions (which involved the floor, too) bringing
views from all three organizing societies together. The main topic was the future of planetariums. Both active planetarians and vendors explained their views and expectations.
All days ended with extended fulldome
nights, in which shows were presented until
midnight. They were accompanied by lively discussions in the relaxing atmosphere of
the recently installed Kuschelkrater of the Lucerne planetarium.
A special highlight for the GDP was the first
awarding of GDP’s Walther-Bauersfeld prize
to Simon Plate and his team from URANIA
Planetarium Potsdam. The prize, donated by
Zeiss, honors innovative planetarium projects
for the age group of 14 to 18 years.
This year’s winning project, Raumfahrt
360°-Vom Stratosphärenflug zur FulldomeShow, combines a scientific balloon experi-

ment with the creation of a fulldome how.
This show is expected to be presented during
the next annual meeting of the SGP at the beginning of May 2015 in Potsdam near Berlin.
At the end of April 2014, the Zeiss-Großplanetarium in Berlin closed for its major renovation. After 26 years in service and after 2.6
million visitors, it was about time to replace
the 69 slide projectors, the 89 speakers and the
Zeiss Cosmorama projector.
The renovation includes an upgrade of fire
safety, air conditioning of the entire building,
an upgrade of the cinema, a new entrance area
and a completely rebuilt planetarium: new
projection dome, new seats, and a new stateof-the-art hybrid planetarium system.

Southeastern Planetarium
Association

Further information regarding SEPA can be
found at sepadomes.org.

Southwestern Association
of Planetariums
The Planetarium at the University of Texas
at Arlington was selected as one of 10 planetariums to host the 4 March premiere of Cosmos:
A Spacetime Odyssey.
Fans had the exclusive opportunity to be
the first on the planet to see the highly anticipated series premiere. The screenings, sponsored by Samsung Galaxy and Chrysler, originated from the Cosmos Pavaillion at the
Greek Theater in Los Angeles, California and
were uplinked to world-renowned locations,
including New York’s American Museum of

SEPA is proud to welcome Liz Klimek
and Jack Dunn to the region. On 1 July,
Klimek assumed the directorship of the
new 55-ft digital planetarium at the
South Carolina State Museum in Columbia, South Carolina. Klimek previously had spent about five years at New
Mexico State University in Las Cruces
pursuing advanced degrees in physics.
She began her planetarium career in
Lincoln, Nebraska,
where she served as
a volunteer and latSEPA: Liz Klimek and Jack Dunn. Photo by John Hare.
er, part-time employee at the Ralph Muel- Natural History; the Adler Planetarium in Chiler Planetarium.
cago, Illinois; San Francisco’s Morrison PlaneShe is married to Jack tarium at the California Academy of SciencDunn, former director of es; the Grosvenor Auditorium at the National
the Mueller Planetarium. Geographic Global Headquarters in WashingDunn recently retired ton, D.C.; Detroit’s Cranbrook Institute of Scifrom his long-time posi- ence in Michigan; Kennedy Space Center in
tion in Lincoln and now Orlando, Florida; the James S. McDonnell Planresides in Columbia. Their etarium in St. Louis, Missouri; and the Patricia
respective roles have been and Phillip Frost Museum of Science in Mireversed, with Dunn now ami, Florida.
SGP: Team manager Simon Plate (green shirt) and the director of the
serving as a volunteer and
Upon conclusion of the multi-city free
URANIA Planetarium Potsdam, Benjamin Husheer, amidst the happy and
Klimek serving as direc- screenings, Cosmos host Neil deGrasse Typroud winners of GDP’s Walther-Bauersfeld prize 2014, sponsored by
Zeiss. Courtesy of Henri Herborn.
(Continues on page 64)
tor.
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(International, continued from page 62)
son, writer/executive producer/director Ann
Druyan, executive producer Seth MacFarlane,
executive producer Mitchell Cannold, executive producer/director Brannon Braga and coexecutive producer Jason Clark participated
in a live, interactive Q&A.
With seating for only 150 people and over
1,000 RSVPs, planetarium staff had their
hands full trying to allow as many people access to the free screening as possible. A projector was set up inside the planetarium’s atrium, allowing for approximately 50 additional
guests the opportunity to watch Cosmos, and
a third projector was later added to the exterior wall of the planetarium, allowing students
and other passers-by to enjoy the screening as
well.
On 21 March, the Mayborn Science Theater
in Killeen, Texas was awarded a bronze Telly
Award for its in-house production of the fulldome show Night Catch. The 35th annual Telly Awards honored the very best film and video productions, groundbreaking online video
content, and outstanding local, regional and

cable television commercials and programs.
Night Catch, based on the book written by
Brenda Ehrmantraut and illustrated by Vicki
Wehrman, tells the tale of a father and son
who play a game of catch every day. After the
two are separated by a military deployment,
father and son continue to play catch using
the north star as a guide until dad returns home.
The show premiered at
the Mayborn Science Theater’s 10th anniversary gala
and has since been a part of
the regular show schedule.
“Given our proximity to
Fort Hood and the effect deployments have had on all
of us, the decision to produce this show was an easy one,” said Fred
Chavez, director of the Mayborn Science Theater.
“Many military families know the difficulty that comes along with having a loved one
stationed or deployed away from home and
how hard it can be to explain the separation

to a small child. It shares the idea no matter
where you are in the world we all see the same
night sky and the same stars. And something
as simple as that can be enough to help one
another make it through the time apart.”
Night Catch was chosen from among nearly
12,000 entries submitted from across the United States and other countries in this year’s
program. A judging panel of more than 500
accomplished advertising and production industry professionals, each a past winner of a
Silver Telly and a member of the Silver Telly Council, judged the competition. The Silver Council evaluated entries to recognize distinction in creative work. The entries do not
compete against each other but are judged
against a high standard of merit.
Production of Night Catch was funded in
part by a grant from the Sue Mayborn Foundation. The grant enabled the Mayborn Science Theater to upgrade technology to include a render farm
which processes raw animation
information into productionready frames.
“We are so very grateful to
the Sue Mayborn Foundation
for its continuing support of
all we do at our facility,” noted Chavez. “The foundation
has allowed us to acquire stateof-the-art technology which enabled us to expand our programming and further enhance
our ability to be an all-encompassing entertainment venue to our community.”
Night Catch is shown on Fridays and Saturdays the Mayborn Science Theater, located on
the campus of Central Texas College.
I

Coming soon: A planetarium in Malta

Top: Artist’s concept of the new National Interactive Science Center (courtesy SCISS); Below, photos of the proposed site (Times of Malta photo).
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The Malta Council for Science and Technology will open the doors in 2015 to the National Interactive Science Center, a complex that will occupy several of the most imposing and magnificent buildings overlooking the entrance into the Grand Harbour in Malta and taking advantage of the landscape of
historic ruins now at the site.
The project is being financed in part by the European Union’s European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF) and the government of Malta.
The site will house 4 buildings and an outdoor space, each of which will be pivotal to displaying
exhibits and presenting live science. One of the buildings will be a 10.7-m planetarium, where the Swedish fulldome company SCISS will build and install a complete Colorspace 4K theater system powered by
Uniview.
The science center and planetarium will be located on the St. Salvatore peninsula in Kalkara, a
site with a fascinating history. The Royal Naval Hospital Bighi was built here in 1832, serving as the largest naval military hospital in the Mediterranean. A look at the history of Bighi Hospital reveals the important part it played in the treating of the sick and injured navy personnel and civilians throughout its existence.
During the Second World War, the entire area around the harbor was heavily bombed and Bighi Hospital took a few hits. A number of its buildings were badly damaged. The site closed its doors as a
hospital in September 1970, when the Naval Medical Services were transferred to the David Bruce Military Hospital in Mtarfa.
The layout of the National Interactive Science Centre will be designed to provide opportunities
for discovery and investigation to take place during each visit. The Centre’s thematic areas are: universe,
electricity and magnetism, earth science, eco life, human biology, motion and forces, light and optics,
illusions, music, nature of matter, engineering and telecommunications including Villa Bighi and its Medical History. Global and local issues as well as scientific developments will be given due importance and
presented through attractive interactive hands-on exhibits.
—Cecilia Ohrner, SCISS
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Photos by Dale Smith
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Mobile News
Susan Reynolds Button
Quarks to Clusters
8793 Horseshoe Lane
Chittenango, New York 13037 USA
+1 315-687-5371
sbuttonq2c@twcny.rr.com, sbuttonq2c@att.net
quarkstoclusters.wordpress.com
activities with telescopes and teaching. Please
check my Facebook page “Astrojujuy” (www.
facebook.com/espacio.astronomico?ref=tn_
tnmn) for a picture album section and activities.
“I am also a member of the recently-created South American Planetarium Association
(APAS), but we are still in the process of organization and trying to make it work, as you
might know for experience, it is not always
easy to get people really involved. Anyway, I
try doing as much as I can and hopefully next
year I will run for one of the open positions
so we can make this organization work and
benefit all the South American community of
planetariums.
“I will be attending the IPS conference in
Beijing so perhaps we can meet there. Please
let me know if I can help in any way.”
So, as you can imagine, I took him up
on his offer to help! I asked him to serve
as the portable planetarium contact person for the South American region and
he generously agreed to add that job to
his busy life.
And since I could not attend the IPS
2014 conference in China, I asked him
to serve as my eyes and ears to learn as
much as possible about portable planetarium activities and new equipment.
Then I told him his first task would be
to
send me a bit more information about
A planetarium inside a planetarium! Photo provided
his activities and I posed the following
by Pedro Saizar.
questions. You will enjoy his answers.
•• How and why did you get started in the
Congratulations again to all the members
business?
of the Friends of Astronomy foundation.
My first encounter with a planetarium was
when I was about 8 or 9 years old, when I visMore news from Argentina
In May I received another exciting email ited the planetarium of Buenos Aires, Galileo
from Argentina, this time from Oded E. Kin- Galilei, with my school teacher and friends. I
can’t really remember what I saw or learned,
dermann. He wrote:
but I sure remember the fascination that I felt
“Dearest Susan, Greetings from Argentina, I
have found your article in the last Planetarian with the building itself, feeling hypnotized
with that big dome from the outside with the
journal about Dr. Pedro Saizar in Trelew and I
am interested in applying as volunteer to help
shape of a space craft from another world.
the IPS in any way.
Since then I never lost that fascination for
“I am a member of the IPS but never had
planetariums, however it never occur to me
the opportunity to really get involved in any
to work in one or even have my own.
activity, this could be very interesting and a
In 2009 I started to teach basic astronomy
starting point. I have been working with my to young kids, explaining to them what and
mobile planetarium for four years, plus all the how to observe different objects and constel-

First light in Argentina

In the March column, I shared information
about Dr. Pedro Saizar’s efforts to get a portable planetarium program going in Trelew, Argentina. He recently shared an update:
“Hi friends. Well, as promised, here is the
news: Last night we had our first planetarium
show for visitors. It was just a 10-minute video
with a tour of the solar system which I narrated as the planets went by. I’m attaching a picture of the dome in the room which was originally built for a larger, permanent instrument.
The projection system and inflatable dome
were purchased by the ‘Friends of Astronomy’
foundation from its own resources. A humble
beginning, but a beginning nonetheless...”
Contact Information: Pedro Saizar psaizar@
gmail.com
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lations in the sky. Browsing in the web for different or innovating ways to teach astronomy
I discovered the mobile version of planetariums, I remember looking at the picture for a
few minutes thinking all the things I could do
with one of those…
And like they say, “The Lord works in a
mysterious way,” and a few months later I
found in a forum that someone was selling his
mobile planetarium for a reasonable price, I
just knew it was going to be mine.
I drove 15 hours with a friend to get my
brand new planetarium (I didn’t care that it
was used), and two weeks later I was doing my
first show for my friend’s daughter as a birthday present, she was turning 9 years.

Top: The Galileo Galilei Planetarium in Buenos
Aires. Center: Oded teaching basic astronomy
with a telescope. Bottom: A wonderful birthday present—a planetarium at the party! All
photos courtesy Oded E. Kindermann.

This planetarium was similar to the famous
STARLAB, silver dome from the outside, and
would use a bulb for light and a few cylinders
with stars, constellations and the Milky Way
for making the presentations or shows in the
inside. You could also rotate the cylinders to
represent celestial movements.
I will never forget how young kids would
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scream and feel amazed with all the stars and
constellations they would see in the dome
and the stories that I would tell.
I stated working with schools and everybody would just love this new thing, it was
actually the first planetarium in the north region of Argentina, almost 300,000 square km
of free space and no competition to do whatever I wanted…and still do!

Discovering IPS
Sometime later I discovered the IPS association and the new conference that would take
place in the U.S. I told to myself that I have to
be there, and five months later I felt I was visiting Walt Disney for the first time.
Twenty-five mobile planetariums for myself, all the technology you can imagine, astronomers from all over the world, presentations, and even the director of the Buenos
Aires planetarium was there. I was fascinated
and thrilled to be part of what was happening!
Not only I was able to attend the conference, but also to bring back my second mobile planetarium with me, this time a digital
one from Discovery Dome. I knew this one
would really make a difference and impact,
and I wasn’t wrong.
That same year I was invited to work with
the in the National Science Week program for
the Science and Technology Department of
my province, making presentations with the
planetarium all over the place. This year I offered to create the first astronomical program
of the province for them. So we can say I have
my own private business and also working
alone with the government, which really enhances my scope of work.
Last year I was part of the committee that
created the Association of South American
Planetarium (APAS), and trying by any way
possible to make all affiliates to participate
and share their experiences and technology
among the rest of us…very complicated issue!
Just a few weeks ago, Alexandre Cherman
invited me to write a note for the Brazilian association (ABP) to tell them about my work.

A scholarship to Beijing
One week ago I was informed that I was
granted a scholarship from the IPS to participate in Beijing, and to also have the opportunity to make a presentation of my project to
build the first fixed planetarium in the north
region of Argentina, for which I have many
notes from politicians and even the interest
of the German Embassy from Argentina. So
this trip to China is actually an opportunity
to find vendors, institutions, companies and
universities that would like to participate in
the project.
•• How did you fund your planetarium?
My friend (again), helped me with a loan
and I was able to purchase the first planetar-

Top: Projected constellations in the analog planetarium. Right: Oded was thrilled
to be at IPS Conference
2012! Below: Oded’s company logo.

ium and change my car for something bigger. After I stared working I got really good at
it and all the schools from the city would call
me to work with them. Year and half later I
paid back the credit.
•• What equipment do you use?
Originally I started using a similar technology as STARLAB. Today I have a digital one
with a spherical mirror system from Discovery Dome, and I intend to migrate to a fisheye
as soon as I can.
•• Who do you serve (what age groups and
venues?)
I work with school groups from kindergarten to high school level. Always increasing or
decreasing the level of the class depending on
the kid’s age and interest of the teacher.
•• How many days do you work and what
topics do you cover in your presentations?
The good news of having my own work is
that I can create my own agenda, coming and
going as I please, even working on weekends if
it’s necessary.
Topics? Well, the digital dome offers a
whole new perspective of what you can do
and teach. What I like the most is first to show
the movie Losing the Dark in order to introduce to the audience the problem with light
pollution, anyone can understand it and learn
easy ways to help.
After that I use Stellarium to show what objects, stars and constellations they can find
that same night, and then we will go for a
space ride through the solar system, with Celestia, to discover planets and moons. The
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show will last for approximately 45 minutes
and it’s always the same problem…they don’t
want to get out!
•• Do you work alone or with others?
I only have someone who helps me with
the physical part, transportation, accommodation and making sure no one touches the
dome from the outside when I am working.
•• What is the most frustrating part of
your work and the most enjoyable part
of it?
To be honest, there is no frustrating part of
my work, from the moment I arrive and leave
the school, everybody wants to ask questions,
is very friendly and the kids just love it… And
the most enjoyable part is to feel how the audience responds to what you show, do or
teach during the shows. It is a very rewarding
feeling to receive an email afterwards asking
an astronomical question or when and where
the planetarium will be in the future.
Contact Information: Oded E. Kindermann
(okindermann@gmail.com).
As I told Oded, I can feel his enthusiasm
jump off of the page and I am so pleased to include his story in this column so that others
will benefit from his excitement and experience! I look forward to hearing more from
him about all he is doing and the situation in
Argentina and South America.

Portable contact for the GDP
Welcome to our new contact for Society
of the German-Speaking Planetariums (GDP).
Matthias makes his own introduction, as he
wrote to me:
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“Since the Gesellschaft Deutschsprachiger
Planetarien has appointed me as contact person for the Portable Planetarium Committee
of the IPS, I would like to introduce myself to
your committee.
“My name is Matthias Rode and I am 43
years old. I have been operating a portable
planetarium since 2010 that is located in Melsungen, which is close to the center of Germany. My home page is www.schulplanetarium.
de.
“I am visiting mostly grammar schools in
Thuringia, Hesse and Lower Saxony, but also
secondary schools and colleges. I also work
with the Universities of Weimar and Offenbach sporadically for fulldome test screenings
and events. I also sporadically sell and let fuldome equipment, like inflatable domes and
projectors, for any occasion. This side business
has its own home page under www.fulldomedia.com.”
Matthias also wrote to say that he has prepared a list of portable planetariums in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. He has found
nine mobile planetariums in that area so far.
He will introduce himself to them, tell them
about the Portable Planetarium Committee
and our activities and motivate them to share
the work of the committee.
I hope to meet and work further with Matthias during the 2016 IPS congress in Warsaw,
and as he states, “bring the idea of portable
planetariums a bit forward.” Until then, we
will work together online.
Contact information: Matthias Rode, Ernstbergstraße 14, 34212 Melsungen, Germany; phone: +49173-9025010; email: derrode@
gmail.com.

UW undergraduates lead
the efforts in using our inflatable planetarium to assist teachers in ‘planetarium presentation’ units
where their students
(middle and high schoolers) present astronomythemed talks to their
peers. The guide is focused on the technical details behind getting a program started.”
A symphony of light and shadow: Fulldome.pro set up this portable
dome in a garden for the April 2014 annual meeting of PlanIt, the ItalYou can download the
ian Association of Planetaria. The conference was held at Planetarium
pdf version at arxiv.org/
Francesco Martino in Modena. Photo courtesy Simonetta Ercoli.
abs/1404.3302.
Contact Phil Rosenfield at philrosenfield@gmail.com zarfwindog;
A quick personal note
www.astro.washington.edu/groups/outreach/
As many of you are aware, my husband has
mplanetarium.
been having some health issues and that is

“Pages of Stars” contest
Do not forget that the deadline for submitting entries for the Page of Stars contest is December 31! For contest rules go to www.ipsplanetarium.org/?page=portablecom.

(1553) Bauersfelda = 1940 AD
Discovered 1940 January 13 by K. Reinmuth at
Heidelberg.
Named in honor of Prof. Dr. W. Bauersfeld on
the occasion of his 75th birthday, 1954 January
23. Prof. Bauersfeld, with Zeiss-Opton in Germany, is best known as the designer of the famous Zeiss Planetarium.
(1450) Raimonda = 1938 DP
Discovered 1938 February 20 by Y. Vaisala at
Turku.
Named in honor of Dr. Jean Jacques Raimond
(1903-1961), president of the Dutch Astronomical Society, Nederlandse Vereniging Vorr
Weer-en Sterrenkunde and director of the
Zeiss Planetarium at the Hague. Name suggested by Jean Meeus.

A do-it-yourself guide
The following message was posted to the
Fulldome group by Phil Rosenfield and I think
it bears repeating here.
He wrote: “A quick note to point to a ‘do-ityourself’ guide that the University of Warsington mobile planetarium team just published.
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(1802) Zhang Heng = 1964 TW1
Discovered 1964 October 9 at the Purple Mountain Observatory.
Named for Zhang Heng (78-139), a prominent
scientist of the Eastern Han Dynasty who devised and constructed armillary spheres and
seismographs. He also invented a celestial
sphere driven by water power that is in many
respects the forerunner of the modern planetarium.
(2621) Goto = 1981 CA
Discovered 1981 February 9 by T. Seki at Geisei.
Named in honor of Seizo Goto, well-known

why we missed IPS 2014. I am happy to report
that he is doing quite well now and getting
stronger each day. Thank you for all the healing, comforting and encouraging email and
Facebook messages. Tom and I really appreciate the thoughtfulness of our “IPS family.” I

manufacturer of telescopes and planetaria,
founder of Goto Optics. In 1981 he aided astronomical education by presenting to his native
prefecture of Kochi a 60-cm reflector, the largest made by Goto Optics.
(2844) Hess = 1981 JP
Discovered 1981 May 3 by E. Bowell at the Anderson Mesa Station of the Lowell Observatory.
Named in honor of Frederick Hess, professor of
natural science at the State University of New
York at Fort Schuyler and long-time lecturer at
the Hayden Planetarium-American Museum in
New York City. Hess has directed a number of
solar eclipse expeditions and has accumulated
more than 30 minutes in the shadow of the moon.
Name proposed by the discoverer following a
suggestion from the Custer Institute.
(2845) Franklinken = 1981 OF
Discovered 1981 July 26 by E. Bowell at the Anderson Mesa Station of the Lowell Observatory.
Named in honor of Kenneth Linn Franklin, astronomer at the Hayden Planetarium-American
Museum in New York City. At the Carnegie Institution of Washington he was co-discoverer of high-frequency radio emission from Jupiter, and while at the American Museum he
directed the Kalbfleisch Research Station on
Long Island and designed a watch that displays lunar time. Name proposed by the discoverer following a suggestion by the Custer InI
stitute. 		
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Sound Advice
Jeff Bowen
Bowen Technovation
7999 East 88th Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46256 USA
+1 317-863-0525
jeffb@bowentechnovation.com

Watts Up? Audio System Speakers
for the Dome, Part 2
In Part 1 we defined a number of terms that
are important for this edition. Please review
them in the June issue if you have not done so.
Today we dig into some common questions.
1. Should the speaker specification always
be 20-20K frequency response?
Probably not. That is a utopian specification. This spec only says that the speaker will
reproduce those frequencies but doesn’t state
how much each frequency range is reproduced relative the others. So one instrument
range can be much lower or louder than others, making the sound uneven. You can meet
this spec with a terrible-sounding cheap product or with an audiophile first class unit, or
something in between.
Speakers that reach 18K easily do the job
and are what are used in almost all cinemas.
(See question #7). What is more important is
how even the frequency response is. You can
make number say about anything.
For example, most datasheets will state
something like this:
Frequency Range(-10 dB)1:60Hz-16kHz
Frequency Response(±3 dB)1:70Hz-12kHz
Note two different frequency responses are
listed. One is the level of the individual reproduced frequencies that drops as much as -10dB
, the other is the curve that only varies by as
much a 3dB. This means this particular speaker is more even and accurate sounding from
70-12K.
But if you don’t care how evenly the audio
is reproduced, you can state this speaker is a
60-16K unit. You are better off with the more
even sounding product.
Specs do not tell you what a speaker sounds
like, just like saying how bright LED lights are
doesn’t tell you how good the color is.
If you have subwoofer(s) you don’t need
the L-R-C-Ls-Rs speakers to really reproduce
under 40 to 60 Hz. That information can be
better reproduced by the subs. Note: Most subwoofer specs state they are -10dB at the lowest
frequency, so don’t get tricked by this.
2. How much amplifier power do I need?
Generally, you are going to run your shows
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at about 85dB SPL for basic shows. But for high
impact shows, laser shows, rock shows, etc.,
your system should be able to deliver at least
95 Db SPL continuously with up to 10dB extra
power for peaks.
A good designer will always use 1.5 to 2
times the power the speakers are rated at to
provide headroom. This not only makes for
clean sound but also prevents the amplifiers
from being overdriven into distortion, which
generates excessive heat in the speakers. Heat
is the worst enemy of a speaker driver.
However, just adding watts of power
doesn’t mean much. Various speakers have
differing efficiencies. The more efficient the
speaker system, the less amplifier power is
needed to reach the same volume level. Specifying how many watts a system is to have also
doesn’t mean much because it does not take
into account speaker efficiency.
3. Do speaker systems blow up from too
much power?
More often speakers are damaged by too little power. See Item 2.
4. Are bigger speakers are always better?
Modern technologies enable big sound
from smaller drivers. It used to be that you
needed 15- and 18-inch drivers to get lowend. Speaker performance is now more related to how much air is pushed by the woofers
and how the enclosure is tuned. Designers can
have really big sound in much smaller boxes
than 10 years ago.

The problem is the two-speaker units are
delivering the same audio at differing times
to each listener because the distance from
the speaker to the listener is different for each
speaker. The two audio signals arrive to the listener at different times, or out of phase. This is
a simple principle of physics. If you tweak the
speakers to correct for one listener, it will be
wrong for another seat.
The exceptions are surround formats that
use additional channels such as 7.1 and other immersive audio types. New technologies
allow high volume and great coverage with
only one speaker cabinet per channel.
6. Can I place a subwoofer anyplace? Isn’t
it omnidirectional?
Nope. Psychoacoustics dictate that you
want the subwoofer(s) in front and as much
in center as possible. The low frequencies actually “pull” the listeners’ attention to a spot
and anchor it. Multiple subwoofers should be
placed as close together as possible to prevent
“power alleys.” There is a nice article about
it: at www.prosoundweb.com/article/in_
search_of_the_power_alley.
7. How do you “eq” the system?
EQ (equalize electronically) as little as possible. Avoid having your EQ look like a “smile”
as that only reduces system volume. Use as
few bands as possible and try to only “cut”
certain frequencies with as little “boosting” as
possible.
Parametric equalizers are a better choice
than a graphic but take a great deal of practice
to use properly. Your system should intentionally slowly roll of high frequencies above
6K anyway. Read about this here www.smpte.
org/sites/default/files/files/X-Curve%20
Is%20Not%20An%20EQ%20Curve.pdf.

Reader question for this issue:

Q: From my workshop at WAC: “My new
BluRay player doesn’t have any audio out
connections. How do I get audio from the
HDMI into my sound system?”
A: There are a number of low-cost interfaces that have an HDMI input, an HDMI output and two RCA connectors for extracting
5. Will lots of speakers make better coverthe audio. Some of these
age and a louder sound?
also have opThis is one of my pet peeves. The
tical and coax
more speakers that you have deSPDIF
outlivering the same channel, the
puts.
Good
worse the phase cancellation
ones usually
and ill effects will be. There is
cost between
strong agreement among au$75 and $100
dio system designers regardUSD.
ing this issue. Using more
Send your
than one speaker for your
questions to
left channel (as an example)
me at jeffb@
will seriously degrade your
bowentechnoperformance for that chanvation.com.
nel. Same for R, C, Ls and Rs.
HDMI converter
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THE REALTIME PLANETARIUM
IS HERE
Colorspace is a Uniview-centric system with displays in 2.5k, 4k and
8k resolution, stereoscopic 3D, and hybrid options.
Discover the new complete planetarium system from SCISS. Learn
more at www.sciss.se.

MEET SCISS
Introducing the groundbreaking Uniview software suite in the early 2000s, SCISS has since had a proud history of setting ever higher
standards in the market of digital planetarium solutions. Our mission is to provide a complete range of products and services to your planetarium, and it is our commitment to support our customers in their mission to enlighten and inspire visitors with scientific visualization.
Our competence lies within the whole realm of digital planetarium solutions. Our diverse team of engineers holds unique expertise, from
projection technology to dome architecture, from advanced graphics programming to astrophysics, from sustainable systems, to marketing
and management. We know software and hardware inside and out, and we know how to integrate robust systems that simply work. We
call it Colorspace - the manifestation of our vision for the realtime planetarium.
For more information, please visit www.sciss.se.
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Book Reviews
April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

The Astrobiological Landscape:
Philosophical Foundations of the
Study of Cosmic Life

Milan Ćirković, Cambridge University Press,
2012
Reviewed by Francine Jackson, University of Rhode Island Planetarium, Providence,
Rhode Island, USA.
When I first opened this
book, the idea that one
of the persons the author
had listed in his credits was
Howard P. Lovecraft, considered one of the best horror writers of the early 20th
century, I had a feeling that
The Astrobiological Landscape would be a good, solid view of the potential of
life elsewhere. And, it is,
kind of. However, the focus seems to have shifted
more to the “philosophical
and methodological role,”
which author Cirkovic feels is more important than the actual question of life elsewhere.
Much of the author’s discussion for life
seems to be in the form a debate, with the argument he seems to be having with just about
every author who ever lived. He even appears to be fighting with himself, as he makes
a statement, then appears to do what he can
to contradict it. He even asks why astrobiology needs philosophy, which I thought was the
reason for his treatise.
Every chapter begins well, but continuing
onward seems to be a test as to how many different authors—of every discipline, from the
hard scientist to the ancients, some of whom
are virtually unknown—can be fit into a single set of pages.
Although the term “philosophical foundations” does form a part of the subtitle, I wasn’t
really expecting that the ethereal would actually encompass almost all of the argument for
extraterrestrial life.
I should have taken a closer look at the outside cover, which does give a fair synopsis of
what lies inside, and should have realized that
the author was going to travel through almost
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every discipline in the sciences and the humanities within each chapter.
Originally, I actually was looking forward
to reading this, but once I opened this book
it seemed never-ending in its scope. I just
couldn’t really understand what the author
wanted to convey, other than that he is well
read, as is proven in the notes
and references sections, and
wants the reader to know it. In
all, The Astrobiological Landscape reminded me more of a

dissertation than a book that was written to
be enjoyed, and it should be read as such.

The Power of Critical Thinking,
3rd Edition

Lewis Vaughn, Oxford University Press, 2009.
Reviewed by Tom Callen, former astronomer/program producer at Cosmonova, Stockholm, Sweden.
I wish that, when I was in college, all textbooks were written like this one. I’m sure the
examples that we had at the time were following the best practices of the day, but the organization and completeness of what has been
included here exceeds even my own standard
of what would be acceptable.
Instead of leaving the user guessing as to
what might have been added to improve the
current edition, author Lewis Vaughn explicitly lists what has been done to warrant a new
edition and the value therein.

(This review is about the third edition; the
fourth edition was published in the autumn
of 2012.)
The sub-title of this book is “Effective Reasoning about Ordinary and Extraordinary
Claims,” and author Lewis Vaughn leads the
reader through the elements of critical thinking, from the vocabulary to ways to test what
one reads or hears, while also providing contemporary examples and how they fit into
the current discussion.
Each chapter builds on the principles
learned in the one before it; this is nothing
new as far as a textbook goes. In order to do so
each chapter starts with what objectives will
be covered in it and at its end there are a variety of concluding sections that emphasize key
words and a summary of the concepts before
getting to exercises, some of which have answers in the back of the book. If that weren’t
enough, there are also field problems, a self-assessment quiz and integrative exercises too.
Of particular value to people who normally write about scientific topics is the built-in
course called “Critical Thinking and Writing,”
which is broken up into five self-paced modules followed by writing assignments. One of
the book’s appendices includes 21 articles taken from contemporary sources for evaluation
and discussion, which by themselves fill nearly 40 pages.
Even the insides of the front and back covers fill a role in the form of quick bullet references to common fallacies and common argument forms found in critical thinking.
If you think a book on a subject such as critical thinking is going to be boring, this is not
that book. It is full of humorous cartoons and
sidebars that reflect the current discussion
rather than detract from it.
Vaughn even uses himself as a third person
entity in some of the examples and, judging
from his style of writing, he must have quite
a sense of humor. It is written in a studentfriendly style any reader should find it appealing.
In the interest of full disclosure I’ll end this
by adding that two of the photographs in this
book are mine; examples of modern faked
UFO photos that were part of a planetarium
show (UFO: Sanningen är här/UFO: The Truth is
Here) about debunking UFOs that I produced
while still at Cosmonova.
These same photos, plus several others from
a series from the show, appeared in an article
that I wrote for The Skeptical Enquirer magazine, which later ended up being posted online on CSICOP’s web site (www.csicop.org/si/
show/faking_ufo_photos_for_the_twentyfirst_century/).
Based on the different topics that have been
posted on Dome-L that were related to how
to handle certain types of groups that do not
(Continues on page 77)
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Waxing New
An eclectic collection about planetariums, products and people

compiled by Sharon Shanks

Nick Juliano

Hamilton Scholarship winner
Nicholas J. Juliano, a senior physics major at
the State University of New York in Oneonta,
has been awarded 2014’s first Hamilton Planetarium Scholarship award for students hoping
to enter the planetarium field as professionals.
Nicholas has worked in his college’s planetarium, as well as working as an intern at
the Newark (New Jersey) Museum’s planetarium. He has already received three A grades
and an A- in astronomy courses at Oneonta, and in his last year in college will be taking a course in ancient astronomy. His
record in physics and mathematics is equally excellent, and he has high ratings for
his work efforts in the two planetariums.
The Planetarium Scholarship Fund was initiated in 2011 to encourage talented and capable students to enter the planetarium field as
professionals, with the aim of bringing a greater understanding of space and the universe to
the American public. Nicholas is the sixth student to receive a scholarship, the second from
a college in New York state. A resident of Bergenfield, New Jersey, he is the first from that
state to receive this scholarship.
More information about the award and details about how to apply are available at planetariumscholars.webs.com.

Mullaney book in Dutch & German
Celebrating the Universe, a tour of the wonders of the heavens with a focus on the “soul”
of the night sky by astronomer and author
James Mullaney, has now been translated and
is available in Dutch and German.
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The book is “a travel guide to the stars from
a metaphysical and spiritual perspective in
addition to a scientific one. The unique unifying theme throughout is the personal benefits
of communing with these marvels firsthandthe joy and heady excitement of participating
in the great cosmic drama unfolding nightly
overhead.”
Mullaney is an astronomy writer and speaker who has published nearly 1,000 articles and
nine books on stargazing. Formerly Curator
of the Buhl Planetarium & Institute of Popular Science and staff astronomer at the Allegheny Observatory, both in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Jim served as an editor for Sky &
Telescope magazine and was a contributor to
Carl Sagan’s acclaimed Cosmos PBS television
series. In recognition of his lifetime of work,
he has been elected a Fellow of the prestigious
Royal Astronomical Society of London.

A little Holst refreshment
Several planetarians I know enjoy the occasional beer, and now they can drink planets
while listening to The Planets. Bell’s Planet Series beers were inspired by Gustav Holst’s seven-movement orchestral suite. The will be released in the order of Holst’s piece, from Mars
to Neptune, and Mars, the Bringer of War, arrived in August. The final brew will be released in July 2015.
Mars is a double IPA (India pale ale) with
10.1% alcohol by volume and a reddish-copper color. Bell’s suggests that it be enjoyed as
fresh as possible, as it has a shelf life of only
six months.
The brewer’s website (bellsbeer.com/planets/mars) describes the flavor as “a complex
hop character and a malty backbone. Notes
of tropical fruit, citrus, pine, lemon, lime
and pineapple are all present in both the aroma and flavor. Hopped at a ratio of about 3.4
pounds of hops per barrel, the recipe for Mars
was developed from a trial batch called Larry’s Latest Double IPA brewed in our original brewery located adjacent to the Eccentric

Café in downtown Kalamazoo, Michigan.”
Bell’s Brewery was founded by Larry Bell in
1983 as a home brewing supply shop, and sold
its first commercial beer in September 1985.
The first beer was brewed in a 15-gallon soup
kettle; it has grown to produce more than
248,000 barrels in 2013.
If you want to try a cold Mars, you’ll have
to travel to the Great Lakes Planetarium Association region, several states in the Middle
Atlantic Planetarium Society, and most of the
Southeastern Planetarium Association (with
the somewhat puzzling exceptions of Tennessee and West Virginia). It also is available
in Arizona and the very southern tip of California.

Protecting your digital images
Chris Reed, who provided Planetarian readers of his column General Counsel with valuable information about copyright under the
dome, has written the book Copyright Workflow for Photographers: Protecting, Managing
& Sharing Digital Images, designed to “help
photographers build best practices for copyright registration and management into their
existing image processing workflows using
the popular Adobe® Creative
Cloud™ software suite.”
According to the description on the book’s Amazon.com
page, “Part legal manual, part
software manual, the book will
go beyond existing offerings
in the ‘copyright for photographers’ space by providing stepby-step guidance on protecting,
managing, and enforcing intellectual property rights in their
images using specific software tools.”
Reed, a photographer himself, is an experienced copyright lawyer and professional photographer specializing in intellectual property, antitrust, and communications law.
He currently serves
as the senior advisor
for policy and special
projects to the Register of Copyrights at
the U.S. Copyright
Office and also as acting chief of the Office’s Information &
Records Division.
Chris received his
bachelor’s degree in
economics from Lehigh University and his juris doctorate and
LL.M. (intellectual property) from the University of New Hampshire School of Law. He
served as editor-in-chief of IDEA®: The Intellectual Property Law Review while in law
school.
He now now lives in Los Angeles.
I
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(Books, continued from page 74)

Jack Dunn:
a new
life after
43 years
at Mueller
Planetarium

have a positive opinion of science and what
we do as planetarians, perhaps this book will
help you find some new methods of supporting your stand, or at least how to better relate
to those to whom critical thinking is not one
if their strong points.

Writing in the Dark:
An Astronomy Stylebook

Jack Dunn

After 43 years at the helm of Mueller Planetarium, at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Jack Dunn is retiring and will follow his wife, Elizabeth Klimek, as she
becomes director of a new planetarium in South Carolina. Dunn’s last day at UNL
was August 7.
“The variety of this job has kept me coming back each day,” Dunn said. “I’ve
made great friendships and worked with some really interesting characters. But, I’m
not one who worships the past. I’ve done my bit and it is time for others to step up
and keep this planetarium going.”
A Fremont native and Midland Lutheran graduate, Dunn was in Louisiana and
had been running a planetarium for two years when he accepted the UNL gig in
1971. When he walked in the door, Mueller Planetarium boasted a single car speaker sound system and two slide projectors wrapped in insulation inside giant wooden boxes.
“Other than the obvious fire hazard of those slide projectors, I decided there was
enough to work with,” Dunn said. “It was a start.”
Dunn brought the first laser light show to Mueller Planetarium in 1977. The
show, ran by Larry Goodridge, who was an instructor at the art academy in Cincinnati, Ohio, featured an eclectic mix of music and was an immediate hit.
Dunn’s favorite laser show memories include the packed house the first time the
planetarium played the “Dark Side of the Moon” show, hosting the International Laser Display Association conference twice, and helping Athletics celebrate the
Husker football national championship in 1995.
In 2006, Dunn enhanced the planetarium offerings by installing a unique fulldome system, which uses specialized mirrors to project shows across the planetarium’s 30-foot-wide dome. At the time of the upgrade, Mueller Planetarium was the
only facility between Chicago and Denver with such a system.
When he wasn’t working in the planetarium, Dunn has been active in the local and national astronomy community. He is president of the Prairie Astronomy
Club of Lincoln and the Great Plains Planetarium Association, for which he serves
as affiliate representative for the International Planetarium Society, chair of the
Hyde Memorial Observatory’s board of supervisors, and member of the Nebraska
Star Party’s board of directors.
The International Laser Display Association helped promote Dunn’s work with
laser projections for the visually impaired. Dunn has consulted with NASA, Jet Propulsion Lab and planetariums around the world to develop new interstellar shows.
And the list of distinguished speakers he has brought to campus includes several astronauts and distinguished engineers.
In retirement, Dunn plans to volunteer at his wife’s planetarium at the South
Carolina State Museum. He also will continue to consult in the industry.
“I’ve enjoyed most of my time here at UNL,” Dunn said. “My favorite part has
been encouraging people to explore and learn as much as they can.”
A search will be conducted to replace Dunn. Planetarium shows will continue to
I
be featured at the museum in the interim.				
Photo and article courtesy of Troy Fedderson, University Communications,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
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Woodrow W. Grizzle III, CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2013
Reviewed by April Whitt, Fernbank Science
Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
Back in the last millennium, college professors reminded us to “check our Terabian,”
(or MLA or AMA
or ACS or IEEE,
whichever style
manual was appropriate) as the
ultimate
style
book for research
papers, theses and
dissertations. I suggest
amending
that, for today’s
astronomy writers, to “check your
Grizzle.”
This handy little volume is engagingly written,
clearly laid out, easy to use and full of useful
information.
The book begins with capitalization guidelines. Can’t remember if it’s “sun” or “Sun”?
Reference to the light in the day sky (“Many
ancient cultures worshiped the sun”) or use
as an adjective (“The Pythia was the oracle at
Delphi in the temple of Apollo, the sun god.”),
is lower case.
The astronomical object is capitalized: “The
Sun supplies most of the energy needed for
life on Earth.”
“Part 2: Naming Conventions” helps make
sense of those asteroid names, allowing someone to deconstruct 2012 VP113 into its component parts. Natural satellites and rings, provisional naming of comets and the current rules
for formal names are included.
Planetary bodies plus the 88 official constellations along with their adjectival names and
a short legend or tidbit for each, round out the
book, which ends with a pronunciation guide
for Greek letters.
In today’s social media generation, where
students seem to converse in more acronyms
than a NASA press conference, it’s great to be
able to provide some structure for their writing. I recommend this book for anyone who
communicates astronomy.		
I
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Tributes
Betty Jo (BJ) Harper
March 1, 1939-May 1, 2014
Betty Jo (BJ) Harper of Fort Wayne, Indiana, passed away on May 1, 2014, after
a long illness.
She was born March 1, 1939, in Morgantown, West Virginia, and was a graduate of West Virginia University. She
completed
her
master’s degree in
secondary
education at Indiana
University.
Early in her
teaching
career,
she taught gym,
science, and special
education,
and coached high
BJ Harper
school girls’ volleyball and track. She later served as a
volleyball referee, and was an IHSAA
track official for many years, serving at
many meets including the IHSAA State
Track Meets in Indianapolis.
At Northrop High School, BJ served
as the director of the planetarium and
taught astronomy for the last 14 years
of her career, earning the nickname,
“The Starlady.” She retired from Fort
Wayne Community Schools (FWCS) in
2006 after 21 years as a science teacher at
Northrop and North Side High Schools.
After retiring, she continued to serve
as a volunteer director in the planetariums at both Northrop and Wayne
high schools, giving tours and presentations to many students and community groups.
She was an active member of the
Michigan Earth Science Teachers Association (MESTA), the NASA Solar System
Ambassador program for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and the Fort Wayne Astronomical Society (FWAS).
She is survived by her children, Sara
Harper of Fort Wayne, and Doug (Melanie) Harper of Peachtree City, Georgia,
and one grandson, Robert “Bobby” Michael Harper; two sisters and a brother.
She was preceded in death by her husband of 43 years, Robert G. “Giff” Harper,
and an infant son. Tributes are asked to
take the form of donations to St. Joseph
United Methodist Church, Fort Wayne,
Indiana or the Fort Wayne Astronomical Society.
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Bill Luzader — June 16, 2014
William (Bill) Luzader, of Brockton, Massachusette, passed away unexpectedly at
his home on June 16, at the age of 65.
A long-time member of the Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society, Bill grew up in
Saint Albans, West Virginia. He earned a
bachelor’s degree in physics from West Virginia University and a master’s
from Cambridge
College.
Moving
to
Massachusetts
in 1977, he was
the
planetarium director at
Brockton High
School, Taunton
High
School,
and Plymouth
Public Schools.
He taught physBill Luzader
ics and physical
science at Brockton High School, Milton Academy, and the
Massachusetts Academy of Mathematics
and Science.
He also taught astronomy at Bridgewater
State University, Bristol Community College, and through Virtual High School
Bill was a project associate for Project
STAR at the Harvard-Smithsonian Institute
for Astrophysics and a member of Skyscrapers, Inc., the amateur astronomical society
of Rhode Island.
He was preceded in death by a brother,
Mike, and is survived by his brother Steve.

The family request that tributes be made
to WGBH in Boston.
From MAPS members:
Bill was a gentleman in every sense of the
word, a man with a sharp wit and excellent
sense of humor, and a colleague who was always ready to share. Many years ago, Bill was
the “star” in a series of video lessons he had
done for Harvard. This was to establish and
document (on VHS tapes!) what represented
the best practices in astronomy education.
Bill had a commanding knowledge of the
“tricks of our trade,” end enjoyed wide and
durable respect in our field. Bill’s passing
means that yet another bright star has disappeared from our domes and gone to the
larger heavens.
—Sam Storch, Florida
A bright light goes out in the MAPS
sky. Bill was always a spirited call to
arms in the war on science ignorance.
He will be greatly missed at our gatherings.
—Alan Davenport, Maine
Bill was probably the greatest example of the class clown, always with a retort
leading to groans and eye rolls. But, mention astronomy, and his demeanor immediately changed; Bill would become
the consummate professional.
—Francine Jackson, Rhode Island
Though I didn’t see him frequently, I
miss the fact that he will not be there at
the next convention I attend, nor would
he turn up at the odd meeting. He contributed so many important ways to
teach difficult concepts, so many creative
ways to present ideas. He will be sorely
missed.
—Stephen Berr, Pennsylvania

John A. Schroer IV
September 12, 1956–July 14, 2014
John Schroer of Detroit, Michigan,
passed away on July 14, 2014. He had struggled with declining health due
John Schroer
to complications
from diabetes.
John
earned
a degree in mass
communications
from Miami University of Ohio.
He was a great
supporter of amateur astronomy;
he was a member
of a number of local clubs and a major contributor in planning and hosting one of the Midwest’s premier astronomy events, “Astronomy at the
Beach.” John was also an active amateur ra-

dio operator; KA8GRH was his call sign.
John had worked at planetariums in
Cincinnati and Dayton, Ohio, Schenectady, New York, and Detroit, Michigan. As
the planetarium educational coordinator
at the Detroit Science Center, John would
do what he did best: present the wonders of
the night sky to the public. With his blend
of astronomical knowledge, folklore, and
humor he would take visitors on a tour of
the universe. John was the driving force behind the science center’s Astronomy Day
activities and delighted in the controlled
chaos that occurs at any public event.
As an active member of the Great Lakes
Planetarium Association and the International Planetarium Society, John was
recognized as a Fellow in both organizations. He served as President of GLPA from
2010 to 2012. 		
—John Potts
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Planetarians’
Calendar of Events
www.astrofilibresciani.it/Planetari/Internationa_Calendar.htm
Compiled by Loris Ramponi - osservatorio@serafinozani.it
2014

2015

3-5 September. Digistar Users Group, DUG 2014, Meeting in Hamburg &
Kiel, Germany. Contact: Markus Schack, markus@dug2014.de, www.
dug2014.de
5 September. International Observe the Moon Night (InOMN).observethemoonnight.org
10-13 September. Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society, Annual Conference, Maryland Science Center’s Davis Planetarium, Baltimore,
Maryland, USA. Contact: Patty Seaton, pxts13@yahoo.com; www.
mapsplanetarium.org
15 September. Deadline for the applicants of “A Week in Italy for an
American Planetarium Operator,” in collaboration with IPS Portable
Planetarium Committee. www.astrofilibresciani.it/Planetari/Week_
in_Italy/Week_Italy.htm
19-20 September. British Association of Planetaria (BAP), annual meeting, Thinktank Birmingham Science Museum, Birmingham, United
Kingdom. Contact: Dr Jenny Shipway, president@planetaria.org.uk;
bapconference.org.uk
20-23 September. Giant Screen Cinema Association, GSCA 2014 International Conference and Trade Show, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
www.giantscreencinema.com. Contact: Tammy Seldon, tammy@giantscreencinema.com
25-30 September. XIV Meeting of the Association of Brazilian Planetarium (ABP), Goiânia and Anápolis Planetariums, Goiás State, Brazil.
Contact: contato@planetarios.org.br, www.planetarios.org.br
26-28 September. International MultiDome Science and Art Festival (formerlyRussian Full-Dome Festival), Large Novosibirsk Planetarium, Novosibirsk, Russia. Contact: Sergey Maslikov: s.maslikov@
gmail.com, www.domefest.ru
4- 10 October. World Space Week, www.worldspaceweek.org
18-21 October. Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC) Annual Conference, North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences, Raleigh, North Carolina, USA. www.astc.org
24-27 October. Mediaglobe Users Group (MUG) 2015, Tellus Science
Center, Centerville, Georgia. www.mediaglobeusergroup.com
29-30 October. Bowen Exhibit and Immersive Theater Exhibit ExpoFree, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA. Meet with equipment manufacturers and attend eighteen free training workshops about technologies
for exhibits and immersive theaters. Contact: info@bowentechnovation.com, www.bowentechnovation.com/expo2014
29 October-November 1. Great Lakes Planetarium Association, GLPA
Conference, Ball State University Planetarium, Department of Physics & Astronomy, Muncie, Indiana, USA. Contact: rkaitchu@bsu.edu,
www.glpaweb.org
30 October-8 November. 20th International Symposium on Electronic
Art, ISEA 2014, Zayed University, Dubai. www.zu.ac.ae
11 December. Deadline of the Stratoscript Compendium Ring 2014, a
scripting competition open to everybody by LSS-Planetarium. Contact: lionel.ruiz@live.fr, www.lss-planetariums.info/index.php?lang=
en&menu=compendium&page=compendium2013
31 December. Deadline of the prize “Page of stars” organized by IPS Portable Planetarium Committee in collaboration with Serafino Zani
Astronomical Observatory. The prize rules are available at the IPS
Mobile Planetarium Committee web page. Contact: Susan Reynolds
Button, sbuttonq2c@gmail.com

28 February. Deadline of PlanIt Prize for an original video production,
organized each year by Italian Association of Planetaria (PlanIt), Italy. The prize is open to everyone. First prize 500 euro. www.planetari.
org Contact: premi@planetari.org
15 March. International Day of Planetaria. www.dayofplanetaria.org
10-12 April. Italian Association of Planetaria (PlanIt), XXX National
Conference, Infini.To Planetarium, Turin, Italy. www.planetari.org
Contact: osservatorio@serafinozani.it
1 May–31 October. Expo 2015, “Feeding the planet, energy for life,”
World Exposition, Milan, Italy. http://en.expo2015.org
1-4 May. Gesellschaft Deutschsprachiger Planetarien e.V.,GDP 2015, Annual meeting of Society of German-Speaking Planetariums, Potsdam,
Berlin. Contact: Karin Flegel: k.flegel@urania-potsdam.de www.gdpplanetarium.org
7-10 May. Association of French Speaking Planetariums (APLF), Yearly Meeting, Planétarium de Reims, France. Contact: philippe.simonnet@mairie-reims.fr www.aplf-planetariums.org
28-30 May. 9th FullDome Festival, Jena Zeiss-Planetarium, Jena, Germany. Contact: info@fulldome-festival.de or Volkmar Schorcht,
schorcht@zeiss.de, www.fulldome-festival.de
11-13 June. European Network of Science Centres and Museums (ECSITE), Annual Conference, “Food for curious minds”, MUSE, Trento,
Italy. www.ecsite.eu
3-4 August. International Astronomical Union, XXIX General Assembly, Hawai’i Convention Center, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA. astronomy2015.org
9-13 August, 42nd International conference and exhibition on computer graphics and interactive techniques, SIGGRAPH 2015, Los Angeles,
California, USA. www.siggraph.org
4-6 September. Nordic Planetarium Association Biennial Conference, AHHAA Science Center, Heureka, The Finnish Science Centre,
Helsinki, Finland. www.heureka.fi Contact: Kai Santavuori, kai.santavouri@heureka.fi
14-17 October–1 November. Great Lakes Planetarium Association Conference, the 50th anniversary of GLPA, Grand Rapids, Michigan,
USA. www.glpaweb.org
17-20 October. Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC) Annual Conference, Montreal Science Centre, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. www.astc.org
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For corrections and new information for the Calendar of Events, please
send a message to Loris Ramponi at osservatorio@serafinozani.it More details about several of these upcoming events is included in the International News column in this issue.
The most up-to-date information also is available online at the IPS Calendar
of Events at www.ips-planetarium.org
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Last Light
April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu
One of the greatest rewards of our profession, I think, is working with all the incredibly creative and friendly colleagues we have,
from all over the world. This year’s IPS conference in late June is a perfect example. Many,
many thanks to our kind and generous hosts
at Beijing Planetarium.
Through their excellent organization of
the conference, we met new friends (Hi, Aase!
Hi, Cherry!), reconnected with old friends (Hi,
Marion! Hi, Karou!), saw new products and
technology from our amazing vendors (Hi
Scott! Hi, Christophe!), watched award-winning fulldome productions (Hi, Becky and
Ruth!) and listened to talks and papers that
will help us educate for the future. (Good luck
with the nanoplanetarium project, Jim, and
perhaps the size-referencing tagline “road kill
planetarium” could be altered?)

Talking about the universe
Astronomy magazine’s editor-it-chief, David
Eicher, gave one of the keynote papers. As he
put it, originally he’s from Ohio, but his home
is the universe. His paper, titled “Does the Universe Really Care About Itself?” included a
number of tips for educating for the future.
He began with a brief history: 3.8 billion
years ago, during the late heavy bombardment, all kinds of collisions and interactions
came about as “atoms did their thing because

that’s what atoms do.” The last half-billion
years witnessed a huge explosion of life. Homo
sapiens has been around for the last 100,000
years or so, and life itself “is a near-death experience.” Our Earth is a sample of one.
He pointed out that it is becoming more
difficult for young people to engage in science today, partly because of the way science
in portrayed or reported in the media.
In “the great electron stream that is public
television,” there are programs purporting to
be about science that are filled with catchy
animated segments or are reporting Harvard
University’s “Punkin’ Chunkin’” as news. (The
contest is to see which team can build a device
to launch a pumpkin the farthest distance.
Fun, but unlikely to produce PhDs.)
The media, Eicher points out, often succumb to the allure of making things just a little more compelling. “Venus! Earth’s Sister
Planet! Could oceans have existed there? Stay
tuned!”
There is no evidence of oceans on the second planet from our primary. Venus was resurfaced by volcanic activity three-quarters
of a billion years ago. As Eicher pointed out,
anyone who knows recent astronomy can tell
that facts are way more exciting than fiction.
We need to help students understand the difference.
Choose for yourself whether to share that a

few billion years from now, the sun’s red giant
phase will boil away our oceans. Life on this
planet will be 80% over. (I’m guessing cockroaches will still be around.)
Eicher also shared images and information
from the first Starmus Festival in 2011, held
at Tenerife in the Canary Islands. Eminent
astronauts, astronomers, cosmonauts, physicists and engineers took part in a panel discussion timed to last as long as Yuri Gagarin’s first
journey into space, 108 minutes.
(The second Starmus Festival is scheduled
for September 22-27 in Tenerife. The Starmus
Festival is open to everyone who “holds a passion for astronomy and space exploration,
and who has a desire to know more about
where we came from and what’s out there.”
Find out more at www.starmus.com.)
Speakers at the second Starmus Festival
edition include Stephen Hawking, Richard
Dawkins and former Queen guitarist and now
astrophysicist Dr. Brian May.

Buzz Aldrin on the moon
He shared one of the images from the 2011
Starmus gathering showing Buzz Aldrin in his
space suit on the moon.
“You see this picture?” Aldrin had said.
“What ‘s so important about this picture?
Three words: location, location, location.”
Today, students consider the space race to
be ancient history. How can we help them feel
the excitement and joy of discovery that we
felt, and how can we help them lead the way
to the future?
At the same festival, speaker Neil Armstrong said, “Let us hope that our grandchildren at our age can look back and say, ‘The
20th century was a century of advancement
and improvement in technology, and the 21st
century was a century of advancement and
improvement in human character.”
I

Professor Robin Byrne requires her Astronomy 1 classes at Northeast State Community College in Blountville, Tennessee, to write a five-page research paper and give a class presentation on the topic. Extra
points are awarded for creativity. Here are three of this year’s entries. Can you determine what they depict? Hints: Neil Armstrong, the Juno mission and Tycho Brahe. Photos courtesy Robin Byrne.
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